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Abstract 
The research is concerned with the proposal and the development of a general 
method for computing rapidly oscillatory integrals with sine and cosine weight 
integrands of the form f(x) exp(iwq(x)). In this method the interval (finite 
or infinite) of integration is transformed to an equivalent contour in the com-
plex plane and consequently the problem of evaluating the original oscillatory 
integral reduces to the evaluation of one or more contour integrals. Special 
contours, called the optimal contours, are devised and used so that the result-
ing real integrals are non-oscillatory and have rapidly decreasing integrands 
towards one end of the integration range. The resulting real integrals are then 
easily computed nsing any general-purpose quadrature rule. 
The thesis starts from a survey on the basic general quadrature methods with 
some emphasis on the Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature rule which is the main tool 
for the tests throughout the work. The optimal contour is defined and its 
general properties analysed. The idea 18 further studied, analysed and tested 
with a number of specific elementary q( x) for large values of w in the cases 
when the interval of integration is both infinite and finite. Computational 
formulae are derived and supporting theorems stated and proved. The power 
of the method is demonstrated by testing it on a wide range of test functions 
f (x). The efficiency of the method is further enhanced by integrating the final 
integral over a shortened range. Finally the method of optimal contours is 
applied successfully to Laplace transform inversion and to the computation of 
probability densities for stable distributions as both problems can be reduced 
to the evaluations of oscillatory integrals of the type considered. A special 
technique is devised to locate the effective range of integration. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 The purpose of numerical quadrature 
Numerical quadrature usually means the numerical evaluation of the integral 
1(1) = t f(x)dx (11) 
where the limits a, b of the integration and the integrand f(x) are supposed 
known. If a and b are finite and If f(x) is bounded and is continuous almost 
everywhere in [a, b), the integral exists in the Riemann sense. If a or b is infinite, 
or if f(x) has an infinite discontinuity within the interval [a, b), the integral is 
an improper integral. The basic formula for the analytical evaluation of the 
integral is known as the fundamental theorem of calculus, which states that if 
F(x) is a primitive of f(x) (1 e. F'(x) = f(x)), then 
t f(x) dx = F(b) - F(a). 
Unfortunately, in many practical cases, the primitive, though it exists, cannot 
be expressed in terms of elementary functions. Even if it can be found in terms 
of elementary functions, it can in most cases only be evaluated apprOlomately. 
1 
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For the above reasons, it is important to have formulae for evaluating integrals 
numerically Using any such formulae, we compute an approximate value Q(f) 
of the integral so that It differs from I (J) by no more than a given c numerically. 
If the precisIOn of p decimal places is reqUIred, we can set 
e = 0.5 x lO-p 
while if the precision of p significant figures is required, we can set 
c = 0.5 X lO-P+m 
where m is the exponent of 1(f) such that lOm-l < 1(f) < lOm. 
Formulae to evaluate integrals such as (1.1) are called general-purpose quadra-
ture rules and some of them are surveyed briefly in the following sections. They 
fall into three categories The easiest fits I(x) to a polynomial on equally 
spaced points and yields the Newton-Cotes rules (see Section 1.5). A more 
accurate set of rules follows if the integration points are themselves computed 
rather than being fixed as equally spaced. These are the important Gaussian 
rules (see Section 1.6). A more modern but different approach IS the approx-
imation by a series of Chebyshev polynomials. Tlus yields the very stable 
Clenshaw-Curtis rules (see Section 1.7). 
Some problems can easily defeat such general methods. The common classes 
are singular and OSCillatory integrals. In the singular case I(x) has singular 
values or singular derivatives in the domain [a, b). Without loss of generality, 
we can assume that there is only one singularity occurring at either end-point 
a or b. There are a few common strategies to tackle the problem. The first 
is simply ignoring the singularity by employing an open rule. The second is 
removmg the singularity by introducmg a nonsingular integrand g(x) so that 
the integral of I(x) - g(x), though singular, can be computed analytically. 
The third strategy is known as "creeping up on the singularity" in which a 
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sequence of integrals over domains approaching the interval [a, bJ is generated 
The values of such integrals therefore approach the value of the integral over 
[a, bJ. Accelerators of the type described in Section 1.9 can be used to speed up 
the approach to the limit. The fourth is the transformation method where we 
transform the integral to one with no singularity which can be tackled usmg 
general methods (see Evans [29]). 
The oscillatory case involves integrals such as 
l f(x)e1W% dx. 
If w is large, a general-purpose rule will fail to find a reasonably accurate 
value since the sampling process of the method produces random values of the 
integrands. Here, special methods are needed and this is the main subject of 
this thesis. 
1.2 Some basic terminology 
A more general integral to be evaluated is of the form 
I(J) = l w(x)f(x) dx 
where w(x) is a given function called the weight function. In this chapter we 
always assume that the weIght function w(x) is non-negative so that the inte-
gral J! w( x) dx is positive and finite. With this assumption, many important 
results can be established (see Evans [29]). However, in other chapters, we WIll 
consider integrals with oscillatory weight function w(x). 
A quadmture rule (or simply, a rule) is a functional Q which gives an ap-
proximate value QU) of I(J), for each function f(x). For most practical 
applications, QU) is of the form 
n 
Q(J) = L w,f(x,) (1.2) 
,=1 
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where the abscISsae x, and weights w, are known constants dependmg on 
j,n,w(x) and on the interval [a,b], but independent of the function f(x). To 
emphasize its dependence on n, the formula (1.2) is sometimes called an n-polnt 
formula and the functional symbol Q replaced by Qn. The truncation error or 
the remainder term R(f) of the rule is usually a mathematIcal expression for 
the dIfference 1(f) - Q(f). The rule is usually expressed symbolically by the 
approximation 
1(f) ~ Q(f) (1.3) 
or by the equality 
1(f) = Q(f) + R(f). (1.4) 
The abscissae x, may be equally spaced or distributed unevenly over or WIthin 
the interval [a, b]. If both end-points of the interval [a, b] are abscIssae of the 
rule, it is called a closed rule. If none of the end-points IS an abscissa, it is 
an open rule. An open rule is useful when the integrand has some sort of 
singularIty at one or both of the end-points of [a, b] and can be used as a 
predictor in solving ordinary differentIal equations numerically. 
The numerical quadrature rule Qn IS said to be symmetrical If the abscissae 
and weights satisfy the symmetry conditions: 
x,-a=b-xn_j, w,=wn_" j=1,2, ... ,n. 
When the weight function w(x) is symmetrical about the centre c = (a + b)/2 
of the interval of integration, i.e. w(c - x) = w(c + x), the symmetry of the 
abscissae implies the symmetry of the weights. In this case, it seeIns natural 
to seek a symmetrical rule for the quadrature (see Section 1.6). 
The numerical quadrature rule Q is said to have a degree of precision m or 
simply degree m ifthe remainder term vanishes when f(x) is any polynomial of 
degree m or less, and if the remainder term does not vanish for some polynomial 
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f(x) of degree m + 1. The degree of precision is a measure of the general 
accuracy of approximation computed by the quadrature rule. The higher the 
degree of precision, the more accurate the rule is said to be. 
The efficiency of a numerical quadrature rule can be measured by the number 
of function evaluations of f(x) done during the whole procedure of calcula-
tion. However, in order to have an idea of the accuracy of a computed value 
Qn(f) using a rule with n function evaluations, we usually have to compute 
again using the same rule with more, say m function evaluations, and com-
pare the results Qn(f) and Qm(f). To minimize the total number of function 
evaluations, it is preferable that the previous n function values can be used 
again in the second application of the rule so that only m function evaluations 
are required in both apphcations. A rule with such a property is sometimes 
said to be progressive. The progressivity of a rule IS an important property to 
consider when we are selecting an appropriate rule for a quadrature problem. 
1.3 Interpolatory rules 
Consider the n-point numerical quadrature rule 
b n 
J(f) := 1 w(x)f(x) dx ~ Qn(f) = L w,f(x,). 
a ,=1 
(1.5) 
If the abscissae x"j = 1, ... , n are known, the weights w"j = 1, ... , n can be 
found by requiring that the degree of precision of the rule be at least n - 1, or 
equivalently, by requiring that 
J(f) = Q(f) for all f E TIn - 1 
where TIk denote the space of polynomials of degree k or less. 
This requirement is also equivalent to the following system of n linear equations 
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in n unknowns W,,) = 1, ... , n : 
n b 
LX;w, = /. w(x)x'dx, 
,=1 a 
i = 0, 1, 2, ... ,n - 1 (1.6) 
This system has a unique solution since the x, are distmct. We say that the 
rule Q is found by the method of undetermzned coefficients if the weights w, 
are found by solving (1.6). 
An alternative approach to finding the weights Wj is to integrate over [a, b] 
the polynomial Pf(x), of degree n - 1 or less, which interpolates f(x) at the 
abscissae Xl,X2, ... ,Xn • If we put Pf(x) in Lagrangian form 
n 
Pf(x) = LC,(x)f(Xj) 
,=1 
where C,(x) are the Lagrange basiS polynomials, we obtain the rule 
b n 
I(f) ~ /. w(x)Pf(x) dx = L Wjf(x,) 
a 3=1 
where 
w, = t w(x)C,(x) dx, j = 1, ... , n. (1.7) 
Clearly, these w, are independent of f(x). A rule obtained in this way is said 
to be znterpoZatory. 
Now if f(x) is a polynomial of degree no more than n-l, by the uniqueness of 
interpolating polynomial we must have Pf(x) = f(x) and hence I(f) = Q(f). 
This shows that the w, computed by (1.7) must satisfy (16). As (1.6) has a 
unique solution, the sets of w, computed by (1.7) and by (1 6) are identical. 
If f(x) is n times differentiable in (a, b), the error of the interpolation is given 
by 
where 
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and 
It follows that the truncation error of the interpolatory rule (1.5) is given by 
1 lb R,.(f) = I(f) - Qn(f) = n! a w(x)f(n)(~(X))Wn(X) dx. 
Using the HOlder inequality, we have, for 1 :::; p < 00 and l/p+ l/q = 1, 
(1.8) 
where 11· Ilk denotes the k-norm with respect to w(x) defined by 
[ 
b k ] Ilk 
lIu(x) Ilk = 1 w(x)lu(x)1 dx for 1:::; k < 00 
and 
lIu(x)lloo = max{lu(x)J : a :::; x :::; b}. 
1.4 The convergence and stability of the rules 
Let [a, b) and w(x) be fixed. For each n = 1,2, ... , consider the quadrature 
rule Qn of the form 
b n 
I(f) = 1 w(x)f(x) dx ~ Qn(f) = L w,f(x,) 
a 3=1 
where the abscissae x, and the weights w, depend on n. For the rule Qn 
to be practically useful, for a wide class of functIOns f, we naturally expect 
Qn(f) producing better approximations If the abscissa number n increases. 
Mathematically, we say that the rule Qn or more correctly, the family of rules 
(Qn) is convergent for the function f if 
Qn(f) -+ I(f) or R(f) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. (1.9) 
We normally regard (Qm) a practical family of rules if it is convergent for all 
f E era, b). 
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Theorem 1.1 If the Qn are mterpo/atory and if all the quadrature we~ghts w, 
are positive then (Qn) ~s convergent for all f E C[a, b]. 
PROOF. For any 9 E IIn-l> since l(g) = Qn(g), we have 
11(J) - Qn(J)1 s 11(J - g)1 + IQn(J - g)l· (1.10) 
Let 
K= t w(x)dx. (1.11) 
Then 
11(J - g)1 < Kllf - glloo. 
Furthermore, 
n n 
IQn(J - g)1 s 2: Iw, llf(x, ) - g(x, ) 1 s (2: Iw, l)lIf - glloo . 
1=1 1=1 
Therefore (1.10) becomes 
n 
11(J) - Qn(J)1 S (K + 2: Iw, l)lIf - glloo 
1=1 
n 
= (K + 2:w,)lIf - glloo = 2Kllf - glloo. 
1=1 
(1.12) 
The last equality follows from the fact that Qn should integrate exactly the 
integral when f(x) == 1, givmg 
n 
K= 2:w,. (1.13) 
1=1 
Since, by (1.11), K is independent of n, the convergence can be established by 
the Weierstrass theorem o 
The above result indicates the importance of the positiveness of the weights 
w,. 
If the computation of Qn(J) is exact, the truncatlOn error R(J) represents the 
actual error incurred in the computation and a convergent rule will produce 
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good results approaching the true value as the number of quadrature abscis-
sae is increasing to infinity. However in actual application of the rule on a 
computer, rounding errors must occur due to the inexact representation of 
real numbers by machine numbers of finite word length. Thus R(f) is only 
the theoretical error and the actual error should be the sum of R(f) and the 
roundmg error incurred. The rule is unstable if the rounding error propagates 
beyond control during the process of the computation. Clearly we should avoid 
using an unstable quadrature rule. 
The problem of computmg I(f) is a stable process wIth respect to the change 
of integrand. By thIS we mean that there is a constant Ko such that 
I/(f) - I(g)1 :::; Ko III - gll 
where 11 . 11 represents the umform norm over [a, b). This inequahty can be 
established by putting (since w(x) :::: 0) 
Ko = K = t w(x)dx. 
Similarly we can establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2 /IQn(f) zs gwen by (1.2), then the process 01 computing Qn(f) 
is a stable process unth respect to the change oll(x). 
PROOF. Let L = L:;=llwJI. Then 
n 
IQn(f) - Qn(g) 1 = IQn(f - g)1 :::; L IwJII(f - g)(xJ ) 1 :::; L III - gll 
J=I 
o 
WIth K defined by (1.11) and L defined in the above proof, we have, using 
(1.13) the triangle inequality 
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in which the equality sign holds when the wJ are all positive. This shows that 
the positiveness of all the wJ is a condition which guarantees that the stability 
of computing Qn(J) is as good as the stability of computing I(f) . 
Almost all quadrature rules used in practice have positive weights wJ ; others 
have the constants L only Insignificantly greater than the optimal values K. 
1.5 Newton-Cotes type rules 
Suppose that the abscissae xJ ' j = 1,2, ... ,n'are equally spaced points sym-
metrically dIstributed on [a, b] with spacing h and that the weight function 
w(x) == 1 as mentIOned in the introductory section. Then the interpolatory 
rule is symmetrical. It is called a closed Newton-Cotes rule if a = XI, b = Xn 
and h = (b-a)/(n-1); it is an open Newton-Cotes rule If a = xl-h, b = Xn +h 
and h = (b - a)/(n + 1). 
The weights wJ for the n-point Newton-Cotes rules for n ~ 9 can be found, 
for examples, in Evans [29] and Abramowitz and Stegun [1]. It can be shown 
that the error terrns of the rules are given by 
for odd n 
R,.(J) = 
for even n 
for functions f (x) which are sufficiently many tImes differentiable in the inter-
val of integration. 
Only the Newton-Cotes rules with small point number n are of practical im-
portance as some abscissae are negative if n ~ 9 for the closed Newton-Cotes 
rules and n ~ 4 for open rules It can be proved (see Engels [24]) that E;=l IWJ I 
tends to infinity as n increases, so that the convergence and stability cannot be 
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established as in Section 1.4. Also, it can be proved that the rules are stable 
only if there IS no complex singularity of the integrand in a neIghbourhood 
of the finite interval [a, b] m the complex plane. In other words, there IS no 
guarantee of stabIlity and convergence even if the integrand I(x) is infirutely 
many times differentiable on the mterval [a, b]. A more sophisticated result is 
due to Krylov [66] who showed that for Newton-Cotes rules Qm, there is in the 
complex plane an oval shape region K. containing the interval [a, b] such that 
Qm IS convergent if I(z) is analytIc inside and on the boundary of K.. 
1.5.1 Composite rules 
An m-point rule Qm with a small number of abscissae, referred to in this 
subsection as the baste rule, can be used to generate the associated compos-
~te rule. In this connection, we partition the finite interval [a, b] into k equal 
subintervals of length H = (b - a)/k and apply the basic m-point rule Qm 
over each small subinterval. The mtegral is computed as the sum of the re-
sultmg approximations. ThIS composite rule will be denoted by k x Qm for 
convenience. 
If the basic rule Qm has positive weights, so do the composite rules k x Qm. 
However, the composite rule is not interpolatory in general even if the asso-
ciated basIC rule is. The importance of composite rules can be seen from the 
following theorem (see Davis and Rabinowit£ [21].) 
Theorem 1.3 If Qm integrates the constant functwn 1 exactly, then the com-
pos~te rule ~ convergent, i. e. 
if I(x) is Riemann zntegrable over [a, b]. 
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Since the Newton-Cotes rules are interpolatory, they integrate 1 exactly and 
hence we see that composite Newton-Cotes are convergent for Riemann inte-
grable f(x) although for such f(x) the basic Newton-Cotes rules may not be 
convergent. 
For Newton-Cotes rules Qm, if f(x) IS sufficiently many times dIfferentiable 
with bounded derivatives on the interval [a, b], the following results on the 
truncation error of the composite rule k x Qm can be proved (see Davis and 
Rabinowitz [21]): 
m odd, 
m even. 
Some basic composite rules k x Qm with small values of m will be described 
in the next few subsections. 
1.5.2 Mid-point rule 
If m = 1, there is only one abscIssa. If we take this as the centre of the 
integration interval [a,.8]' the corresponding Newton-Cotes rule is open and is 
the mzd-poznt rule given by: 
f3 (a +.8) !"(~W M: L f(x)dx = hf -2- + 24 ' ~ E (a,.8) 
where h = .8 - a. The rule M cannot be accurate in general unless h is small. 
For the integral l f(x)dx 
where b - a is not small, we can partition the interval [a, b] into n subintervals 
, 
of equal length h by points tJ ,) = 0,1, ... , n such that to = a, tn = b and 
tJ = a + jh and apply the mid-point rule M to each submterval [tJ' tJ+I]. In 
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this way we obtain the composite mid-point rule: 
nxM: l b f(x)dx = h t f(xJ ) + !"(~W(b- a), ~ E (a, b) a J=1 24 
where xJ = tJ - h/2 for all j = 1,2, ... ,n. 
This rule is progressive and open, and is useful when a or b is a singular point 
of the integrand f(x). 
1.5.3 Trapezoidal rule 
When m = 2, the closed Newton-Cotes rules is the (basic) trapezoidal rule: 
T: ;: f(x) dx = ~[f(a) + f(J3))- !"~~h3, ~ E (a, m 
where h = J3 - a. 
To generate the composite rule n x T, we first divide [a, b] into n equal subin-
tervals of equal length h by the pivotal pomts xJ (j = 0,1, ... , n) so that 
Xo = a, Xn = b and nh = b - a. Then we apply the basic rule to each of these 
subinterva1s. This gives the composite trapezoidal rule: 
nxT: 
b n b 1 f(x)dx=h,£"f(xJ )- ~a!"(~)h2, 
a 3=0 
~ E (a, b) 
where the summation symbol "'£" indicates that the first and the last term are 
to be halved. The composite trapezoidal rule is progressive and has a precision 
of first degree. If the function f(x) satisfies the periodicity conditions 
f('l(b) = f('l(a), i = 1,3,5, ... 
and if we denote by Bk the Bernoulli numbers, the asymptotic Euler-Maclaurm 
formula: 
l b n 00 B hk f(x) dx = h '£" f(xJ ) - '£ _k_, (f(k-Il(b) - f(k-Il(a)) (1.14) a J=O k=2 k. 
even 
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shows that the error terms goes to zero when h approaches O. This accounts 
for the great accuracy achievable by using the composite trapezoidal rule when 
f(x) has the above-mentioned property of periodicity. 
For f(x) which do not have such properties, a number of transformations can 
be used to transform it to one with such properties and hence the composite 
trapezoidal rule can be applied efficiently. Examples of such transformations 
are the polynomial transformations (Evans, Forbes and Hyslop [34]), IMT-
transformation (Takahasi and Mori, [118]), the DE-transformations (Takahasi 
and Mori,[119]) and the tanh-transformations (Evans, Forbes and Hyslop [35], 
Evans [26]). 
1.5.4 Simpson's rule 
When m = 3, the closed Newton-Cotes rule is the Simpson's rule: 
8: 1: f(x)dx = ~[J(a) +4f(a;l1) +f(I1)]- f(4)~~W, 
where h = (11- a)/2 and e E (a, 11). 
To generate the composite rule, we first divide [a, b] into 2n equal subintervals 
of equal length h by the pivotal points x, 0 = 0,1, ... , 2n) so that Xo = 
a, X2n = b and 2nh = b-a. Then we apply the basic rule 8 to each subinterval 
[X2 .. X2.+2] of length 2h. This give the composite Slmpson's rule: 
nx8: e E (a, b) 
where 
2n-l 2n-2 
81 = f(a) + f(b), 82 = L f(x,), 83 = L f(x,). 
,=1 ,=2 
odd even 
The composite Simpson's rule has a degree of precision of 3. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1.6 Gaussian Rules 
The Newton-Cotes rules with relatively large abscissa number have negat1ve 
weights and cannot be used at high orders to give the best computational 
accuracy. This discrepancy is due to the fact that the abscissae x, are fixed 
as equally spaced points on the interval of integration. If these abscissae are 
freed then an n-point rule of degree 2n - 1 becomes possible. Moreover, it 
turns out that the new rule of degree 2n - 1 has positive weights and hence 
convergence and stability are guaranteed. 
For a given non-negative we1ght function w(x) and a fixed n, the abscissae x, 
and the weights w" (J = 1,2, ... ,n) can be shown to exist so that the n-pomt 
rule 
l b " w(x)f(x) dx ~ L w,f(x,) a 3=1 
has a mruumal degree of precislOn. Such a rule is said to be the Gaussian rule 
Wlth respect to the weight function w(x) over the interval [a,b]. As the 2n 
parameters w, and x, can be determined by 2n conditions: 
" lb LW'x~= w(x)x'dx, ~=O,I, ... ,2n-l, 
3=1 a 
(1.15) 
the maximized degree of precislOn is at least equal to 2n - 1. FUrthermore, 
when we put 
into the rule, the left-hand side is positive while the right-hand side vanishes 
This shows that the degree of precision of the rule is exactly 2n - 1 which 1S 
almost twice that for the Newton-Cotes rule with the same number of abscis-
sae. 
Since the degree of precision is not less than n - 1, the Gaussian rule is inter-
polatory. Since the weight function w(x) is non-negative, polynomials cP.(x) 
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of degree~, (i = 0,1,2, ... ) eXIst and they form an orthogonal system with 
respect to w(x) over the interval [a, b], Le. WIth respect to the inner product 
defined by 
(u(X), v(x)) = t w(x)u(x)v(x) dx 
with induced norm 
[ 
b ] 1/2 lIu(x)112 = la w(x)lu(xWdx 
Let an be the leading coefficients (coefficients of xn) of <Pn(x). If we denote 
by ~n(X) the monic polynomial <pn(x)jan and by TIk the set of all momc poly-
nomials of degree k, then lI~n(x)1I2 < IIPn(x)1I2 for all Pn(X) E TIn. The error 
bound (1.8) on page 7, with p = q = 2, indicates that for the Gaussian rule 
to be convergent as fast as possible for f(x) E Cn[a, b], the weights x, should 
minimize the 2-norm IIwn(x)1I2 where wn(x) = (x - Xl)··· (X - xn) E TIn. It 
follows that we must set wn(x) = ~n(X) or taking the x, as the zeros of <Pn(x). 
Indeed, it can be shown that the abscissae x,, J = 1,2, ... , n of the n-point 
Gaussian rule are precisely the zeros of <Pn (x) (Evans [29]). 
Furthermore, it is a property of orthogonal polynomials that these zeros are 
distinct and all lie within the interval (a, b). The weights w" j = 1,2, ... , n 
can be proved positive (Evans [29]) and can be found by solving the linear 
system (1.15) once the abscissae x, have been determined. 
The problem of determining weights and abscissae for a specific Gaussian 
formula defined by the given weight function w(x) and interval [a, b]IS non-
trivial as the resultmg equations are both non-linear and Ill-conditioned. Hence 
for commonly used combinations such as w(x) = 1, [a,b] = [-1,1] and w(x) = 
e-z , [a, b] = [0,00), formulae have been computed and tabulated (Abramowitz 
and Stegun [1] and Evans [29]). The methods for the computation either use 
extended precision arithmetic or special methods to reduce the ill-conditiomng 
such as modified moments (Gautschi [45], Golub and Welsh [50], Sack and 
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Donovan [94]). 
The Gausslan rules are powerful methods for an mtegrand ofthe form w(x )/(x) 
where /(x) is a function behaving like a polynomial m the interval of mtegra-
tion However, the Gaussian rule is, in general, not progressive as the abscissae 
are unevenly distributed so that no further use of the previous function eval-
uations is possible If we want to further use the rule with more abscissae. 
The computational cost of generatmg a new Gaussian rule is high so this 
precludes the method, in general, for oscillatory quadrature in which the os-
cillatory part is absorbed into the weight w(x), being considered in the main 
part of the thesis. 
There are some hybid formulae in which certam abscissae x. are fixed a prtOrt. 
They are, in particular, the Gauss-Radau and Gauss-Lobatto rules. 
1.6.1 Gauss-Radau and Gauss-Lobatto rules 
When the Gaussian rule is generated, the abscissae are selected such that the 
rule has a maximal degree of precision. However, sometimes we _may like to 
use a rule which makes use of the function values at some particular fixed and 
known abscissae. The Gauss-Radau and the Gauss-Lobatto rules are of this 
nature. 
The following Gauss-Radau rule uses the left end-point of the interval [-1,1] 
as the fixed abscissa. It is of the form (Davis and Rabmowitz [21]) 
I 2 n L /(x)dx = (n+ 1)2/(-1) + ~W,/(X1) + R(f) 
f 1 . Pn(x) + Pn+l(x) where x1 ' J = 1,2, ... , n are the zeros 0 the po ynormal l' x+ 
Pk(X) being the Legendre polynomial of degree k. The weights and error 
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terms are respectively 
j = 1,2, ... ,n 
and 
R(f) = 22n+1(n + l)[n!]4 j<2n+l)(€) -1 < € < 1. 
[(2n + 1)!]3 , 
By changing the signs of the abscissae we get the Gauss-Radau rule using the 
right end-point of [-1,1] as the fixed abscissa. 
The Gauss-Lobatto rule uses both end-points of [-1, 1] as the fixed abSCissae 
It is of the form (Davis and Rabinowitz [21]) 
1 2 .. L I(x) dx = (n + 2)(n + 1) [I( -1) + 1(1)] + ~ w31(x3 ) + R(f) 
where x3 ' j = 1,2, ... , n are the zeros of the polynomial P~+1(x). The weights 
and error terms are respectively 
2 j = 1,2, . .. ,n 
and 
The above rules are particular cases of the more general rules 
where the m abscissae Yk, k = 1,2, ... , m are prescribed. The additional n 
abscissae x 3 ' j = 1,2, ... ,n and the weights ak and WJ are to be determined 
so that the degree of precision of the rule is as high as possible. Since there 
are m + 2n free parameters, the maxJmum degree of precision is m + 2n - 1. 
Let 
r(x) - (x - Yl)(X - Y2)'" (x - Ym), 
sex) - (x - Xl)(X - X2)'" (x - Xn). 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
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The following theorem is useful (Davis and Rabmowitz [21]). 
Theorem 1.4 The rule (1.16) has a degree of prectsion of m + 2n - 1 tf and 
only If the following two conditions are sattsfied: 
(a) tt has a degree of preciswn of at least n - 1; 
(b) for every polynomtal p(x) E ITn-it 
t w(x)r(x)s(x)p(x)dx = O. 
If the polynomial ifl.(x) of degree i, (i = 0, 1,2, ... ) form an orthogonal system 
with respect to w(x) over [-1,1], the additional abscissae x, can be found is 
the zeros of the polynomial Sn(x) defined by the formula 
ifln(x) ifln+1(x) 
ifln (yd ifln+1 (YI) 
The polynomial sn(x) is of degree n if 
ifln(YI) ifln+1 (YI) 
ifln(Y2) ifln+1 (Y2) 
ifln+m-l (YI) 
ifln+m-l (Y2) #0. (1.19) 
It can be shown that the condition (1.19) is satisfied if r(x) > 0 over the 
interval [a, b]. If the abscissae has been determined, the weights ak and w, can 
be determined by the method of undetermined coefficients using condition (b) 
of Theorem 1.4. 
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1.6.2 Patterson's rules 
The non-progressive nature of the Gaussian rule can be partially overcome 
by supplementing an n-point Gaussian rule with n + 1 more abscissae and 
making the resulting interpolatory (2n+ 1)-pomt rule have as high a degree of 
precision as possible. ThIS idea is implemented using Theorem 1.4 with m and 
nreplaced bynandn+l respectively. With [a, b) = [-1,1) andw{x) = 1 the 
resulting rule IS known as Gauss-Kromod quadrature rule. It can be shown 
(Davis and Rabinowitz [21)) that the n + 1 additional abSCIssae eXIst and lie 
interlacingly between the points -1, Yl, ... ,Yn and 1. 
A further use of the idea given by Theorem 1.4 is due to Patterson [83) who, 
starting from the Gaussian 3-point rule G3 , constructed a series of rules: 
G3 -+ K7 -+ KIs -+ K31 -+ ••• KSll 
It is found that all the additIOnal abscissae in K 2n+l IJe interlacingly between 
those of Kn and that all the weights for K 2n+l are posItive. The abscissae and 
weights are tabulated m Patterson [83) and Evans [29). The Patterson rules 
are powerful and efficient in practical use. 
1. 7 Clenshaw-Curtis rules 
From approximation theory, a function f{x) on [-1,1) is best represented 
uniformly by a Chebyshev series of the form 
00 
f{x) = L akTk{x). 
k=O 
Using this representation, we can derive quadrature rules of Gaussian-like 
precision. 
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Let w(x) = 1, [a, b] = [-1,1] and 
NJ for Gausslan rules, If we take p = 1, q = 00 and also p = 00, q = 1 respec-
tively in the Holder inequalIty (1.8), we come to the problem of minimizing 
IIwn(x)lIoo and IIwn(x)lh. The former minimum is attained when wn(x) is the 
monic Chebyshev polynomial Tn(x) of the first kind of degree n, Le. when the 
abscissae are 
(23 -1) . x, = cos 2n 7r, 3 = 1,2, ... ,n, 
the zeros of Tn(x). The latter mimmum is attained when wn(x) is the monic 
Chebyshev polynomial Un(x) of the second kind of degree n, Le. when the 
abscissae are 
X, = cos (/:1)' j=I,2, ... ,n, 
the zeros of Un(x). This consideration motivates the choice ofthe Chebyshev's 
zeros as the abscissae of the numerical quadrature. To be precise, we use the 
notation: 
Q~+1 - the closed (n + I)-point rule with the zeros of Un- 1 and the end-
pomts 1 and -1 as the abscissae; 
Q~-l - the open (n - I)-point rule with the zeros of Un - 1 as abscissae; 
Q~ - the open n-point rule with the zeros of Tn as abscissae. 
These rules are called the pmcttcal Clenshaw-Curi'tS rule, the Hlltpt rule, the 
classical Clenshaw- Curiis rule respectively. 
By their nature, all these rules are mterpolatory. Also the rules have positive 
weights and hence the convergence and stability of the rules are guaranteed. 
FUrthermore these rules are progressive and hence the rules can be applied 
economically. These nice properties of the rules and their derivation will be 
described in the following subsections. 
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1. 7.1 Derivation of the rules 
Evans [29],[32] has indicated a few possible derivations of the rules. The 
method described here for Q~+l is based on constructing interpolating poly-
nomial of f(x) at the abscissae. 
For Q~+l we make use of the following discrete Chebyshev orthogonality for-
mula: 
o forris 
n . 
'"''' r J1r S J1r L.J cos-cos- = 
,=0 n n 
n forr=s=Oorn 
n/2 for r = s i 0 or n 
for r, s = 0,1,2, .... 
With abscissae 
j7r 
X, = cos -, J = 0,1,2, ... ,n, 
n 
(1.20) 
as the nodes of interpolation, the interpolating polynomial Pn(x) of f(x), of 
degree ~ n, can be put in the form 
n 
Pn(X) = 2:"a,.Tr(x), 
where the double prime indicates that both the first and the last terms are to 
be halved. 
By the orthogonality formula (1.20), we have for s = 0, 1, ... , n, 
n n n n . 
'"''' () SJ7r '"''' SJ7r '"''' ,"," SJ7r L.J f x, cos- = L.J Pn(x,) cos- = L.J L.J arTr(x,)cos-
,=0 n ,=0 n ,=0 r=O n 
n n . . 
'"''' '"''' rJ7r sJ7r 
= L.J ar L.J cos - cos - = asn/2 
r=O ,=0 n n 
giving 
2 ~" rJ7r 
ar = - L.J f(x,)cos-, 
n ,=0 n 
r = 0,1, ... ,no 
Then we have the quadrature rule Q~+l by integrating Pn(x): 
II f(x) dx ~ II Pn(x) dx 
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The formula (1.21) can be written in the standard interpolatory form 
where 
n 
Q~+1(f) = LW,/(x,) 
,=0 
4~" 1 rJ7r 
W = -- L... cos-. 
, n r2 -1 n 
r=O 
even 
23 
(1.21) 
The rules Q~-1 can be similarly derived by expandmg the interpolating poly-
nomials Pn-2(X) of /(x) at the abscissae 
J7r 
x, = cos -, J = 1,2, ... , n - 1, 
n 
in terms of the Chebyshev polynomials Ur of the second kind: 
n-1 
Pn-2(X) = L arUr- 1(x), x E [-1,1). 
r=l 
By the discrete orthogonality formula: 
n-1 . rJ1r . SJ7r 
Lsm-sm-= 
,=1 n n 
for r, s = 1,2, .. , we get 
o forr#s 
n forr=s=Oorn 
n/2 for r = s # 0 or n 
2 n-1 j7r rj'lr 
a,.=-L/(x,)sin-sin-, r=I,2, ... ,n-l 
n ,=1 n n 
and hence the rule 
n-1 Q~-l(f) = 2 L ar • 
r=l r 
odd 
This rule can also be written in the form 
n-1 
Q~-1(f) = L w,/(x,) 
,=1 
(1.22) 
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where 
4 . j1l" n-I 1 . rJ1I" 
w = -sm-L-sm-. 
, n n r=1 r n 
odd 
The rule Q! with abSCissae 
(2j - 1)11" 
x, = cos 2n ' J = 1,2, ... , n, 
24 
can be derived by putting the interpolating polynomial Pn-I of f(x) in the 
form 
n-I 
Pn-l(X) = L' arTr(x) 
r=0 
and using the discrete orthogonality formulae: 
o forrfs 
~ (2j - 1)r1r (2j - 1)811" _ 
LCOS 2 cos 2 - n forr=s=Oorn 
n/2 for r = 8 f 0 or n 
,=1 n n 
for r, s = 0, 1,2, ... , n. The coefficient is found to be 
2 n (2j - l)r1l" 
ar=-Lf(x,)cos 2 ' r=0,1,2, ... ,n-l 
n,=1 n 
and the rule is 
Q3(f) = ~, -2ar 
n L r2-1 
r=O 
even 
which can also be put in the form 
n 
Q~(J) = L w,f(x,) 
,=1 
where 
_ 4~, 1 (2j - l)r1l" 
w, - -- L 2 1 cos 2 . 
n r - n 
r=0 
even 
(1.23) 
The formulae of the above interpolating polynomials for the open rules Q~_I 
and Q! can be directly obtained using the following theorem which IS the 
consequence of the degree of precision of an n-point Gaussian rule being 2n-1. 
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Theorem 1.5 Suppose that the polynomials </>, of degree I, i = 0, 1,2, ... form 
an orthogonal system with respect to the weight functIOn w(x) over the mterval 
[a, b] and let x, ,) = 1,2, ... , n be the zeros of </>n(x). Then the polynomial of 
degree:::; n - 1 which interpolates f(x) at Xj ,j = 1,2, ... ,n IS given by 
n-i 
Pn-i(X) = E c,.</>r(x) 
r=0 
where 
for r = 0, 1, ... ,n - 1. 
1.7.2 The progressive use of the rules 
The rule Q~+l can be used progressively in the form 
The rule can therefore be applied conveniently with even n. When the rule is 
used progressively from Q~+l to Q~k+l' an additional k function evaluations 
are needed. 
The rule Q;-i can be used progressively in the form 
The rule can therefore be applied conveniently with even n. When the rule is 
used progressively from Q~+l to Q~k+3' an additional k+ 2 function evaluations 
are needed. 
The rule Q! is used progressively in the form 
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The rule can be started with even or odd n and when the rule is used progres-
sively from Q~ to Q~k' an additional 2k function evaluatIOns are needed. 
For the last rule Q~ the amount of the extra work for testing the accuracy 
obtained is about twice of that required by the former two rules. 
The amount of computation for the evaluation of these rules can be greatly 
reduced from the order of O(n2) to O(nlnn) if the Idea of the fast Fourier 
transforms (FFT) is employed. Gentleman ([47] [48]) developed algorithms 
that compute efficiently the rules by adopting a variant of the FFT for the 
computation of the cosine transformation. 
1.7.3 Positiveness of the weights 
The weights of the rules Q~+I' Q~_I' Q~, are all positive. This important fact 
can be proved as follows (Riess and Johnson [92]). 
For Q~+l' the weights are 
4 I:n " 1 rj1r w =-- --cos-
3 n r2 -1 n 
r=O 
even 
for j = 0,1,2, ... , n. Therefore, if we let br = 0 for odd r and let 
2 1 1 br = =----- forevenr (r - l}{r + 1) r -1 r + 1 ' 
then 
n 
",lib rJ1f 
- -~ rcos-n 
even 
n-I rj1r 1 
- 1 - '" b cos - - -b cosJ'1r L..Jr n 2 n 
r=2 
even 
- 1- et3 
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where 
n-1 rJ7r 1 
a, = 2: brcos -;;:- + 2bn cOSJ7r, j = 0, 1,2, ... ,no 
r=2 
even 
If n is even, then 
n-2 1 
2: br +2bn 
r=2 
even 
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_ (~_~)+ (~_~)+ ... + (_1 ___ 1_)+ (~_~) 
1 3 3 5 n-3 n-l n-l n+l 
_ 1_~(_1_+_1_) <1. 
2 n-l n+l 
If n is odd, the same argument shows that la,l < 1. Thus, in both cases, 
1 - a; > 0 showing that the weights w, are positive. 
For Q~-l' the we1ghts are 
4 n-1 1 . rj7r . J7r 
w =-2:-sm-sm-
, n r=l r n n 
odd 
for j = 1,2, ... , n - 1. We define 
1 1 br = -- - -- for even r 
r-l r+l 
as before and let (} = j7r/n. Then, assuming n is even, 
where 
I: 2 sin r(}sin(} = I: cos(r -1)9 - cos(r + 1)9 
r=l r r=l r 
odd odd 
n-2 cos r(} n cos r(} 
- 1+2:--2:-
r=2 r + 1 r=2 r - 1 
even even 
n-2 cosn(} 
a,=2:brcosr(}+ l' J=0,1,2, ... ,n. 
n-
r=2 
even 
Since 0 < (} < 7r, we have cos 2(} ,;, 1 and therefore 
n-2 1 
la,l < E br + n _ 1 = 1 for n ~ 4 
even 
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It follows that ex1 < 1 and hence w1 > 0 if n ~ 4. The same results can be 
obtained in the case n is odd. 
For Q!, the weights are 
2 n2:-1'b (2j - 1)T1r 
w = -- rCOS 
1 n 2n 
r=O 
even 
for j = 1,2, ... ,n. Therefore 
where 
Since 
n n-l, (2j - l)r1l" 
"2W1 = - 2: br cos 2n = 1 - ex1 
r=O 
even 
n-l (23 - 1 )r1l" 
ex1 = 2: br cos 2n . 
r=2 
even 
we obtain W1 > 0 as before. 
1. 7.4 'Iruncation errors 
Formulae for the truncation errors of the Clenshaw-Curtis type rules were 
derived by O'Hara and Smith [81) and Riess and Johnson [92). For the practical 
rule Q~+l' the error formula can be derived based on the error formula of 
interpolating polynomials. 
Assummg f(x) E cn+2 [-I, 1). If Pn(x) is the interpolating polynomial of f(x) 
at the pivotal points x1' j = 0,1, ... ,n, the error of the interpolation is given 
by 
where 
min (x, x1 ) < ~(x) < max (x, x1 ) )=0, ,n 3=0, ,n 
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and 
d f(n+1)(~(x)) f(n+2) (1)(x)) 
-dx (n + I)! (n + 2)1 . (1.24) 
For the rule Q~+1 the abscissae are xJ = cos(J'If'/n) which are the zeros of Un- 1 
and the end-points 1 and -1. Since the leadmg coefficient of Un - 1 is 2n - 1 we 
have 
It follows that 
where 
and 
- I (f) - Q~+1 (f) 
- I(f -Pn) 
11 f(n+1)(~(x)) 2 - _12n- 1(n+l)!(x -1)Un_1(x)dx 
11 +12 
2n-1(n+ 1)1 
12 = -11 f(n+1)(~(X))Un_1(X) dx. 
-1 
Assume that n is even which is the case when the rule is applIed in practice. 
Then, using the identities 
X2Un_1(X) = ~[Un+1 + 2Un- 1 + Un- 3 ] , 
1'" Tk(x)-1 -1 Uk-1(X) dx = k for even k, 
and (1.24), and integrating h by parts, we have 
11 = q(x)f(n+1)(~(x))11 -11 q(x/n+2)(1)(x)) dx 
-1 -1 n+2 
where 
() Tn+2(x) -1 Tn(x) -1 Tn_2(x)-1 q x = + + ....:.:..,=-"-~-4(n+2) 2n 4(n-2) 
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Since q( -1) = q(I) = 0 and q(x) ::; 0 on [-1,1], we have, by the mean value 
theorem of integral, 
(1.25) 
where 
M _ 11 -q(x) dx = 11 [1- Tn+2(x) + 1-Tn(x) + 1-Tn- 2(X)] dx 
-1 -1 4(n + 2) 2n 4(n - 2) 
_ (n+;)2 1 + 2 + ;;b + 2 + (n ;)2 1 + 2 
4(n+2) 2n 4(n-2) 
n+2 n n-2 
- 2(n + I)(n + 3) + (n - I)(n + 1) + 2(n - I)(n - 3) 
1 2 3 4 
< -+-+-=- ifn~4. 2nn2nn 
Similarly, 
12 - - t1 Un_1(x)f(n+1)(~(x» dx 
_ _h(x)f(n+2)(~(x»11 + _1_11 h(x)f(n+2)(7](x» dx 
-1 n+ 1 -1 
where h(x) = J':l Un_1(x)dx = [Tn(x) -I]/n, h(-I) = h(I) = 0 and h(x) ::; 0 
on [-1,1]. It follows that 
where 
1 -2 2 2 
K=1 h(x)dx= jiLf- = - n . 
-1 n n2 -I 
Combirung (1.25) and (1.26), we have 
M f(n+2) (7]) + K f(n+2) (JL) R~+1(f) = 2n-1(n+2)! 
Since IMI + IKI ::; ~ + ~ = 7.., we get the error bound 
n n n 
IR1 1< 7Ln+2 n+1 - 2n-1n(n + 2)! 
where Lk = max{1 f(k) (x) I : x E [-1, In. 
(1.26) 
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For the Fillipi rule Q~_I with even n, we can obtain m the same fashion the 
truncation error 
For the classical open rule Q~ with odd n, we can use the identity Tn -
(Un + Un-2)/2 and apply the above techniques to get 
03 Ln+!(n2 - 2) 
I 'I." (J) I :s 2n 4(n + I)In(n2 _ 4) 
The above error bounds are based on the assUlllption that the function f(x) 
is continuously differentiable up to a sufficiently high order. For functions 
f(x) which are continuous and of bounded variation in [-1,1], f(x) can be 
expanded in a Chebyshev series: 
where 
00 
f(x) = E' ArTr(x) 
r=0 
A.=jl f(x)Tr(x) dx, r=O,I,2, ... 
-I \1'1- x2 
Elliot [23] has shown that if F(x) = V..,-I---x ...... 2 f'(x) is of bounded variation, the 
coefficients Ak have bounds of the form 
lA 1< 4CP k > 1 k - 7rk2 ' -
where IF(x)1 :s P and C is the number of subintervals of [-1,1], in each of 
which F(x) is monotone. Using these bounds, lliess and Johnson [92] showed 
that 
For a smooth function f(x) it is natural to assUllle that when n is large, the 
coefficients A. fall off quickly and therefore the terms A3r for r ~ 3n can 
be Ignored. With this assUlllption, O'Hara and Smith [81] established the 
following error term for Q~+! for even n: 
I 16 . 1 . nAn+2 16· 2 . nA,,+4 
Rn+! (J) = (nL I2)(n2 _ 32) + (n-32)(n2 _ 52) +... (1.27) 
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ThIS can be established by writing f(x) = !lex) + hex) where 
n 3n-l 
!lex) = L' A,.Tr(x) and hex) = L ArTr(x) 
r=O r=n+l 
Using the facts that 
and 
we obtain 
Since 
we obtain 
3n-2 
Q~+l(h) - L A,.Q~+l(Tr) 
r=n+2 
even 
2n-2 3n-2 L A,.[(T2n- r) + L Ar[(Tr- 2n ) 
r=n+2 
even 
3n-2 -2Ar 
L (2n-r)2-1 
r=n+2 
even 
3n-2 -2Ar [(h) = " L..J r2-1 
r=n+2 
even 
R~+l(f) - [(h) - Q~+l(h) 
r=2n 
even 
_ 3~2 -2A,.[ 1 _ 1 ] 
L..J r2 - 1 (2n - r)2 - 1 
r=n+2 
even 
3n-2 8n(r - n)Ar 
- rE2 [n2 - (n-r+ 1)2][n2 - (n-r-l)2) 
even 
32 
which is the above result (1.27). Furthermore, O'Hara and Smith showed that 
if fez) is analytic in a region in the complex plane containing the interval 
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[-1,1] and if f has no singularity near the same interval, then the error bound 
16n 1 1 
1R..+l(f)1 ~ (n2 -1)(n2 _ 9) max (lanl, "2lan-21, Slan-4 1) 
is valid. This formula allows us to obtaIn a reliable error bound econonucally 
when the rule (1.21) is being used. 
In actual computation, a sequence of approximations will be generated. At 
this point two types of general methods for speeding up the convergence of the 
approximation sequence will be covered before the presentation of the special 
methods for oscillatory integrals. 
1.8 Richardson's extrapolation 
In numerical quadrature aIld other areas of numerical computation, the true 
value V of the numerical problem is approximately computed as V(h) which 
depends on a small discretization parameter h. This method of estimating V 
is meaJlingful only if it is known that V(h) approaches V as h approaches zero. 
Furthermore suppose that there is an asymptotic expaJISlOn for V(h) of the 
form 
where the Cli are known increasing constaIlts as i mcreases. Then, based on 
m+ 1 computed values V(ho), V(h1), ••• , V(h".) , each of which has an error of 
order O( h'" ), we can, under some further assumptions on the known constaIlts 
Cl, and h, (j = 0,1, ... , m), obtain a more accurate value V with all error of 
order O(h"mH). ThIs value can be computed, as shown below, as an inter-
polated value of V(O). Smce the h. are usually positive and 0 is outside the 
range of the h. , the mterpolatlOn employed is actually an extrapolation and 
the associated method of getting such better approximate values is generally 
known as Richardson's extrapolation. 
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To be precise, we first assume that a, - ~ for i-I, 2, ... ,n. Then the 
asymptotic expansIOn becomes 
The extrapolation requires us to look for coefficients a, (j = 0,1, ... ,m) such 
that 
m 
V = 2:a,V(h,) = V + o (hffl+l). 
,=0 
This is equivalent to finding a, (j = 0,1, ... ,m) such that 
~ . {I, L.Ja,h; = 
,=0 0, 
~ =0; 
i = 1,2, .. . ,m. 
(1.29) 
If p(h) = do+dl h+d2h2 + .. '+dmhm is the polynomial in h of degree no more 
than m which agrees with V(h) at the distinct h-values h" j = 0,1, ... , m, 
then 
m 
V(h,)=2:d,h;, J=O,I, ... ,m. 
a=O 
The above equation (1.29) clearly provides an elimination procedure for the 
computation of the constant term do which is the extrapolated value p(O) 
Indeed, by (1.29) 
m m m m m 
V - 2: a, V(hj ) = La, 2: d,h; = 2: d, L a,h; = do· 
,=0 ,=0 ,=0 ,=0 ,=0 
It follows that, instead of computing the a, using (1.29) directly, an alternative 
way to obtain V is to find the value p(O) by extrapolation. 
Since the interpolatmg polynomial exists and is uniquely determined by the 
values V(h,), j = 0,1,2, ... , m, the Ricltardson extrapolation problem is 
solved theoretically. For the actual implementatIOn of the extrapolation there 
are a few standard methods to choose, namely, Newton's divided difference 
formula or Neville's algorithm. Both methods are economical in the seuse 
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that If an additIOnal point is added to the interpolation, the results of the 
previous computations can be made use of. 
In many numerical problems, the asymptotic expansion contains only even 
powers of h: 
In this case, we can easily see that, by a substitution x = h2 , the interpolating 
polynomial p(x) = do + dlx + d2x2 + ... + dmxm exists and is unique. Fur-
thermore, the Neville algorithm becomes the Romberg algorithm which will 
be discussed in more detail in the next subsection. 
For the general asymptotic expansion (1.28), if hJ = qri , J = 0, 1, ... ,m where 
q, r are positive constants with 0 < r < 1, then it can be proved that the 
IUchardson extrapolation is possible and can be implemented by the iterative 
process of Neville. 
1.8.1 Romberg's algorithm 
Richardson's extrapolation is probably best known for its use with the com-
posite trapezoidal rule. Here the composite rules m x T, 2m x T, 4m x T, etc. 
are used in succession to obtain values for the extrapolations. For simplicity, 
the computed value of the integral 
I=tf(x)dx 
by the rule 2km x T will be denoted by ~ in this section. 
For the computation of ~, The interval [a, b] is subdivided into 2km equal 
intervals each of length h = (b - a)/(2km). The Euler-Maclaurin expansion 
(1.14) shows that the error term of the rule is of the form 
(1.30) 
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if f(x) is sufficiently smooth. The constants cJ depend on f but are indepen-
dent of h. Suppose that k ~ 1 and consider the computation of Tf1-1 with 
step-length h/2. Then the Euler-Maclaurin formula gives 
Tf1-1 - I = C2GY + C4Gr + C6(;r +... (1.31) 
From (1.30) and (1.31) we can eliminate the h2 term and get 
4Tf1- 1"2-1 I 2-2 - 1 h4 2-4 - 1 h6 () 3 - = 3 C4 + 3 C6 + . . . 1.32 
Thus the new value defined by 
r,1 _ 41"2 - 1"2-1 
k - 3 ' 
has an error of the form 
This procedure can be repeated to get 
with an error of the form 
and, more generally 
r,2 _ 42Tf - TL1 
k- 42 -1 ' 
k~1 
k~2 
4n r,:-1 _ r,:-l 
r,: - k k-1 k ~ n 
k - 4n-1 ' 
with 
,.". I - A.n) h2n+2 + r~n) h2n+4 + ~k - - -.n+2 -.nH ..• (1.33) 
The values of the TT: can be displayed in the form of a triangular array known 
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as the T-table. 
1'3 
T? Tt 
~ Ti Ti 
n Tl 71 1'.3 3 
Ti Tl Tl Tl Tt 
where we compute row by row based on the first column values 1'£ whIch 
are computed by composite-trapezoidal rules. As pointed out in the previous 
section, these T-values are just the interpolated values of the Neville algorithm. 
If we start with a small step-length h, the error terms (1.33) shows that the 
error decreases quickly to zero as n mcreases. 
1.9 Sequence accelerators 
In Richardson's extrapolation, we obtain a better approximatIOn Vasa lin-
ear combination of the less accurate values V(hJ ) based on an asymptotic 
expansions of the form 
m 
V(hJ ) = V + L c,h~ + o (h;'+I ), j = 0, 1, 2, ... , m 
1=1 
where the hJ are known quantities. In most applications, hJ IS of the form qrJ 
where q, r are constants with 0 < r < 1. In this case, if we know V(hJ ) (as the 
terms V, of a sequence) but we do not know the values of hJ , then the better 
approximation V carmot be found, in the sense of Richardson's extrapolation, 
as a linear combination of the V(hJ ) • However, a non-linear expression in 
terms of the V(hJ ) is known to exist and is a better approximation than the 
V(hJ ) • Such an expression is called a sequence accelerator or a sequence trans-
formation and has important applicatIOns in computmg oscillatory integrals 
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over an infinite range (Alaylioglu, Evans and Hyslop [6]) as well as singular 
integrals over a firute range (Evans, Hyslop and Morgan [39]). 
1.9.1 Shanks' transformations 
In this section the symbols An, Bkn stand for terms of sequences with running 
index n = 0,1,2,.... Consider a sequence (An). Suppose that for each 
positive integer k and n such that k ~ n, we have asymptotic expansIOns for 
the 2k + 1 successive terms A,' 
k 
A, = A + L amtT.n + O(q:{+1,n)' n - k ~ j ~ n + k (1.34) 
where A, am and qm are unknown constants. Assuming that Iqml < 1 for all 
i = 1,2, ... , k + 1 and that Iqml is strictly decreasing when i increases, we 
see that A, tends to A as n, j -+ 00. Just as in the case of Richardson's 
extrapolation, we are trying to eliminate the 2k unknowns am and qm (i = 
1,2, ... , k) and to obtain finally a better approximation to the limit A as a 
non-linear expression of A" n - k ~ j ~ n + k. 
To find this non-linear expression, which will be denoted by Bkm we proceed as 
follows. We onut the last O(q:{+1,n) term and replace A by Bkn in the equahties 
(1.34), which then become 
k 
A, = Bkn + L C!mtT.n n - k ~ J ~ n + k. (1.35) 
,,=1 
Comparing (1.34) and (1.35), we see that 
Bkn = A + O(qk.tf.n)' 
If follows from (1.35) that for fixed n and k such that n ;::: k, the A, (n - k ~ 
j ~ n + k) satisfy the linear difference equatIOns: 
k k ~b.A,+. = (~b.)Bkn' n - k ~ j < n, 0 ~ i ~ k (1.36) 
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where b. axe the coefficients of the chaxacteristic polynomial 
whose zeros axe the numbers qm, i = 1,2, ... , k. Smce Iqml < 1 and these 
are distinct for all ~ = 1,2, ... , we cannot have p(l) = 0. It follows that 
~:=o b. =J 0. 
Now introducing the forward difference operator A so that ASk = Sk+l - Sk, 
we have, for n - k ::::; j ::::; n, 0::::; i ::::; k, 
Therefore, using (1.36), 
.-1 
A,+. = A, + L AA,+l 
l=O 
( 
k) k k k .-1 
~ b. Bkn = ~ b.A,+. = ~ b.A, + ~ b. ~ AA,+l 
k k-I k 
= (Lb.)A, + L ( L b.)AA,+l' 
.=0 l=O .=l+ 1 
Letting Cl = - ~:=l+1 b.j ~:=O b. for f. = 0, 1, ... ,k - 1, we have 
k-I 
Bkn + L clAA,+l = A" n - k ::::; j ::::; n (1 37) 
l=O 
which is a system of k + 1lineax equatIOns in k + 1 unknowns Bkn and Cl, f. = 
0,1, ... , k - 1. Solving by Cramer's rule, we find that Bkn is equal to 
AAn_1 AAn+k-2 AAn+k- 1 (1.38) Bkn= 
1 1 1 
AAn- k AAn_1 AAn 
AAn-k+l AAn AAn+l 
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assuming that the denominator is non-zero. 
In tills way, a new sequence (BIm) is generated by the origmal sequence (An) 
such that the former converges faster than the latter to the limit A. The 
sequence (BIm) is called the k-th order transform of the sequence (An) and for 
convenience the sequence (An) is considered as the zeroth transform of itself. 
Non-linear operators ek and ed which carry out the transformations (An) --+ 
(BIm) and (An) --+ (Bkn) respectively can be represented symbolically by the 
equations: 
Also iteratively, we have 
These transformations are generally referred to as the Shanks' transformations 
(Shanks [97], Evans [29]). 
In the simplest case when k = 1 we can suppress the first index k for simplicity 
and the formula (1.38) reduces to 
An-I An 1 1 
This shows that the first order transformation is simply the Aitken A2 process 
(Shanks [97]). 
1.9.2 Epsilon algorithm 
The Shanks' transformation ek can be implemented iteratively in a way known 
as the epszlon algortthm (Wynn [125]). Based on the pre-computed terms of a 
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sequence (An), the terms of the next generated sequence are found according 
to the formula: 
- 0, 
c(P+l) 
n 
n = 0,1,2, ... 
n = 0, 1,2, ... 
1 
n,p=O,I, .... 
In terms of the c , the accelerated sequence is given by 
(1.39) 
The formula (1.39) involves four c-values, namely, cif), c!f+l), C~ll) and C~21. 
If they are displayed at the corners of a parallelogram as shown below, 
then starting from the first two rows, the whole c-table can be generated two 
rows at a time as shown: 
(-I) 
co 
(-I) Cl cbO) 
(-1) C2 c~O) 
(-I) C3 c~O) 
(-I) C4 c~O) 
(-I) C5 cia) 
i i 
° An 
cbi) 
c~l) cb2) 
c~l) c~2) cb3) 
c~l) c~2) c~3) cb4) 
i i 
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where the zero sequence 0, the starting sequence (An), the first order Shanks' 
sequence (Bin) and the second order Shanks' sequence (B2n) are marked in 
the last row of the table against the relevant columns. 
The epSilon algorithm coupled with Patterson's pseudo Gaussian method is a 
powerful means for the evaluation of oscillatory integrals of infinite range as 
illustrated in Alaylioglu, Evans and Hyslop [6]. 
Chapter 2 
Optimal Contours 
2.1 The general approach 
One of the many unsolved or only partially solved problems in numerical 
quadrature IS the evaluatIOn of rapidly OSCIllatory mtegrals. Such an inte-
gral has a rapidly oscillatory integrand, by which we mean that the integrand 
has many maxIma and minima in the interval of integration. If the oscillation 
crosses the real axis, such as in sin(lOOx), the value of the integral, being the 
sum of positive and negative values of nearly equal magnitudes, is small rela-
tive to the value of the integrand. This induces a loss of precision due to the 
cancellation of significant digits 
In this thesis, a method to overcome wholly or partially the above difficulty is 
proposed. This is called the method of optimal contours. In this method, the 
original real oscillatory integral is first put in the form of a complex contour 
integral over a contour r· 
1= £ J(z)F(z) dz 
43 
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where 
F( z) == eowq(%). 
Here the positive constant w is large and we assume that the oscillation arising 
from f(z) is dominated by that due to F(z). In most cases, r is simply the real 
axis. In the case of Laplace transform inversion, the original integral is already 
in this complex form with F(z) == eW% and r is the Bromwich contour. Next 
we deform the contour r to another contour, called an optimal contour, on 
which the integral becomes non-oscillatory or nearly so. The details of getting 
formulae for the optimal contours will be given in the relevant chapters. In 
this chapter we give the general definition and the basic properties of optimal 
contours. We first introduce some terminology used in the asymptotrc analysis 
of integrals (see for example, Copson [18]). 
2.2 Two families of curves 
Let q(z) be analytic in an open domain of the complex plane C and let 
(2.1) 
We resolve q( z) into its real and imaginary parts: 
q(z) == q(x + iy) == u(x, y) + iv(x, V). (2.2) 
2.2.1 Level curves 
For each fixed constant e, consider the set 
Lt == {z E C: v(x,y) == e} 
on which the imaginary part is constant. This set, if non-empty, contains one 
or more continuous smooth curves, bounded or unbounded depending on F 
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and £. By allowing £ to vary, the set generates a family of curves in C. Since 
IF(z)1 = e-v = e-l is constant on the curves, they are called the level curves 
for IFI or simply level curves. 
2.2.2 The steepest curves 
Similarly, for each constant k, the set 
Sk = {z EC :u(x,y) =k} 
on which the real part is constant, contains one or more continuous smooth 
curves. These curves are called the steepest curves for IF(z)1 or simply steepest 
curves. The term "steepest" is used because in the direction of the curve, the 
magnitude IF(z)1 increases or decreases at a maximum rate. The precise 
meaning of this crude description is stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 Let C be a curve on which u(x, y) = constant and let 
w(x, y) = IF(x + iy)1 = exp( -v(x, y)). 
If zo = xo + iyo u any pomt on C, then the dzrectional derivative dw/dT at 
(xo, Yo) is maxzmzzed when the directIOn T is one of the tangential directions 
of the curve C at (xo, Yo). 
PROOF. Let s denote the arc length parameter and TO the tangent vector 
(ax/as, ay/as) at (xo, Yo) to the curve C. Since u(x, y) is constant in C, we 
have, at (xo, Yo), 
VU·TO=O. 
By the Cauchy-Rlemann equations, we have Vu· Vv = 0 and hence TO is 
parallel to Vv. Therefore, dv/dT, and hence dw/dT is maximised when T = TO 
or -TO. o 
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2.2.3 The orthogonality property 
Theorem 2.2 The family {Sk} of steepest curves 
Sk = {z E C: u(x,y) = k} 
and the family {Lk} of the level curves 
Lt = {z E C: v(x,y) = €} 
form two orthogonal families of curves in C. 
PROOF. This follows from the conformality property of the analytic function 
qW· 0 
2.3 Saddle points 
Let F(z), u(x,y) and v(x,y) be defined as in (2.1) and (2.2). A point Zo = 
Xo + iyo is called a saddle pOint of F(z) If dF/dz vanishes at zoo 
Theorem 2.3 If (xo,Yo) is a stationary poznt of the function u(x,y) or 
v(x, V), then Zo = Xo + iyo IS a saddle point of F(z) 
PROOF. Suppose that at (xo, Yo), we have 
au au av av 
-=-=0 or -=-=0. 
ax ay ax ay 
Then, by the Cauchy-Rlemann equations, we have for either case, 
o 
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Theorem 2.4 If Zo = Xo + iyo M a saddle pomt of F{z) then xt is a saddle 
point of the realfunctwnsu{x,y) andv{x,y). 
PROOF. Assume that Zo = Xo + iyo is a saddle pomt of F{z). Since 
dF dq 
dz = xF{z) dz' 
and F{zo) =1= 0, we have, 
and 
Therefore 
showing that (xo, Yo) is a stationary point of the real functIOns u{x, y) and 
v{x, y). 
Furthermore, by the maximum modulus theorem, u{x,y) and v(x,y) cannot 
have a local maximum or minimum at (xo, Yo) and hence (xo, Yo) must be a 
saddle point of u{x, y) and v{x, y). 0 
If a steepest curve C does not contain any saddle point, then v{x, y) and hence 
IF(z)1 must be either mcreasing all the way or decreasmg all the way when z 
moves along the curve in one directIon 
If a steepest curve C contains exactly one saddle pomt zo, which separates 
C into two portions then along each of these curves, if the complex point 
z = x + xy traverses in a direction away from ZQ, the value of v{x,y) or the 
modulus of F{z), is either increasmg all the way or decreasing all the way In 
the former case, the contour C is called a curve of steepest ascent, and in the 
latter case, a curve of steepest descent. 
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The number of steepest curves and level curves emerging from a saddle point 
zo depends on the order (or the multiplicity) of Zo as a zero of q'(z). Suppose 
that Zo is a zero of order n - 1 of q'(z) (n 2: 2). Then 
q(z) = q(zo) - (z - zo)ng(z) 
where g(z) is analytic near zoo Writing g(zo) = ae-m, (a > 0), we have 
q(z) ~ ql(Z) = q(zo) - (z - zotae-a• near zoo 
Furthermore, writmg z = zo + re,e and ql(Z) = Ul(X,y) + Wl(X,y), we have 
Ul(X,y) - u(xo,yo)-arncos(n£l-a), 
Vl(X,y) - v(xo,Yo) -arnsin(n£l-a). 
Therefore the steepest curves Ul(X, y) = u(xo,Yo) are given by £I = V+1/~),,+a, 
j = 1,2, ... , 2n and the curves of constant phase Vl(X, y) = v(xo,Yo) are given 
by £I = ''';;''', j = 1,2, ... ,2n. This shows that there are 2n steepest directions 
and 2n directIOns of level curves. 
In computing osclllatory integrals, the complex function q(z) is simply the 
analytic extensIOn of a real functIOn q(x). The following theorem desCribes a 
geometric property of the steepest curve when lt meets the real axis. 
Theorem 2.5 Suppose that q(z) is real when z zs real and that q(z) is nonzero 
m a domam D contaimng an open mtenJal T, of pos~twe length, of the real 
ans. Then every steepest cUnJe mtersects, ~f ~t does, the mtenJal at right angle 
except posszbly the case when the pomt of mtersection zs a saddle pomt. 
PROOF. Let z = c, c real, be a point of intersection of a steepest curve and 
the interval T. Then, as u(x,y) = constant on the curve, the denvative dx/dy 
satisfies 
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For all x E T, v(x,O) = 0 since q(x) is real. Hence Uy = -v", = 0 at x = c. If 
Zo = c is not a saddle point, then u'" f 0 and hence dx/dy = 0 at (x, y) = (c,O). 
o 
2.4 Optimal contours 
Let G(z) be non-zero in a complex domain D. Then we can put G(z) in the 
form 
G(z) = e,q(z) 
from which the theory of the steepest curves and level curves for IGI have been 
described. An optimal contour for G is a continuously differentiable contour 
such that 
(i) it starts at some real finite point ao and terminates at a finite point or 
at infinity, 
(ii) it takes the running direction in (i) as its positive orientation; 
(iii) as z runs in the positive direction, the real part Req(z) is constant or 
eventually constant; 
(iv) as z runs in the positive direction, the imaginary part Imq(z) is increas-
ing and hence the magnitude IG(z)1 is decreasing or eventually decreasing 
to zero. 
An optimal contour running initially at z = ao, ao is real, will be denoted by 
'Y(ao). If there are more than one optimal contour emerging out from ao, we 
shall state clearly which contour is under consideration and use the notation 
'Y( ao) for this contour. 
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In the case of Laplace transform inversion, the optimal contour used may 
consist of a portion of a steepest curve, which starts running from a point 
z = ab and another curve running from z = 110 (110 real) to z = al so that 
the whole contour is continuously differentiable. In other cases, the optimal 
contour is just a portion of a steepest curve running from z = ao (ao real). 
If the steepest curve 0 containing the optimal contour does not contain any 
saddle point, then there is only one optimal contour running initially at ao. If 
there is exactly one saddle point Zo on 0 and ao o;f zo there are two optimal 
contours emerging from ao, one running opposite to the other. If zo = ao, 
there is an even number of optimal contours emerging out from 110, the exact 
number depending on the order of Zo as a zero of q'(z). 
In the following chapters, optimal contours will be used for the numerical 
evaluation of the Integral I whose value depends on a parameter w or t and we 
are interested mainly for the cases when the parameter is large and pOSitive. 
The optimal contour ')'(110) used mayor may not contain a saddle point. In 
either cases, since the integral I is finite, the contour ')'(ao) used Will be one 
on which u(x, y) is decreasing as z traverses to infimty. However, if ')'(ao) 
contains a saddle point zo, the value of the Integral I, when the parameter is 
large, will be contributed dominantly by the portion C2 of the contour In the 
near Vlcimty of the saddle point such that on O2 the integrand is of constant 
sign. This implies that when the parameter is large, we can alleViate the 
undesirable numerical instability due to the cancellation of significant digits 
in the computation of the integral. 
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2.5 Using standard optimal contours 
The optimal contour CF may not be easily determined III simple analytical 
form and therefore, in many cases, we can use a substitute Cl which is optimal 
only when Izlls large, i e. F(z) is non-oscillatory over the portion of Cl where 
Izl is large. For a Wide class of functIOns F(z) which is asymptotic to a certain 
simpler function G(z) when z -+ 00, the contour Ca (which IS supposed known) 
can be used for the evaluatIOn: 
I = ( F(z) dz = ( F(z) dz. lr lCa 
Let 
G(z) = exp(u + iv). 
If F(z) ~ G(z) as z -+ 00, then there is a function J.!(z) such that 
F(z) = G(z)(l + JL(z)) 
with 
JL(z) -+ 0 as z -+ 00. 
Then 
( F(z) dz = ( G(z) dz + ( G(z)JL(z) dz. lr lCa lCa (2.3) 
The first integral on the right-hand side is non-oscillatory by the choice of Ca 
and the magnitude of the second integrand G(z)J.!(z) on the right-hand side 
is of the order of o(IG(z)1) showing that the oscillation of the right-hand side 
of (2.3) is essentially small compared with that on the left-hand side. This 
justifies the use of Ca for the integrand F(z). 
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2.6 Some examples 
For later reference purposes a series of examples of steepest curves, level curves 
and optimal contours are illustrated here in Fig. 2.1 to 2.10. The derivation 
of each follows similar lmes as Fig 2.8 for q(z) = sinh(z) which is shown as 
follows: 
q(X+2Y) = sinh(x+ 2Y) = sinhxcosy+ zcoshxsiny, 
u(x, y) = sinhxcosy, 
v(x,y) = coshxsiny. 
Therefore the steepest curves Sk has an equation 
sinh x cos y = k 
and the level curves Lt has an equation 
coshxsiny = t. 
Along the steepest curve Sk, the imaginary part of q(z) can be reduced to 
v = coshxsiny = vcos2 y + k2 tany 
which increases to infinity as y increases from 0 to 1f /2. It follows that the 
optimal contours are the steepest curves in the strip 0 ::::; y < 1f /2 of the 
complex plane. 
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Figure 2.2: The steepest curves, the level curves and the optimal con-
tours for q(z} = z2. 
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Figure 2.4: The steepest curves, the level curves and the optimal con-
tours for q(z) = cosz. 
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Figure 2.5. The steepest curves, the level curves and the optimal con-
tours for q(z) = sinz. 
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tours for q(z) = Lnz where the negative imaginary axis is taken as the 
branch cut. 
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Chapter 3 
Irregular oscillatory integrals 
over an infinite range 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the powerful tools used in analysis for the evaluation of definite and 
improper integrals is the calculus of residues combined with Cauchy's theorem, 
as described in classic texts such as Copson [19]. By contrast the numerical 
approach to quadrature appears to make very little use of the complex plane. 
On the other hand considerable use is made of real transformations to remove 
unwanted difficulties from integrands, and also to mclude reqwred properties 
such as vanishing end-point derivatives to enhance the trapezoidal rule as 
exemplified by the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula (Evans [26]). These 
transformations were primarily formed to deal with singular integrands and 
include 
y = tn (Evans, Forbes and Hyslop [36]), 
y = tanhtn (Squire[I11]), 
63 
(31) 
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y = tanh(sinh tn ) (Iri, Moriguti and Takahasi [65]), 
y = erf(tn ) (Aihie and Evans [4]) 
One group of integrals which seem not to be enhanced by transformation 
methods are those with oscillatory integrands. Methods for these integrals on 
the finite range predommantly rely on fitting the non-oscillatory part using an 
expansIOn in powers of x, (AJaylioglu, Evans and Hyslop [7]) or as a series of 
Chebyshev polynomials as in Patterson [84] and Alaylioglu, Evans and Hyslop 
[8]. For infinite range oscillatory integrals the most successful methods are 
based on using a general purpose quadrature rule to integrate a succession 
of cycles of the integrand, and then applying this sequence to an accelerator 
routine such as that of Shanks [97] or Levin [72]. Typically the method of 
Alaylioglu, Evans and Hyslop [6] is of this type. Effectively the process involves 
completing a sequence of finite range integrals with the consequent increase 
in work load. It is also possible to complete the summation first, summing 
at corresponding points of each cycle and then possibly using accelerators on 
this sum. The resulting function is then integrated over a single cycle. This 
is the approach of Piessens and Haegemans [88] There are variations of this 
approach by Hurwitz and Zweifel [63] and Boris and Oran [13]. A third and 
quite different method is that of Pantis [82] who applies FIlon [41] to a finite 
interval then uses an asymptotic expansion based on successive integration by 
parts to complete the range. 
The general irregular oscillatory integral of trigonometric type is of the form 
l f(x)e1WQ(x) dx 
where f(x) and q(x) are continuous functions over the mterval [a, b]. There 
are various possible functions q(x) which occur in practical applications. In 
this chapter we will discuss mainly the simplest irregular case: 
q(x) = xP, /3> 0 
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which includes, in particular, the regular case: 
q(x) = x 
when f3 = 1. 
The obvious transformation to extinguish the OSCIllatory part of an integral 
suclJ as t J(x)eiw"'dx 
is based on considering the complex integral 
i J(z)e IWZ dz 
(3.2) 
over a loop L on the complex plane and using CauclJy's Theorem. As will be 
shown in the forthcoming sections, for the contour L from a + ioo to a, from a 
to b and from b to b + ioo in straight-line segments, the middle section is the 
required integral (32). The other two sections, which are hnes perpendicular 
to the real axis, are optimal contours introduced in Chapter 2 and hence (3.2) 
can be written as the difference of two contour integrals over optimal contours. 
In this chapter, we consider only the easy special case that b = 00 so that only 
one contour integral evaluation is sufficient. The approaclJ with fimte b will 
be reported and discussed in Chapter 4. 
3.2 The method of optimal contours 
The method of optimal contour is applicable to a general set of integrals, 
namely 
le == to J(x) cos(wx~) dx and Is = [0 J(x) sin(w~) dx (3.3) 
or equivalently, 
lOO ~ 
I = la J(x)e1W'" dx (3.4) 
--- - ----------------------------
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where a, (3 and w are given positIve real numbers. In the following, we always 
assume that the integral I is finite. With this assumption and under a fairly 
mild condition imposed on the complex extended function f(z), the integral I 
can be expressed as a complex contour integral 
fa f(z)etWz~ dz 
over a contour C in the complex plane. If we deform the contour C to the 
optimal contour 'Y(a) through z = a for the function q(z) = zf3 then the contour 
integral becomes 
and we have 
J == 1 f(z)etWz~ dz 
oy(a) 
I=J. 
(35) 
The contour integral J has an exponentially decreasing factor in its mtegrand 
and can be evaluated easily by any general-purpose quadrature rule. The 
actual derivation of the formulae for the optimal contours WIll be shown in the 
forthcoming subsections for (3 = 1 and for general f3 > O. The condItIOns on 
f(z) for which the derivations are valid will also be established as in Section 3.3. 
We shall assume a > 0 to avoid the presence of possible singularity of f(z) at 
z = O. Notice that the function f(z) may also be oscillatory along the optimal 
contour. However, due to the presence of the large w, the main OSCIllation of 
the integral arises from the factor etWzt3 . In order to find optimal contours for 
a wide range of f(z) which occur in practice we only eliminate the oscillation 
arising from etWZ~. 
3.2.1 q(z) = z 
For the case (3 = 1, the optimal contour can be represented simply by using 
cartesIan coordmates. For z = x + ty we have 
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To eliminate the oscillation, we set 
x = constant k 
and to allow the contour pass through z = a, we must set k = a. To let the 
modulus exp( -wy) of exp(iwz) decrease to zero as z moves from z = a on the 
real axis to infinity, we must restrict on the upper-half plane. 
Thus, the optimal contour -y(a) for q(z) = z is the contour defined by: 
-y(a) = { z = x + ~y : x = a, y ~ ° } 
which is running upwards when the positive sense is taken. Note that -y(a) 
depends on a only and is independent of f(x). 
3.2.2 q(z} = z!3 
We shall choose the optimal contour -y( a) on which the oscillatory factor in 
exp(iwztl ) is eliminated. For this, we use polar coordinates (r, e). Let z = 
rexp(ie). Then, ztl can be computed using 
It follows that 
exp(~ztl) = exp{ iw[rtl(cos,Be + ~sin,Bli)]} 
= exp( -wrtl sin ,Be) exp( ~rtl cos ,Be). 
To eliminate the oscillatory factor we put 
Re q = rP cos,Be = constant independent of e. 
(3.6) 
In order to let the contour pass through the point (r,e) = (a,O), we set the 
constant equal to all and the resulting equation of the contour becomes 
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For z on this contour, the imaginary part 
which increases to infinity as () increases in the range 0 ~ () < 1r /2(3,. Therefore 
the optimal contour passing through z = a is 
-y(a) : r = a(sec (3())1/{j, 0 ~ () < 1r /2(3 
x a x 
(a) 1 < (3 < 00 (b) (3= 1 
x 
(c) (3 = 1/2 (d) (3 = 1/5 
Figure 3.1: The optimal contours -y(a) for q(x) = x{j. The dot. stands 
for the position of the origin and the dotted line is the ray (J = 0' == 1r /2/3. 
(3.7) 
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which starts runnmg from z = a in an upward direction perpendicular to the 
real axis (see Theorem 2.5). The contour continues running on its track to 
infimty when 0 increases and approaches 7r /2/3. 
If 1 ~ /3 < 00, the optimal contour lies in the first quadrant and does not cross 
the ray 
7r 0=-
2/3 
(3.8) 
which is the asymptote of the contour if /3 > 1 (Fig. 3 l(a)). If /3 < 1, the 
formula (3.6) defines the different branches of the function z!3 as 0 increases 
beyond 27r. For the three different ranges of /3: 1/2 ~ /3 < 1, 1/3 ~ /3 < 1/2 
and 1/ 4 ~ /3 < 1/3, the optimal contour goes to infinity in the second, third 
and fourth quadrant respectively without crossing the ray (3.8) and remains in 
the same principal cut-plane (Fig. 3.1(c)). If l/v ~ /3 < 1/(v-l), v = 5,6, ... , 
the optimal contour is a spiral which is running counterclockwise round the 
origin, intersecting the ray (3.8) [(v -1)/4] times, going into new leaves of the 
Riemann surface of z!3 and finally to infinity in the quadrant where 0 = 7r /2/3 
(Fig.3.1(d)). 
3.3 Some supporting theorems 
The optimal contour 'Y(a), as shown above, is defined by 
r = </1(6) = a(sec/30)l/f3, 0 ~ 6 < 7r/2/3. 
Let 
T = {re's : </1 ( 0) ~ r < 00, 0 ~ 0 < 7r /2/3 } 
be the region which does not contain the origin and is bounded bY'Y(a) and 
the portion of the positive real axis from a to infinity. For any large positive 
real R, let a be the largest value of 0 « 7r /2/3) at which the circle z = Re's 
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of radius R intersects 'Y( a), that is 
1 -I (af3) 
a=pcos RfJ' 
Let 
denote the portion of the circular arc, with centre at the origin and with such 
a large radius R that S lies entirely witlun the region T. Then a closed loop 
L is formed by the interval [a, RI, the arc S and the portion of 'Y(a) with 
o :$; () ::; a. The loop is depicted, for /3 > 1, in Fig. 32. Similar diagrams can 
be drawn for other values of /3. Let the positive direction be assigned to the 
loop L and let fl be the region bounded by the loop. Notice that the origin is 
outside of fl and when 0 < /3 :$; 1/4, the loop lies in more than one leaf of the 
Rlemann surface of zf3 defined using (3.6). 
Assume that the function J(z) is analytic over an open domain containing fl. 
Then by Cauchy's theorem, we have 
i J(z)e""ZP dz = O. 
y 1(a) 
a R x 
Figure 3 2: The optimal contours 'Y( a) and the arc S forming the loop 
L for q(x) = xf3, f3 > 1. 
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It follows that if 
then I = J, i e. 
hm f f(z)e1WZ~ dz = 0 
R-ooJS 
100 ~ 1 ~ f(x)e1WX dx = f(z)e1WZ dz. a ,(a) 
(39) 
Theorem 3.1 The condltwn (3.9) zs satzsfied If there !s a real c < /3 -1 such 
that, for z on the circular arc S, we have 
If(z)1 ~ R"M(R) (310) 
where M(R) is bounded as R ..... 00. 
PROOF. Let ex be the angle subtended by the arc S at the origin (Fig. 3.2). 
Then 0 ~ ex < 7r /2/3. 
Ifs f(z)e1WZ~ dzl = If !(Re'O) exp[iwnP(cos/30 + i sin!30)]Rle'O dol 
("/2fJ ~ 10 R"+1M(R)exp(-wnPsin/30) dO 
as R ..... oo. 
f"/2fJ ~ R"+1M(R) 10 exp(-wnP2/30/7r) dO 
= R"+1-fJ M(R)~ [1- exp( -wnP)] ..... 0 
2/3w 
o 
The next theorem follows partly from the foregoing dISCUSSIon and partly from 
the generalised residue theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 If !(z) is analytic Wlthzn a domain containmg nand!f (3.10) 
is satisfied then I = J, !. e. 
100 !(x)e1WX~ dx = 1 !(z)e1W# dz. a ,(a) (3.11) 
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If f(z) is analytic W'tthm a domam contaimng n except for isolated smgularities 
Z1, ••• ,Zn mn then 
(00 ~ ( ~ n { fJ} J. f(x)e1WX dx = J, f(z)e1WZ dz + 27ri L v, Res f(z)e1WZ ,z, 
a -y(a) ,=1 
(3.12) 
where v, is the winding number of "((a) with respect to Z,. 
By the above theorem, we can obtain almost immediately the following theo-
rems for f(z) = z-m and f(z) = e-mz. Notice that we have assumed a > 0 to 
cope with the singular point at z = o. 
Theorem 3.3 If f(z) = z-m where m is a real constant such that m+f3 > 1, 
thenI= J. 
PROOF. Since If(z)1 = R-m on S, the theorem follows directly from Theo-
rem 3.2. 0 
Theorem 3.4 If f(z) = e-mz where m lS a pos~twe real constant, and ~f 
f3 ~ 1, then I = J. 
PROOF. Suppose f3 > 1. Then on S (F1g. 33), 
showing that cos Q > 0 and hence, 
If(z)1 = e-mRcos8 < e-mRcosa < Rf3-2 
1f R is sufficiently large. Thus (3.10) is satisfied and hence I = J by Theo-
rem 3.2. 
For the case f3 = 1, mstead of usmg a circular arc, we use two line segments 
to close a loop of rectangular shape (Fig 3.3). 
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y I'(a) 
R 
O'L--L---+----~----x a R 
Figure 3.3: The optimal contours 'Y(a), the segments Cl, C2 and the 
interval [a,R] forming a loop for q(x) = x. 
Let Cl be the horizontal segment joining a + iR to R + iR and let C2 the 
vertical segment joining R+zR to R+Oi. Since J(z) is analytic on the whole 
complex plane, the theorem is proved if we can show that both integrals 
tend to zero as R -+ 00. Indeed, 
as R -+ 00, and 
as R -+ 00. 
l!c, e-mZe1WZ dzl = ilR e-m(x+.R)e1W(x-t1R) dxi 
::; lR e-=e-wRdx 
e-ma _e-mR 
_ -=--__ ----= ___ e-wR -+ 0 
m 
o 
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3.4 The computational formulae 
In many practical cases, It is required to compute regular or irregular integrals 
of the form 
Jc = 1000 J(x) cos(wxf3 ) dx and J, = 1000 J(x) sin(wxf3) dx 
where the lower limIt is 0, the value of w is large and J(z) has a singularity 
or branch point at the origm. (When (3 < 1, the origin is a branch point of 
q(z) = zf3 itself.) This problem can be tackled easily and efficiently by splitting 
J .. for instance, into two integrals: 
J, = loa J(x) sin(wxf3) dx + 100 J(x) sin(wxf3 ) dx 
By setting 
(3.13) 
the first integral on the right-hand side is one over only a quarter of a pe-
riod and the value can be found by using any general-purpose rule or if the 
singularity is not removable, by a transformatIOn method such as (3.1). The 
second integral can be computed efficiently by the present method of optimal 
contours. The effect of choosing a as in (3.13) WIll be further discussed in 
Section 3.7 and Section 3.9. 
In the previous section we justified the use of the formulae (3.11) and (3.12) 
either of which gives the value of the required integral I by computing a 
complex integral J over an optimal contour 'Y( a) of infinite length. Since the 
optimal contour can only be represented, for general values of (3, by polar 
coordinates (r, 6), it is natural to employ the same coordinates system in the 
computation of J. 
Indeed, on 'Y(a), where 
r = a(sec(36)1/f3, 0 ~ 6 < 1r/2(3, 
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we have 
giving 
dr 
dO = r tan (30, 
~; = e'9(~~ + ir) = re,9(tan(30 + i) 
= aie,(1-/3)9 (sec (30)1+1//3 
J = 1 J(z)eOWZP dz 
'"Y(a) 
P f"/2/3 A 
= eowa lo J(re'9)e-wlY tan/39 aie,(1-/3)9(sec (30)l+1//3 dO (3.14) 
the integrand of which approaches 0 rapidly when 0 is approaching 7r/2(3. In 
particular, when a is chosen the value given by (3.13), the formula becomes 
("/2/3 J = - lo J(re,9)e-(,,/2)tan/39ae,(1-/3)9(sec(30)1+1//3 dO. (3.15) 
For functIOns J(z) which is analytic over an open domain containing n, the 
formulae (3.15) and (3.11) are used to compute I. By taking the real part and 
the imaginary part in these formulae, we obtain simultaneously the values of 
the cosine weight integral 
le = [0 J(x) cos(wxf3) dx 
and the sine weight integral 
I. = [0 J(x) sin(wxf3) dx. 
3.5 The experimental results 
The present method was experimented with on a number of test functious (see 
Table 3.1). Some of these test functions were used in Alayl1oglu, Evans and 
Hyslop [6] for testing the efficiency of their method using sequence accelerators. 
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The general purposed Clenshaw-Curtls quadrature was used progressively to 
compute J. The point number used started from 2 and then 3, 5 and so 
on until no further improvement of accuracy for both the real and imaginary 
parts was obtained over the previous value. In this way, values of both the 
cosine weIght and sine weIght integrals are obtained simultaneously to the 
prescribed precision. For each test function f{x) the total number of function 
evaluations used in this way was noted and was used to measure the efficiency 
of the method. In all the experiments descrIbed below, an accuracy of 14 
significant digIts was being used. If only one component, the sine weight or 
cosine weight integral, is required, the number of function evaluations required 
can sometimes be reduced by one level, e.g. only 64 (mstead of 128) for F7 
when {3 = 1/2. 
The total numbers of function evaluations used in the experiments are dIS-
played in Table 3.1 to Table 3.5 for {3 = 1,2,3,1/2,1/5 and for w =1, 10, 100, 
1000. The program code (in Pascal) used is listed in the Appendix. 
In the case {3 = 1,2 and 3, we found that the method of optimal contour 
works very well. Accurate results were obtained in relatively small number of 
function evaluations. 
In the case {3 = 1/5, the method has failed for F5 and F8. Here, the suc-
cessive Clenshaw-Curtis results were found to be divergent or convergent so 
slowly that accurate result could not be obtained with at most 1024 function 
evaluations. For these test functions, the sufficient condition m + {3 > 1 in 
Theorem 3.3 IS not satisfied. 
In the case {3 = 1/2 and 1/5, for F3, F4 and F10, the method of optimal contour 
has also faIled. The method failed because the conditions in Theorem 3.1 have 
been violated. These integrals have an exponential factor such as e-mz, and 
hence on the optimal contour z = re,9 there will be a factor exp[-mr(cos 0 + 
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i sin 0)] which for 0 > 7r /2 will yield a positive exponential factor which will 
not tend to zero as r tends to infinity. Problems arise whenever (3 < 1. In fact 
some problems which fall into this category can be solved as the integrand 
also contains the factor exp( - waf3 tan (30) and hence for sufficiently large w 
this term will always dominate the positive term. In particular, for w = 100 
or above, F3 is evaluated to 14 figures with 128 points and F4 and FlO with 
256. 
3.6 Use of residues 
When (3 < 1, the residue theorem is to be used for the test function F9: J(z) = 
Z-2(Z2 + I)-I which has three poles 0 and ±t. To illustrate the computation, 
we consider (3 = 1/5. In this case the poles ±i lie within the region n defined 
in proving Theorem 3.3. Specifically, if we let 
'tWzl/5 
e 
F(z) = z2(Z2 + 1)' 
then the extra term to be added to the equation I = J is given by 
U = 27rt[Res{F(z), z = t} + Res{F(z), z = -ill 
.{ eOWZl/5, eOWZl/5,} 
=7rt -- +--
Z3 Z=' Z3 Z=-. 
= 7r{ - e-wsm(1r/IO) cos[w cos(7r /10)] + e-wsm(31r/IO) cos[w cos(37r /1O)]} 
+i7r{ - e-WSID(1r/IO) sin[w cos( 7r /10)] + e-wsm(31r/IO) sin[w cos(37r /1O)]} 
= 0.143283699647343 - 0.011866302401666i 
when w = 10. Since the computed value of J, when w = 10, is 
J = -3251.18221618777 + 8992.65325493940i 
the value of I, when w = 10, is therefore 
1= J + U = -3251.03893248812 + 8992.66512124180i. 
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SImilar modifications are required for w = 100 and 1000. 
Function f (x) f3=1 
Label Defirntion w=l w=lO W= 100 w = 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
F1 x/(l + x2 ) 128 1024 128 128 
F2 1/x2 128 128 128 128 
F3 e-x/ 2/x 256 128 128 128 
F4 1/ cosh x 1024 1024 128 128 
F5 l/xO I 256 256 256 256 
F6 1/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 1/x4 128 128 128 128 
F8 x0 9/(x+1) 256 256 256 256 
F9 1/(x2(1 + x2)) 128 512 128 128 
FlO e-x 256 256 256 256 
Table 3.1: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits when q( x) = x, a = 11 /2w and when (J takes the full 
range from 0 to 11/2. 
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FUnction f(x) /3=2 
Label Definition w=l w=lO w= 100 w = 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
F1 x/(l +x2) 256 256 256 256 
F2 1/x2 128 128 128 256 
F3 e-z/ 2/x 128 128 128 256 
F4 1/ cosh x 128 128 256 128 
F5 1/x0 1 256 128 256 128 
F6 1/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 1/x4 128 128 128 128 
F8 x0 9/(x+1) 256 256 256 256 
F9 1/(x2(1 + x2)) 128 128 128 128 
F10 e-Z 128 128 256 128 
Table 3.2: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits when q(x) = x2 , a = V7r!2w and when 9 takes the full 
range from 0 to 7r / 4. 
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Function f{x) f3=3 
Label Defirntion w=l w=10 W= 100 W= 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
F1 x/{l +x2) 128 256 128 256 
F2 1/x2 128 128 128 128 
F3 e-z/ 2/x 128 128 128 128 
F4 1/ cosh x 128 128 128 256 
F5 1/x0 1 256 128 128 256 
F6 1/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 1/x4 128 128 128 128 
F8 X0 9/(x + 1) 128 256 128 256 
F9 1/{x2 {1 + x2)) 128 128 128 128 
FIO e-z 128 128 128 256 
Table 3.3. The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits when q(x) = x3 , a = (7r/2w)1/3 and when () takes the 
full range from 0 to 7r / 6. 
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Function f(x) (3 = 1/2 
Label Definition w=1 w=lO w=lOO w = 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
Fl x/(1 + x2 ) 128 256 256 256 
F2 l/x2 128 128 128 128 
F3 e-x/ 2/x fail fail 128 128 
F4 1/ cosh x fail 256 256 256 
F5 l/x0 1 256 256 256 256 
F6 l/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 l/x4 128 128 128 128 
F8 X0 9/(x+ 1) 256 1024 256 256 
F9 1/(x2(1+ x 2» 128 128 128 128 
FlO e-X fail faJI 256 256 
Table 3.4: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
sIgnificant digits when q(x) = ,;x, a = (7r/2w)2 and when (J takes the 
full range from 0 to 7r. 
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Function f(x) f3 = 1/5 
Label Definition w=1 W= 10 w = 100 W = 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
F1 x/(l + x2) 128 1024 fail fail 
F2 1/x2 128 128 128 128 
F3 e-x/ 2/x fail 1024 128 128 
F4 1/ cosh x fall fail 256 256 
F5 1/x0 1 fail fatl fail fail 
F6 l/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 1/x4 128 128 128 128 
F8 X0 9/(x+ 1) fail fatl fail fail 
F9 1/(x2 (1 + x 2» 128 512 128 128 
FlO e-X fail fail 256 256 
Table 3.5: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits when q(x) = xl/5, a = (7r/2w)5 and when () takes the 
full range from 0 to 57r /2. 
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3.7 The effective range of 0 
For large w, the magnitude of the integrand of (3.14) decreases rapidly to zero 
when 8 approaches 7r /2/3 from o. This suggests the pOSSibility of getting the 
same accuracy by integrating over a smaller 8-range from 0 to some 80• If this 
is the case, the formula (3.14) for computing J becomes 
To find a suitable 80 for each w, we assume that the magnitude of J(z) does 
not increase to dominate the decay of the exponential factor exp( -wai3 tan /38) 
and that the value of the contour integral is of the order of lO-n for some n. 
For 14 significant digit accuracy, we require roughly 
exp( -wai3 tan ,B8) < 10-14 
lO-n -
or 
,B8 (n + 14) In 10 tan::::: wa/3 . (3.16) 
If n is known, then (3 16) will give us a good value for 80• However, n is usually 
not known in practice and we shall simply take n = 3 in our experiments. 
Clearly this assumption is not true for some J(z) but experimentally it is 
found that the derived value of 80 works fine for almost all the functions being 
tested. With n = 3, we obtam 
1 -1 ( 40 ) 80 ~ /3 tan wa/3· 
This shows that if a is fixed and w is increasing, then 80 is decreasing. In 
this case, if we integrate over a bigger range than from 0 to 80 then much of 
the computation Will be wasted. It follows that integrating over the shortened 
range becomes more and more efficient as w increases while a and /3 are fixed 
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This assertion will be verified in Chapter 4 where a is kept fixed for the firute-
range integrals. 
On the other hand, though w is increasing, the value of eo can be unchanged 
and the efficiency of the computation can be maintained by integrating over a 
fixed interval if we allow a to decrease such that wai3 is kept constant. We set 
this constant equal to 7r /2 so that (3.13) is satisfied. In this case, we have 
eo ~ ~ tan- l (~). (3.17) 
and the formula for computing J is 
(3.18) 
Although eo is only slightly less than 7r /2{3, we do obtain some significant Im-
provement in efficiency over the full range integration for some test-functions. 
This is indeed verified by actual testings on the same set of test-functions. 
In the experiments, we found that the number of function evaluations for the 
test integrals were improved for the integrands F1, F4, F5, F8 and FlO, and 
there is no gain in efficiency for other test-functions. The results are shown in 
Table 3.6 to Table 3.10 where asterisks indicate improved function counts. 
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Function I(x) /3=1 
Label Definition w=l w=lO W= 100 w = 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
F1 x/(l +X2) 128 *512 128 128 
F2 1/x2 128 128 128 128 
F3 e-x/ 2/x 256 128 128 128 
F4 1/ cosh x 1024 1024 128 128 
F5 1/x0 1 *128 *128 *128 *128 
F6 1/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 1/x4 128 128 128 128 
F8 x0 9/(x+1) *128 *128 *128 *128 
F9 1/(x2(1 + x2)) 128 512 128 128 
FlO e-x 256 *128 *128 *128 
Table 3.6: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits when q(x) = x, a = 7r/2w and when 0 takes the short-
ened range from 0 to 00 given by (3.17). The asterisk before the figures 
indicates an improvement over the full-range figures. 
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Function f(x) f3=2 
Label Definition w=1 w=10 W= 100 w = 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
Fl x/(1 +x2) *128 *128 *128 *128 
F2 l/x2 128 128 128 256 
F3 e-z / 2/x 128 128 128 256 
F4 1/ cosh x 128 128 *128 128 
F5 l/x0 1 *128 128 *128 128 
F6 l/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 l/x4 128 128 128 128 
F8 x0 9 /(x+ 1) *128 *128 *128 *128 
F9 1/(x2(1 + x 2)) 128 128 128 128 
FI0 e-Z 128 128 *128 128 
Table 3.7: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits when q{x) = x2 , a = ,/lr/2w and when (J takes the 
shortened range from 0 to (Jo gIven by (3.17). The asterisk before the 
figures indicates an improvement over the full-range figures. 
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Function f{x) f3=3 
Label Definition w=l W= 10 W= 100 w = 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
F1 x/{l +x2) 128 *128 128 *128 
F2 1/x2 128 128 128 128 
F3 e-x/2/x 128 128 128 128 
F4 1/ cosh x 128 128 128 *128 
F5 1/x0 1 *128 128 128 *128 
F6 l/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 l/x4 128 128 128 128 
F8 x0 9/{x+1) 128 *128 128 *128 
F9 1/{x2{1 + x2)) 128 128 128 128 
FI0 e-x 128 128 128 *128 
Table 3.8: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits when q{x) = x3, a = {7r/2w)1/3 and when (J takes the 
shortened range from 0 to (Jo given by (3.17). The asterisk before the 
figures indicates an improvement over the full-range figures. 
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Function f (x) (J = 1/2 
Label Definition w=l w=lO W= 100 w = 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
Fl x/(1 + x2) 128 256 256 256 
F2 1/x2 128 128 128 128 
F3 e-zj2/x fail *128 128 128 
F4 1/ cosh x fail 256 *128 *128 
F5 l/x0 1 *128 *128 *128 *128 
F6 l/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 l/x4 *64 *64 *64 *64 
F8 x0 9/(x+1) *128 *512 256 256 
F9 1/(x2(1+ x2)) 128 128 128 128 
FlO e-Z fail fail *128 *128 
Table 3 9: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits when q{x) = .;x, a = {7r/2w)2 and when 0 takes the 
shortened range from 0 to 0o given by (3.17). The asterisk before the 
figures indicates an improvement over the full-range figures. 
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Function f(x) f3 = 1/5 
Label DefinitIOn w=l w=lO W= 100 w = 1000 
FO l/x 128 128 128 128 
F1 x/(l + x2 ) 128 1024 fail fail 
F2 1/x2 128 128 128 128 
F3 e-z / 2/x fail *512 128 128 
F4 1/ cosh x fail fail fail fail 
F5 l/xO I fail fail fail fail 
F6 1/x3 128 128 128 128 
F7 l/x4 128 128 128 128 
F8 X0 9/(x+ 1) farl fail farl farl 
F9 1/(x2 (1 + x2 )) 128 *256 128 128 
FlO e-z frul fail farl farl 
Table 3.10: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits when q{x) = xl / 5, a = {1r/2w)5 and when 9 takes the 
shortened range from 0 to ()o given by (3.17). The asterisk before the 
figures indicates an improvement over the full-range figures. 
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3.8 Using y as the variable of integration 
When f3 = 1, since the optimal contours are vertical straight line, it is nat-
ural to make y the varIable of integration in the computation of the contour 
integrals J. Then, the formula of computmg J is 
J= 10"''' f(a+iy)elWa-WYidy (3.19) 
which is an integral over infinite range. 
ComputatlOnally, an infinite range integral is more difficult than a finite range 
integral. However, due to the presence of the exponentially decaying factor 
e-WY of the integrand, there is a Yo > 0 beyond which the integrand is practi-
cally zero. By (3.16) we can set 
40 
yo=-
w 
in the computational experiments. With this Yo, the integrals I were com-
puted again using (3.11) and (3.19) . The same set of test functions and the 
same Clenshaw-Curtis routine were used as in the previous section where polar 
coordmates with shortened B-range were being used. The number of function 
evaluations used were found to be almost identical for the two cases. In spite 
of this, when f3 = 1, the approach using (3.19) is very simple and seems to be 
preferable to that using polar coordinates. 
3.9 Stability considerations 
The method is practically stable. There is no instabilIty for the evaluations of 
J as the integrands are practically non-oscillatory. 
Our choice of a = (7r/2w)1//3 also eliminates a pOSSIble source of instability. 
This is analysed, usmg f3 = 1 for simplIcity, as follows. 
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We first resolve J(z) into real part and imaginary part as 
J(z) = U(z) + tV(z). 
In the method of optimal contour, we compute I as 
I = {O (U + iV)elW(a+'Y)i dy 
so that 
where 
ReI = -(coswa)B - (sinwa)A 
ImI = (coswa)A - (sinwa)B 
A = faY U e-WY dy and B = faY Ve-WY dy. 
The actual computatIon routine is practically equivalent to computing the 
values of the integrals A and B separately and instabIlity due to cancellation 
of significant dIgits will occur if the values of A and B are such that Re I or 
Im I are very small relative to the size of their composing summands. 
However, this adverse effect is eliminated if we set a such that sinwa = 0 or 
cos wa = O. This is part of the reason for our choice a = 7r /2w wruch satisfies 
coswa = O. 
3.10 The contours for particular functions 
In the previous section, the contours were found without considering the be-
haviour of the functions J(z). In this section, we assume that the given func-
tion behaves like z-m or exp( -mz) asymptotically when Izl is large and pro-
ceed as in the previous section to find a contour for the integral I. 
First we let J(z) = z-m, m> 0, and put z = re·9• Then 
J(z) exp(twzf3 ) = r-m exp( -imO) exp{iw(rf3(cos,BO + t sm,BO)} 
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= r-ffl exp( -wrP sin(J(}) exp{t( -m(} + twr{3 cos (J(})}. 
To eliminate the oscillatory factor, we set, as in Section 3.2.2, 
-m(} + wrP cos (J() = wa{3 
from which we get the equation of the optimal contour: 
')'(a) : r = (m() + wa(3) 1/{3 
wcos(J() o :s () < 7r /2(J. (320) 
As in Section 3 4, the integral J becomes one over a finite range from 0 to 
7r /2(J with an integrand decreasmg exponentially to 0 as () tends to 7r /2(J. 
If we set a = (7r/2W)1/{3, then (3.20) becomes 
r = (m() + 7r /2) 1/{3 , 0 :s () < 7r /2(J. 
wcos(J(} (3.21) 
which, in the case m = 1 , becomes 
y= -xcotwx. (3.22) 
For the class of function which behaves like e-mz asymptotically as JzJ is large, 
we find the optimal curve by considering J (z) = exp( -mz) for m > O. Putting 
z = rexp(i(}), we have 
J(z) exp(iwz{3) = exp( -wrP sin(J(} - mr cos (}) expi( -mr sin () + wrP cos(J(}) 
In order to eliminate the oscillatory factor, we set 
-mr sm () + wrP cos (J() = 7r /2 (3.23) 
with a = (7r/2w)1/{3. For (J = 1, the formula (3 23) becomes 
2my-7r 
x= 2w ' O:Sy<oo (3.24) 
which is a half-line with a slope of w/m. The experimental results, using 
(3.21) with shortened (}-range are summarized in the next Table 3.11. In 
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this table, when J(z) is of the type z-m, we took the obvious choice for the 
values of m for the J(z) employed. For the exponential integrands F3, F4 and 
FlO, we adopted the value m = 10 which, being relatIvely large, was made 
as an experiment to see if formulae (321) would operate with integrands not 
precisely of the requisite form. Also, in the same table, we show the results 
for the exponential type functions F3, F4 and F10 using (3.24) with shortened 
y-range from 0 to 40/w. 
/3=1 
Formula(3.21) Formula(3.24) 
J(x) ~ 1 10 100 1000 ~ 1 10 100 1000 
FO 1 128 128 128 128 
F1 1 128 256 128 128 
F2 2 64 64 64 64 
F3 10 128 128 128 128 0.5 256 256 256 256 
F4 10 128 128 faIl fail 1 256 512 128 fail 
F5 0.1 256 256 256 256 
F6 3 64 64 64 64 
F7 4 128 128 128 128 
F8 0.1 256 256 256 256 
F9 4 64 128 64 64 
FlO 10 128 128 1024 fail 1 128 128 128 128 
Table 3.11: The number of function evaluations for computing I to 
14 significant digits when q(x) = x, a = 7r/2w using (3.21) and (324). 
Shortened-range integration is being used in both cases. 
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3.11 Comparison of results 
A range of numerical tests were carried out on a set of test functions in order 
to obtain comparisons with the existing methods. In all cases the integrals 
were attempted on the range from a to 00 with a = (7r/2w)1/f3. The cases 
f3 = 1,2,3,! and i are considered and the number of function evaluations 
used to achieve 14 sigrnficant figure precision is used as a measure. In the 
first instance the oscillatory factor w is set at unity. Previous comparisons of 
methods for this problem in Blakemore, Evans and Hyslop [12] conclude that 
the use of cycles, as in Alaylioglu, Evans and Hyslop [6], is the most efficient of 
the earlier methods, and conveniently thiS is the only method from that group 
that has a natural extension to the irregular oscillatory integrands being used 
here. Hence the comparisons are primanly with this latter method. 
The comparisons are shown m Table 3.12, the first group being obtained from 
the Alaylioglu, Evans and Hyslop method (AEH) discussed in [6] and the 
second by usmg formula (3.15). 
For the AEH results, the computations were stopped after convergence of 
the diagonal elements of the e-algorithm to 14 figures was achieved Agam 
Clenshaw-Curtis [17] quadrature was used to evaluate the individual cycles to 
allow generality to the irregular case. In the onginal work, the trigonometric 
integrals were computed using a specially formulated Gauss-trig rule which is 
specific to the case q(x) = x. Even accounting for the full factor of 4 in the 
need to use complex arithmetic in the method of optimal contour against real 
arithmetic in AEH method, there is a substantial reduction m work load. In 
fact the factor may be taken as just 2 smce the method of optimal contour 
computes both the sine weight and the cosine weight mtegrals in (3.3) simul-
taneously, whereas in AEH the oscillatory cycles will require quite different 
abscissae in these two cases. 
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f(x) 
FO 
Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
F6 
F7 
F8 
F9 
FI0 
AEH Method Formula (3.15) 
q=x q = x2 q = x3 q =..fi q=x q = x2 q= x3 q= ..fi 
704 672 672 800 128 128 128 128 
704 672 672 800 128 256 128 128 
704 672 672 800 128 128 128 128 
448 672 672 272 256 128 128 fail 
192 608 672 160 1024 128 128 1024 
672 672 672 704 256 256 256 256 
704 672 672 768 128 128 128 128 
640 672 672 704 128 128 128 128 
672 672 672 768 256 256 128 256 
640 672 672 704 128 128 128 128 
160 672 672 216 256 128 128 faIl 
Table 3.12: The number of function evaluations used in the AEH 
method and the method of optimal contours for w = 1. 
It IS clear that the complex approach has many advantages. Firstly the work 
load is less, except in a few special cases which give rise to geometric sequences 
which are therefore bound to allow rapid convergence of the Shanks' sequences. 
Since the method of optimal contour just Involves completmg a finite range 
quadrature with rapid and well understood convergence properties, it is much 
more robust than the method of AEH where convergence of the accelerator 
can be very slow. The doubt on the AEH method arIses because there is no 
guarantee that the generated sequences will have the theoretical properties 
such as geometric behaviour which will ensure convergence accordmg to the 
theorems of Shanks [97]. 
In the method of optimal contour, some gains can be obtained by shortening 
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Formula (3.21) 
f(x) q=x q =x2 q = x3 q =.,;x q = X1/ 5 
FO 128 128 128 128 64 
Fl 128 128 128 128 128 
F2 64 128 128 64 128 
F3 128 64 64 faIl fail 
F4 128 64 64 fail fail 
F5 128 128 128 128 128 
F6 64 128 128 128 128 
F7 128 64 128 128 128 
F8 128 128 128 128 128 
F9 64 64 128 128 128 
FI0 128 64 64 fail fail 
Table 3.13: The number of function evaluations used in the method of 
optimal contours (3.21) for w = 1. 
the integration range using the rapid exponential fall off of the integrand to 
treat the quadrature as a finite range quadrature so that no contrIbution occurs 
for further values beyond the finite upper limit. On infinite range integrals, 
methods such as AEH effectively use the inefficient subdivision approach to 
convergence. If a high order rule can be used on a smgle range the convergence 
rate is greatly enhanced. The reduced mterval mtegrals reqUired with optimal 
contours gives precisely this effect and hence the observed gain in performance. 
Some further gains can be aclueved using formula (3.21) in which the behaviour 
of the function f(x) can be employed to advantage by fixing m if this is known 
or can be estimated. For comparison purposes, the results of using tlus extra 
informatIOn are put together in Table 3 13. 
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In general a further reduction in the function count has been achieved, sug-
gesting this form should be used if suitable values of m are available. 
Practical application of the methods for w taking the values 10, 100 and 1000 
shown very little change in the function counts reported for w = 1. This is to 
be expected as the integral 
[0 f(x) smwxP dx 
becomes 
under the transformation y = w1/bX, which is of the form considered earlier. 
The disadvantage of the complex approach is that the function f(x) has to be 
capable of being computed at any point in the complex plane, which means 
in practice that f(z) needs to be known analytically (rather than being the 
result of some other numerical process which will generate f only at real points 
pOSSibly after interpolation of a table of values). 
It is clear from the above tables that on the infinite range the method of 
optimal contour is more successful than the earlier approach. This IS partly 
the gain of not requirmg subdiViSion but just a single quadrature over the finite 
(J range and relying on the exponential fall off to proVide further reductions in 
this limit beyond which no contribution occurs. The same idea can be applied 
to q(x) of the forms other than xp. Examples of using q(x) = exp(x), sinx, 
cosx, mx and other forms of q(x) can be seen m the next few chapters. 
Chapter 4 
Oscillatory integrals over a 
finite range 
4.1 Introduction 
The integral of the form 
1= J.b f(x) sin wq(x) dx 
a cos 
where q(x) is a given smooth functions and w is a large positive number, has 
many useful applIcatIOn ill science and technology. The application of the 
usual general-purpose rules of Chapter 1 to this type of integrals cannot pro-
duce reasonably accurate results due to the rapid oscillatory nature of the 
integrand. The classical method for this type of illtegrals is due to FIlon [41]. 
This method is based on a quadratic illterpolation of the non-oscillatory part 
f (x) and integrating exactly the product of the illterpolant and the trigono-
metric weight. Similar methods based on linear interpolation and fifth degree 
interpolatIOn were proposed by Clendenin [16] and Flinn [42]. The details of 
the derIvatIon of these rules can be found in the original papers and ill Evans 
98 
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[29]. An automatic generation of a generalisation of FIlon's and Clendenin's 
approach were given by Alayhoglu, Evans and Hyslop [7] 
Similar to the general case in Chapter 1, formulae ofthe Clenshaw-Curtis type 
have been generated using Chebyshev nodes or equivalently by expanding f(x) 
in Chebyshev series: 
00 
f(x) = 2::>kTk(x) (4.1) 
k=O 
and integrating the reqUIred oscillatory integrand as 
b 00 b 1 f(x) exp(iwx) dx = ~Ck 1 Tk(x)exp(iwx)dx. 
The essential issue here is to find the values of the integrals 
(k = 0, 1, .. ). 
Bakhvalov and Vasil'eva [10] established an U1lStable three-term recurrence 
relation for h. Piessens and Poleunis [89] expanded exp(iwx) in terms of 
Bessel functIOns J,,(w) and Patterson [84] expanded 7; as a series of Legen-
dre polynomials and hence obtained the required integral as an expansion of 
spherical Bessel functions whose coefficients were computed recursively. The 
last method of Patterson is stable but requires an efficient Bessel function 
procedure. 
Alaylioglu, Evans and Hyslop [8] computed the coefficients R, of Tk(x) = 
2:;=0 R,x' recursively and generated an efficient algorithm using the values of 
R,. This algOrIthm evaluated the resulting basic integrals directly by a method 
analogous to the automatic generation of quadrature formulae as presented in 
Alayhoglu, Evans and Hyslop [7]. The method was found to be quite effiCIent 
particularly when the coefficients Ck of the expansion (4.1) fall off rapidly. 
Since there is no simple closed form for the integrals h, Bakhvalov and Vasi-
l'eva [10] used an expansion of f(x) in Legendre polynomials and hence gen-
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erated a method based on values of the spherical Bessel's functions and values 
of some integrals which are computed using the Gaussian-Legendre rule. 
4.2 The method using optimal contours 
In the previous chapters, the method of optimal contours was used for the 
evaluation of the oscillatory integral over an infinite range. The idea also 
applies to oscillatory integrals over a finite range of the form 
1= /.b f(x) sin wq(x) dx 
a cos 
which can be expressed as 
1= /.00 f(x) sin wq(x) dx _ tOO f(x) sin wq(x) dx 
a cos Jb cos 
if the infinite range integrals on the right-hand side exist. Therefore the con-
tour method applied in this case simply amounts to computing two infinite 
range integrals in a manner as shown in Chapter 3. However, even in the 
case when the two infinite range mtegrals do not exist we can still apply the 
contour method as long as the two corresponding integrals over two optimal 
contours exist. 
To be precise, let G(x) = f(x)elWq(x) and 
J= tG(x)dx 
where a, b are real numbers such that a < b. Let r 1 and r 2 be two non-
intersecting contours traversing from x = a and x = b respectively to infinity 
in the upper half-plane (Fig. 4.1). Let S be the portion of the circular arc of 
radius R, centred at the origin 0, lying between r 1 and r 2 so that the interval 
[a, b], S and portions of r 1 and r 2 form a closed loop L in the upper-half plane. 
The loop L is then assigned the counter-clockwise direction. 
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By Cauchy's theorem, if G(z) is analytic within a domain containing L, the 
integral 
i G(z)dz 
is zero. It follows that if 
Is G(z) dz -+ 0 as R -+ 00 
and both integrals 
JI = ( G(z) dz and J2 = ( G(z) dz Jr, Jr2 
exist, then 
If there are exactly m poles Zl, • •• ,Zk of G(z) within the region between r l 
and r 2 and above the real axis, then the formula becomes 
J = J(a) - J(b) + U 
where 
m 
U = 271'i 2: Res{G(z), z = z,}. 
,=1 
In actual computation, we choose contours r l and f2 such that they are op-
timal in the sense defined in Chapter 2 and the computation reduces to eval-
uatlOns of two mtegrals over these optimal contours plus pOSSibly a sum of 
residues. The function q(x) is chosen to be equal to some elementary func-
tions like sm, cos, exp, sinh, cosh, In and polynomials. The equations of the 
optimal contours differs from case to case and their derivations are given in 
the following sections. 
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y 
o a x 
Figure 4.1: The contours rl, r2 and the loop L. 
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4.3 q(z) = z 
We first consider the simplest regular case when q( x) = x and the integral to 
be evaluated is t f(x)e1W% dx 
when the real positive w is large. 
As in the previous section, we consider the complex integral 
t f(z)e1WZ dz. 
The function f(z) may also be oscillatory However, due to the presence of 
the large w, the main OSCIllation of the integral arises from the factor e1W•• In 
order to find optimal contours for all practical f(z) we eliminate the oscillation 
arlsmg from e1W•• 
4.3.1 The optimal contours 
Now in terms of cartesian coordinates (x, y) we have 
e'lWZ = e -wy e'IWx • 
To eliminate the oscillation, we set 
x = constant. 
To let the modulus exp( -wy) of exp(iwz) decrease to zero as z moves from a 
pomt on the real axis, we must restrict attention to the upper-half plane. 
Thus, we have two optimal contours ')'(a) and ')'(b) defined by: 
')'(a) = { z = x + iy : x = a, y ~ 0 } 
- - - - --------------------
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and 
'Y(b) = { z = x + iy : x = b, y ~ 0 } 
and both are running upward when the positive sense is taken (Fig. 4.2). Note 
that 'Y(a) and 'Y(b) depend on a and b only and are independent of f(x) and 
w. 
4.3.2 Some supporting theorems 
For each positive R let S denote the horizontal segment 
S = { z = x + zy : a::::; x ::::; b, y = R }. 
(Here we use a straight line segment rather then a circular arc described in 
the general discussion in the previous section.) Then a closed loop L is formed 
by the interval [a, b], the segments S and the portions of 'Y(a) and 'Y(b) when 
o ::::; y ::::; R. Let the positive direction be assigned to the loop L. 
Let 
be the region bounded by [a, b], 'Y( a) and 'Y(b). 
Assume that the function f(z) is analytic over an open domain containing n. 
Then by Cauchy's theorem, we have 
It follows that if 
and both integrals 
i f(z)e1W% dz = O. 
lim r f(z)e'''!Zdz = 0 R-oo}s 
r f(z)etw% dz and r J(z)etw% dz 
J-y(o) J-y(b) 
(4.2) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
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exist, then 
l b f(x)elWX dx = 1 f(z)elWZ dz -1 f(z)e1WZ dz. (4.3) a 7(a) 7(b) 
Theorem 4.1 The cond~twn (4.2) is satisfied if 
e-wR max If(x + ~R)I-> 0 as R --> 00. 
aSxSb 
PROOF. On S, we have z = x + iR and hence 
i Is f(z)elWZ dzi = i Is f(x + iR)elW(x+.R) dzi 
:5 e-wR llf(x+iR)ldX 
:5 e-WR(b - a) max If(x + iR)I· 
a:S;:t$b 
Therefore if (4.4) is satisfied, the equality (42) holds. 
(4.4) 
o 
Theorem 4.2 The cond~twn {4.4} is satisfied when f(x) is equal to the fol-
lowing functwns or the~r linear combinations. 
{z} (x-c)n for real constants c and n, a polynomial, or a rationalfunctwn. 
{n} enx, coshnx, or sinhnx for real constant n. 
(nil cos nx, or sin nx for real constant n < w. 
{w} lnx ~f 0 < a < b. 
To prove this theorem we need the following lemma whose proof is trivial and 
is omitted. 
Lemma 4.1 If f(z) = !l(z), h(z), . . , A(z) all satisfy {4.4}, so do their lin-
ear comblnatwns. 
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PROOF of Theorem 4.2 : 
(i) For f(z) = (z - c)n, we have 
< { 1 for n ::; 0, 
- (2R2)n for n > 0, 
if R is sufficiently large. Hence for any real n, 
e-wR max If(x + iR)1 -> 0 as R -> 00 
a:5z:5b 
showing that (4.4) is satisfied. The assertion for f(x) = a polynomial or a 
rational function follows at once using Lemma 4.1 
(ii) When f(z) = en., 
and hence (4.4) is satisfied. 
(iii) When f(z) = sin nz, we have, for sufficiently large R, 
I smn(x + zR)1 2 = (sinnx cosh nR)2 + (cosnxsinhnR)2 
This shows that 
= (sin2 nX)(l + sinh2 nR) + (1- sin2nx)sinh2nR 
= sin2 nx + sinh2 nR 
e-wR max I sin(x + iR)1 ::; 2S1nh
R
nR -> 0 as R -> 00 
a:S;x:S;b eW 
ifw>n. 
(iv) When f(z) = lnz, we have, assuming that 0 < a < b, 
f(x + zR) = In(x + iR) 
= Invx2+R2+icfo 
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where 0 :::; <p = tan-1(R/x) < 1r/2 Therefore if R is sufficiently large, If(x + 
iR) I < R and hence (4.4) is satisfied. 0 
Using a similar argument, we can prove that the contour integrals I(a) and 
I(b) exist when f(x) IS equal to the functIOns listed in Theorem 4.2. Thus we 
have established the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 If f(z) has no singula'r'tty W'tthm n, then the formula (4.3) tS 
true when f(x) is equal to the functwns listed in Theorem 4.2. If there are 
exactly m poles Zl, Z2, ••• ,Zm of f(z) withm this region, the formula (4.3) can 
be modtfied by addmg an extra term U of residues: 
(b f(x)e1W% dx = 1 f(z)e1WZ dz -1 f(z)e'IWZ dz + U (4.5) 
la -y(a) -y(b) 
where 
m 
U = 27ri I: Res {J(z)eIWZj z = Zk}. 
k=l 
--- ------------------------------------------------------
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y "((b) 
R _________ 1-_8_-1 
o a x 
Figure 4.2: The optimal contours ')'(a) , ')'(b) and the loopL for q(x) = x. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
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4.3.3 The computational formulae 
In the previous section we justify the use of the formulae (4.3) and (4 5) which 
involves the computation of two complex integrals over contours of infinite 
length. To this end, we introduce the polar coordinates (r,O) which transform 
the infinite range contour integrals to integrals over the finite range [0, 7l" /2). 
The magnitude of the transformed integrands decreases rapidly to zero when 0 
approaches 7l" /2 and so allows the use of general purpose quadrature rules such 
as Clenshaw-Curtis for the actual computation. Indeed, on ')'(a), rcosO = a 
and hence dr / dO = a sin 0/ cos2 O. Therefore, if z = re,9, then on ')'( a), 
giving 
z = a + zr sin 0 = a + ia tan 0 , 
dz = ia sec2 (J dO 
1 f(z)e'"1Z dz = [,,/2 f(re,9)e""r(oos9+1SID9)azsec2 0 dO ~(a) la 
= 1"/2 f(a(l + itanO»e""a(l+,tan9)aisec2OdO 
= 1,,/2 f(a(l + itanO»e""ae-watan9azsec2 OdO (4.6) 
with an integrand which approaches 0 rapidly when 0 is approaching 7l" /2. The 
same applies for the contour integral over ')'(b). 
For functions f(z) which are analytic over an open domain containing n, the 
formula (4.3) was used to compute 
J = l f(x)e""X dx 
as 
I = J(a) - I(b) (4.7) 
where 
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and 
I(b) = 10"/2 f(b + zb tan O)zelWbe-wbtan9b sec2 0 dO. 
By taking the real and the imaginary parts In these formulae, we obtain si-
multaneously the values of the cosine weight integral 
le = l f(x) COS(WX) dx 
and the sine weight integral 
I. = l f(x) sin(wx) dx. 
4.4 The experimental results 
The general purposed Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature was used progressively to 
compute both I(a) and I(b). The point number used started from 2 and then 
3, 5 and so on untIl no further improvement of accuracy for both the real and 
Imaginary parts was obtained over the previous value. For each test function 
f(x) the total number of function evaluations used in this way was noted and 
was used to measure the effiCIency of the method. In all the experiments 
deSCribed below, an accuracy of 14 SIgnificant digIts was being used. 
The method was applied to a number of test functions (see Table 4.1). A 
summary of the total numbers of function evaluatIOns are dIsplayed also in 
Table 4.1. The program code (in Pascal) used is listed in the Appendix. 
4.4.1 Use of residues 
The functions F1 to FlO are those used in the preVIous chapters. The function 
Fl1 has a singularity zo = y'2(l+i) = 2exp(i1l"j4) which lies WIthin the region 
n between {(a) and {(b) in the upper half-plane. The value of the Integral 
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with sine weight over [1, 2] IS computed using (45), the additional term being 
the Imaginary part of 
{ e""z } U = 211"i Res 16 + z4 ; Z = zo 
[ etwZ] = 211"i-3 4z Z=%O 
= ~ exp[-V2w +i(V2w - 311"/4)]. 
When w = 10, lm U = 1 006492663248229 X 10-7 and the difference of contour 
integrals is -6.59746474963995 x 10-3• Thus the integral of F11 over [1,2] is 
found to be -6.597364100373625 x 10-3 which is correct to 14 digits. 
4.4.2 The effective range of 0 
From Table 4.1, we see that as w increases the number of functIOn evaluations 
increases. As in Chapter 3, this is due to the fact that for large w, the magni-
tude of the integrand of (4.6) decreases rapidly to zero when 9 approaches 11"/2 
from O. This Implies that the same accuracy can be obtained by integrating 
over a smaller 9-range from 0 to some Bo. As shown in Chapter 3, we can use 
the formula 
90 = tan-I[(n + 1)(ln 10)/w] 
for the contour integrals over both i(a) and i(b). With n ~ 16 and WIth large 
w, we can take 
90 ~ 40/w. (4.8) 
With this choice of 90 , much smaller function counts were found to be sufficient 
to achieve the required accuracy of 14 significant figures. The results are shown 
in Table 4.2. 
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4.4.3 Using y as the variable of integration 
Since the optimal contours are vertical straight lines, it is natural to make y 
the variable of integration in the computation of the contour integrals I (a) 
and I(b) Then, I(a) can be reduced to 
I(a) = 10"" f(a+iy)etwa-WVidy (4.9) 
which is an integral over infinite range. SiIllllarly, we have 
I(b) = 10"" f(b + iy)eiwb-WV ~ dy (4.10) 
Computationally, an infinite range integral is more difficult than a finite range 
integral. However, due to the presence of the exponentially decaying factor 
cWY of the integrand, there is a Yo > 0 beyond which the integrand is practi-
cally zero. In fact we can set 
40 
yo=-
w 
in the computational experiments. This value of Yo can be obtamed by assum-
ing that the value of I(a) is of the order of 10-3 and that 14 significant digits 
accuracy is required. 
With this Yo, the integrals I were computed agam using (4.9), (4.10) and the 
formula I = I(a) - I(b). The same interval of integration, the same set of test 
functions and the same Clenshaw-Curtls routine were used as in the previous 
section where polar coordinates WIth shortened O-range were being used. The 
number of function evaluatIOns used was found to be almost identical for the 
two cases. 
4.4.4 Stability considerations 
The method is practIcally stable. There is no instability for the evaluations 
of I.,a and I.,b as the integrands are practically non-oscillatory. Theoretically, 
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there may be some loss of sIgnificant digits due to subtractive cancellations if 
I •. a and I •. b are almost equal. This would be true if there is no singularIty ill 
n and the true value of the final integral is practically zero. However in the 
experIments tills undesIrable outcome have never occurred seriously. 
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Function f (x) Total function counts 
Label DefimtJon w=lO w= 100 w = 1000 
GO 1 128 384 1536 
G1 x 192 384 1536 
G2 x2 +1 128 384 1536 
G3 sin2x 192 384 1536 
G4 lnx 128 512 1536 
FO l/x 128 384 1536 
F1 x/(l +x2) 128 384 1536 
F2 1/x2 128 384 1536 
F3 e-xj2/x 128 384 1536 
F4 1/ cosh x 128 384 1536 
F5 1/x0 1 128 386 1536 
F6 1/x3 128 384 1536 
F7 1/x4 128 384 1536 
F8 x0 9/(x+1) 128 384 1536 
F9 1/(x2 (1 + x2)) 128 384 1536 
FlO e-x 192 384 1536 
F11 1/(16 + x4) 256 384 1536 
Table 4.1: The total number of function evaluations used for two con-
tour integrals over ")'(a) and ,,),(b) for a precision of 14 significant digits 
when q(x) = x ,[a, bl = [1,21 and when (J takes the full range from 0 to 
1r/2. 
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Total function counts 
f(x) W= 100 W= 1000 
GO 256 256 
Gl 192 192 
G2 192 192 
G3 256 256 
G4 256 256 
FO 256 256 
Fl 256 256 
F2 256 256 
F3 256 256 
F4 256 192 
F5 256 256 
F6 256 256 
F7 256 256 
F8 256 256 
F9 256 256 
FI0 256 192 
Fll 256 256 
Table 4.2: The total number of function evaluations used for two con-
tour integrals over '"(a) and '"(b) for a precision of 14 significant digits 
when q(x) = x, [a, b) = [1,2) and when (J ranges from 0 to (Jo given by 
(4.8). 
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4.5 q(z) = z{3 
We start the Irregular case by considering the obVIOUS extension of the regular 
case q(z) = z to q(z) = zf3 where (3 > O. The integral to be evaluated is 
l j(x)e'IWxP dx 
where a < b and the real positive constant w is large. As in the previous 
section, we consider the complex integral 
i j(z)e1WZ~ dz 
for some closed loop L in the complex plane. 
y 
x 
Figure 4.3: The optimal contours 'Y(a), 1'(b) and the loop L for q(x) = 
xf3 and {3 = 2. At the point where S and 1'( a) intersect, () = al and 
r=R. 
In tenns of polar coordinates (r,O) we have 
u = Re q = r f3 cos({30) 
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and 
v = lm q = rP sin (PO) 
As in Chapter 3, we eliminate the oscillation by setting 
u = rP cos PO = constant k 
so that 
v = utanpe = ktanpO 
increases to infinity as 0 increases to 7r /2p. 
Thus the optimal contours starting at z = a and z = b are respectively 
1'(a) = { z = re,e : r = a(secpO?IP, 0::; 0::; 7r/2P} 
and 
Both contours take the positive sense when z runs upwards (Fig. 4.3 and 4.4). 
Let R be a large positive constant and let 0<1 and 0<2 be the values of 0 at which 
the points of 1'( a) and 1'(b) respectively are distant R from the origin (Fig. 4 3 
and 4.4). Let S denote the circular arc of radius R between the curves 1'(a) 
and 1'(b) running in a counterclockwise sense: 
Then a closed loop L is formed by the interval [a, b], the arc S and the portions 
of 1'(a) and 1'(b) (Fig. 4.3 and 4.4). Let the counterclockwise direction be 
assigned to the loop L. 
Let n be the region bounded by 1'(a), 1'(b) and the interval [a, b]. Assume 
that the functIOn J(z) is analytic over an open domain containing n. Then by 
Cauchy's theorem, we can deduce the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.4 If both integmls 
I(a) = 1 f(z)e""Z~ dz and I(b) = 1 f(z)e""ZP dz (4.11) 
700 700 
exist, and ~f 
then 
(b P I = la f(x)e""X dx = I(a) - I(b). (4.13) 
PROOF. For convenience let 
On S, we have zf3 = Rf3e·f39 and hence 
As R increases to 00, both ai and a2 increase to 7r /2{3 and hence if the con-
dition (4.12) is satisfied, the integral 
Is f(z)e""ZP dz 
tends to 0 as R -+ 00 and hence the theorem is proved by Cauchy's theorem. 
o 
Lemma 4.2 If f(z) = h(z), h(z), ... , fk(Z) all sat~sfy (4.12), so do their 
linear combmations. 
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Theorem 4.5 The condztion {4.12} zs satisfied when f(x) is equal to the fol-
lowzng functions or thezr lznear combinations. 
(z) (x - c)n for real constants e and n, a polynomial, or a mtzonal function. 
(il) en"" cosh nx, or sinh nx for real constant n and for f3 ;;;:: 1. 
(iil) cos nx or sin nx for all real n if f3 > 1, and for n < w if f3 = 1. 
(w) lnx If 0 < a < b. 
PROOF: 
(i) For f(z) = (z - c)n, we have 
If(z)1 = I(z - etl = Iz - cln 
If n ;;;:: 0, then for large R and for z on S, we have 
If n < 0 then for large R and on S, we have 
If(z)1 :5llzl -Icf :5 1. 
It follows that, for all real n, the condition (4.12) is satisfied. The assertion 
for f(x) = a polynomial or a rational function follows at once using Lemma 
42. 
(ii) When f(z) = en., we have for f3 > 1, 
showing that 
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For {3 = 1, we have 
IJ(z)1 = enRcos9 = enz ::; enb 
showing that 
K(R) ::; enb- wR --> 0 as R --> 00. 
(iii) When J(z) = sin nz, we have, 
If {3 2:: 1 then 0 < 0<2 ::; () ::; 0<1 < 7r /2 showing that 
IJ(z)1 ::; 2sinh2(nRsin()) ::; 2exp(2nR) 
for sufficiently large R. It follows that if {3 > 1, 
K(R) ::; 2R1-/3 exp(nR - wRP) --> 0 
and that if (3 = 1 and w > n, 
K(R) ::; 2exp[(n - w)R]--> O. 
(IV) When J(z) = lnz, we have, assuming that 0 < a < b, 
for large R. Hence (4 12) is satisfied. o 
Formula (4.13) is true ifthere is no singularity of J(z) lying within n. If there 
are exactly m poles ZI, Z2, ••• , Zm of J(z) within this region, the formula can 
be modified by adding an extra term U of residues: 
l b p 1 p 1 P J(x)e'lWZ dx = J(z)e'lWZ dz - J(z)e'lWZ dz + U a -y(a) -y(b) (4.14) 
where 
m 
U = 27ri L Res {f(z)e'lWZP; z = Zk}. 
k=1 
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As before we shall compute the integrals I(a) and I(b) of (4.11) using polar 
coordinates for 0 < a < b. These integrals become ones over finite range. 
Indeed, on 'Y(a), 
giving 
r = a(secj3B)l/fJ, (0:::; B < 7r/2j3), 
dr 
dB = r tan j3B, 
~; = e,9 (~; + ir) = re,9(tanj3B + i) 
= a~e'(1-f3)9(secj3B)1+l/fJ 
I(a) = 1 f(z)e""Z6 dz 
'"(a) 
(1r/2fJ 
= e""a6 10 f(re,9)e-wa6 tanfJ9 aie,(1-fJ)9(sec j3B)l+l/{3 dB. 
lt follows that 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
and that the integral I(a) exists and can be computed using (4 15). Similarly, 
we can deduce that I(b) exists and can be computed using the formula 
(1r/2fJ I(b) = e""b6 10 f(re,9)e-wb6tanfJ9me,(1-fJ)9(secj3B)l+1/fJ dB (4.17) 
where r = b(sec(3B)l/fJ. 
Thus we have deduced the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.6 Assume that n contazn no szngulanty of F(z). Then the for-
mula (4.13) is true when f(x) is equal to the functwns hsted in Theorem 4.5. 
From the proof of the above theorem, we see that when the integrals I(a) is 
computed by (4.15), the integrand becomes non-oscillatory and decreases to 
o exponentially when B approaches the upper limit 7r/2(3. The same is true 
for I(b). This allows us to apply any general-purpose quadrature rule for the 
computatIOn. 
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y 
'Y(b) 
'Y(a) 
x 
Figure 4.4: The contours 'Y(a), 'Y(b) and the loop L for q(x) = xfi and 
f3 = 1/2. At the point where S and 1'(a) intersect, (J = a1 and r = R. 
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4.6 The experimental results 
For functions J(z) which are analytic over an open domain containing ri, the 
formula (4.13), with (3 = 1,2 and 1/2, was used to compute 
1= t J(x) exp(iwx{3) dx 
as 
1= I(a) - I(b) (4.18) 
where 
[1f/2(3 . R P I(a) = 10 J(re,8)ie lWw e,(1-{3)8ae-wa tan{38(sec(30)1+1/{3 dO. (4.19) 
where r = a(sec(30)1/{3 and 
("/2{3 I(b) = 10 !(re,8)ze""lJ' e,(1-{3)8be-wlJ'tan(38(sec(30)1+1/{3 dO (420) 
where r = b(sec(30)1j(3. 
The general purpose Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature was used progressively to 
compute both I(a) and I(b). The pomt number used started from 2 and then 
3, 5 and so on until no further improvement of accuracy for both the real and 
imaginary parts was obtained over the preVIous value. For each test function 
J(x) the total number of functIOn evaluations used in this way was noted and 
was used to measure the efficiency of the method. In all the experiments 
described below, an accuracy of 14 significant digits was being used. 
By taking the real part and the imaginary part in these formulae, we obtain 
simultaneously the values for the cosine weight integral 
Ic= t J(x) coswx{3 dx 
and the sme weight integral 
Ic= tJ(x) sinwx{3 dx. 
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The method was applied to the same set of test functions as in the previous 
section WIth sine weights and for each test function J(z) the total number of 
evaluations of J(z) used in computing the two contour integrals over -y(a) and 
-y(b) was recorded. The results for {3 = 2 and (3 = 1/2 are displayed in Table 4.3 
and Table 4 5 respectively. The program code IS listed in the Appendix. 
Function J(x) Total function counts 
Label Defimtion w=lO w= 100 w = 1000 
GO 1 192 384 1536 
G1 x 192 384 1536 
G2 x2 +1 192 384 1536 
G3 sin2x 192 384 1536 
G4 lnx 192 512 2048 
FO l/x 192 384 1536 
F1 x/(l + x2) 192 384 1536 
F2 1/x2 192 384 1536 
F3 e-zj2/x 192 ' 384 1536 
F4 1/ cosh x 192 384 1536 
F5 1/x0 1 192 384 1536 
F6 1/x3 192 384 1536 
F7 1/x4 192 384 1536 
F8 X0 9/(x+ 1) 192 384 1536 
F9 1/(x2(1 + x2)) 192 384 1536 
FlO e-z 192 384 1536 
FU 1/(16 + x4 ) 192 384 1536 
Table 4.3: The total number of function evaluations used for two con-
tour integrals over l'(a) and ,(b) for a precision of 14 significant digits 
when f3 = 2, q(x) = x2 and [a, b] = [1,2]. The angle 9 takes the full 
range from 0 to 1r / 4. 
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SImilar to the case j3 = 1, the function Fll has a pole Zo = V2(1 + i) = 
2exp(ill"/4) which lies within the region n between 'Y(a) and 'Y(b) in the upper 
half-plane when (3 = 1/2 and is outside the region when (3 = 2. In the case 
(3 = 1/2 the value of the integral WIth sine weight over [1,2] is computed using 
(4.14), the additional term being the imaginary part of 
{ e""vz } U = 27ri Res 16 + Z4 j Z = Zo 
[ e""vzl = 27r~-3-4z z=zo 
When w = 10, lm U = -247331669664065 x 10-4 and the difference of la .• -
h .• is -1.19324647608088 X 10-2• Thus the mtegral of Fll over [1,2] is found 
to be -1.21797964304729 x 10-3 which is correct to 14 digtts. When w = 100 
or larger, the addItional term Im U is negligibly small and thus the computed 
dIfferences give the corrected values for the integrals. 
When j3 = 1/2 and for w ::::; 10, there were some failing cases for the test 
functions F3, F4 an FlO which involve the exponential function eX. These 
failures were due mainly to the overflow of the exponential value when x is 
large and outside the allowed range permitted in Pascal. This type of overflow 
gets worse when the limits a and b increase. However, for fixed a = 1 and 
b = 2 m the experiments, when (3 = 1 or 2, the overflow dIsappeared as the 
exponential function increases more slowly on the optimal curves than in the 
case when j3 = 1/2. 
From Table 4.3 and Table 4.5 we see that as w increases the number of function 
evaluations increases. As in Chapter 3, this is due to the fact that for large 
w, the magnitude of the mtegrand of (4.17) decreases rapidly to zero when (J 
approaches 1f /2(3 from the left. This implies that the same accuracy can be 
obtained by integrating over a smaller (J-range from 0 to some (Jo. As shown 
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in Section 4.4.2, we can use 
Bo = .!.tan-1 (n+ 1)lnlO RJ ~ 
(3 wa{j (3w~ (4.21) 
for the contour integrals over both -y(a) and -y(b). With this choice of Bo, much 
smaller function counts were found to be sufficient to achieve the required 
accuracy of 14 significant figures. Using this shorter range for B not only 
reduces the number of function evaluations tremendously but also reduces the 
chance of overflow for function f(x) with exponential factors. The results are 
shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.6. 
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Total function counts 
f(x) w = 100 w = 1000 
GO 256 256 
G1 256 256 
G2 256 256 
G3 256 256 
G4 256 640 
FO 256 256 
F1 256 192 
F2 256 256 
F3 256 192 
F4 192 256 
F5 256 256 
F6 256 256 
F7 256 256 
F8 256 192 
F9 256 192 
F10 256 192 
Fll 256 192 
Table 4.4: The total number of function evaluations used for two con-
tour integrals over 1'(a) and 1'(b) for a precision of 14 significant digits 
when (3 = 2, q(x) = x2, [a,b] = [1,2]. The angle () ranges from 0 to (}o 
given by (4.21). 
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Function I(x) Total function counts 
Label Definition w=lO W= 100 w = 1000 
GO 1 128 384 1024 
Cl x 128 384 1536 
G2 x2 +1 128 384 1024 
G3 sin2x 1536 384 1024 
G4 lnx faJI 512 1024 
FO l/x 128 384 1024 
F1 x/(l +x2) 384 384 1536 
F2 1/x2 128 384 1536 
F3 e-x / 2/x fail 384 1536 
F4 1/ cosh x fail 384 1536 
F5 1/x0 1 128 384 1024 
F6 1/x3 128 384 1024 
F7 1/x4 128 384 1024 
F8 x0 9/(x+1) 128 384 1024 
F9 1/(x2(l + x2 )) 384 384 1024 
F10 e-x faJI 384 1024 
FU 1/(16 + x4) 640 384 1536 
Table 4 5: The total number of function evaluations used for two con-
tour integrals over ')'(a) and ')'(b) for a precision of 14 significant digits 
when f3 = 1/2, q(x) = Vi, [a,b] = [1,2]. The angle 9 takes the full 
range from 0 to 1r. 
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Total function counts 
f(x) W= 100 W = 1000 
GO 192 192 
G1 192 192 
G2 256 256 
G3 256 192 
G4 256 256 
FO 256 192 
Fl 256 256 
F2 256 192 
F3 192 256 
F4 256 256 
F5 192 192 
F6 256 192 
F7 192 192 
F8 256 256 
F9 256 256 
FlO 256 256 
Fll 192 256 
Table 4.6: The total number of function evaluations used for two con-
tour integrals over -y(a) and -y(b) for a precision of 14 significant digIts 
when f3 = 1/2, q(x) = .,rx, [a,b] = [1,2]. The angle (J ranges from 0 to 
(Jo given by (4.21). 
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4.7 q(z)=sinz 
We consider another irregular case when q(z} = sinz (the case q(z) = cosz 
can be treated similarly}. The integral to be evaluated is 
l b • a !(x)e""SlD X dx 
where a < b and w is positive. If Am denotes the closed interval [(m -
1/2}rr, (m+ 1/2}rr), where m is an integer, it can be shown that the method of 
optimal contours works when both a, b are in Urn even Am or both in Urn odd Am. 
The complex integral to be considered is 
i !(z}elWsinz dz 
for some closed loop L formed partially by the interval [a, b) and two optimal 
contours in the complex plane. 
4.7.1 The optimal contours 
In terms of cartesian coordinates (x, y) we let 
u = Req = sinxcoshy 
and 
v = Imq = cosxsinhy. 
To eliminate oscillation we set 
u = Req = sinxcoshy = k = constant 
For each constant k, this equation defines a family of steepest curves III the 
complex plane. If Ikl > 1 none of these contours passes through the real 
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axis. If Ikl = 1, these contours intersect the real axis at x = (m + 1/2)11", m = 
0, ±1, ±2, .. ,which are the saddle points of q(z). In this case there are exactly 
two steepest curves passing through each saddle point, or equivalently, there 
are four contours emerging out from the saddle point. If Ikl < 1, the contours 
intersect the real axis at x where sin x = k. Since every optimal contour has 
Its initial point on the real axis, we restrict attention to the case k :s 1. 
For a E [(m - 1/2)11", (m + 1/2)11") where m is an even integer, the optimal 
contours are in the upper half-plane. Hence v = Im sin z -+ 00 as z runs along 
the contour to infinity. If a is in the other intervals [(m - 1/2)11", (m + 1/2)11"), 
where m is odd, then the optimal contour runs downwards in the lower half-
plane. 
y 
a b 1!: 2 x 
Figure 4.5: The optimal contours 'Y(a), -11"/2 < a < 0 and 'Y(b), 0 < 
b < 11"/2 for q(x) = sinx. 
For simplicity of presentation, we shall only consider a,b in [-11"/2,11"/2). For 
any real a in the interval [-11"/2,11"/2) we shall denote by 1'( a) the optimal 
contour starting from z = a and runrung upwards in the upper-half plane in 
the range [-11"/2,11"/2) (Fig. 45). Then on 'Y(a), the point z = x + iy satisfies 
1'( a) : sin x cosh y = sin a. (422) 
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4.7.2 Some supporting theorems 
To establish the required integration formula, we first consider a horizontal 
segment S joining a point ~ + iR on 'Y(a) to the point iR on the imaginary 
axis (Fig. 4.6). Since sin ~ cosh R = sin a, we see that a and ~ have the same 
sign. 
y 
'Y(a) 
x 
Figure 4.6: The horizontal segment S joining optimal contour 'Y(a) , 0 < 
a < -rr/2 to the imaginary axis for q(x) = sinx. 
Theorem 4.7 Let T(a) denote the mterval (O,~] or [~, 0) for a E (0, -rr/2] or 
a E [--rr/2,0) respectwely. If 
K(R) = max If(x + tR)le-wcos{smhR tS bounded (4.23) 
xET(a) 
then 
Is f(z)e1WSmZ dz --> 0 as R --> 00. (4.24) 
PROOF: Assume that 0 < a < 7r /2. Then 
I Is f(z) exp(iw sin z) dzl 
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- Il f(X+iR)eXP[iw(sinxcoshR+icosxsinhR)]dxl 
~ t If(x + iR)1 exp( -wcosxsinhR) dx 
~ t If(x + iR)1 exp( -wcosesmhR) dx slllce 0 < x < e < 11"/2 
~ e max If(x+iR)lexp(-wcosesinhR). 
o<z<~ 
Smce e --> 0 as R --> 00 and hence (4.23) implies (4.24). The same is true 
when -11"/2 < a < 0 and the theorem is proved. o 
Using this theorem, we can deduce the next main theorem used for our com-
putatIOn. 
Let a,b E [-11"/2,11"/2] with a < b and let n denote the region between -y(a) 
and -y(b) in the upper half-plane. 
Theorem 4.8 Suppose that f(z) has no smgulanty in n and that (4.23) ~s 
true for all a E [-11"/2,11"/2] and suppose further that both integmls 
J(a) = 1 f(z)e1WSmZ dz and J(b) = 1 f(z)e1WSmZ dz (4.25) 
')'(a) ')'(b) 
~st, then 
(b . la f(x)e1WSmZ dx = J(a) - I(b). (4.26) 
Furthermore, ~fn conta~ns some poles Zj, j = 1,2, ... , m and no other singu-
larity of f(z), the formula (4.26) can be modified by adding a term 
m 
U = 211"~ L Res {f(z)e1WSinZ; z = z,}. 
,=1 
Theorem 4.9 The condition (4.23) is sat~sfied for all a E [-11"/2,11"/2] when 
f(x) ~s equal to the followmg functions or their lmear combmatwns. 
(t) (x - c)n for real constants c and n, a polynomwl, or a mtional function. 
(~~) e=, cosh nx, or sinh nx for real constant n. 
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(iii) cos nx, or sin nx for real constant n. 
(w) InxtfO<a<b. 
The above theorem can be easily extended to the situation when a, bE [(m-
1/2)7r, (m + 1/2)7r] for even integers m. For the odd m case, we have almost 
the same kind of theorems, except that the optimal contours are now running 
downwards III the lower half-plane. For simplicity we shall consider the case 
when a, b E [-7r /2, 7r /2] in the following subsections. 
4.7.3 Some formulae for even or odd functions 
Let 0 < lal < 7r/2. To compute 
I(a) = 1 J(z)etWsmz dz 
-y(a) 
we first consider using cartesian coordinates (x, y). Let 
u == Re sinz = sin x cosh y, 
and 
v = lm smz = cosxsinhy. 
Therefore on the contour 'Y(a) where u = sin a, we have 
v - I cotxlv'sin2 a - sin2 x, 
dy cosxcoshy -(sina)1 cot xl 
dx - sin xsinh y - .J sin2 a - sin2 x 
and therefore 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
J(a) = 1 f(x + iy)e-wv+,.,sina(1 + dy t) dx (4.32) 
-y(a) dx 
where v and dy/dx are given by (4.30) and (4.31) respectively 
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From these equations, we can deduce some interestmg formulae for some f(z) 
which are even or odd WIth respect to x. In the following discussion, the 
notation 'ill stands for the complex conjugate of w. 
Lemma 4.3 Let TJ be a fixed real number and suppose that 
f( -:z) = TJf(z) 
in a domam contaimng -y( a) and -y( -a). Then 
j f(z)eIWSln% dz = -TJj f(z)e'IWSlnz dz 
'Y(-a) 'Y(a) 
PROOF. On -y(-a) and -y(a), the functions v, as functions of x, are identical 
while the derivative dy/dx have the same numerical value but of opposite Sign. 
Therefore for positive a, 
j f(z)eIWSln% dz 
'Y( -a) 
= 1° f(x + iy)e1WSln(-a)-wv( 1 + i dy ) dx 
-a dx 
= fO _f(_x+iy)e-IWSlna-wv(l_idy)dx k dx 
= [ -TJ f(x + ty)e'IWslna wv(l + t dy/dx) dx 
= -TJj f(z)eIWSln % dz. 
'Y(a) 
Theorem 4.10 Let a> 0 and let I(a) be the mtegral gIVen by (4.25). 
(x) If f( -:z) = f(z) (even junctzon with respect to x), then 
loa f(x) cos(wsinx) dx = -Re I(a). 
o 
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(~~) If f( -z) = - f(z) (odd functwn 'lJJ!th respect to x), then 
loa f(x)sin(wsmx)dx = -lm I(a). 
This theorem tells us that for some particular functions, we can obtain the 
accurate value of the fimte range mtegral 
loa f(x) cos(w sin x) dx or loa f(x) sin(w sin x) dx 
by just computmg one contour integral I(a). 
4.7.4 Cartesian coordinates 
We are naturally tempted to compute I(a) of (427) using directly the formulae 
(4.28) to (432). However, from (431), we observe that 
-00 at x =a > OJ 
dy 00 at X= a < OJ 
-= dx 
-1 at x = 7r/2j 
1 at x = -7r/2. 
For JaJ < 7r /2, the infimte slope of the optImal contour at x = a reduces the 
efficiency of the computation when x is used as the variable of integration. 
Therefore we shall compute using (4.28) to (4.32) only for the cases JaJ = 7r/2 
These formulae were actually used for computmg I(-7r/2) and I(7r/2) using 
the contours "Y(-7r/2) and "Y(7r/2) respectively. In these cases 
7r JaJ =2" 
giving the formulae 
V=IC~S2XI, 
smx 
dy 1 
dx = - sin x 
I(7r/2) = 1° f(z)e-wv+ow(l- _.1_) dx 
1</2 smx 
(4.33) 
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and 
10 1 I(-7r/2) = j(z)e-Wv- 1W(l + -) dx -,,/2 smx (4.34) 
The use of (4.33) and (4.34) for the computation of the integrals have been 
tested on some elementary functions. These functIOns and the total number of 
function evaluations used to achieve 14 significant digit accuracy are displayed 
in Table 4.7. The computer code is listed in the Appendix. 
The test functions are selected from those used in the previous chapters and 
have no singularity m the interval [-7r /2, 7r /2]. The function F1 has a singu-
larity zo = i which lies within the region n between ')'( -7r /2) and 1'( 7r /2) in the 
upper half-plane. The value of the integral with sine weight over [-7r/2,7r/2] 
is computed usmg (4.26) plus an additional term which is the imaginary part 
of 
{ ze
1WSin
% } U=27riRes 'z=zo 1 +Z2 ' 
e'ZWsinl 
= 27ri--
2 
= 1rie-wsmh 1 
When w = 10, Im U = 2.47352291138463 X IQ-5 and the difference of contour 
integrals is 9 8397913293429 X IQ-2. Thus the integral ofF1 over [-7r/2,7r/2] 
is found to be 9 84226485225428 x IQ-3 which is correct to 14 digits. 
As in the preVIOUS discussion on the case q(x) = xi3, the same accuracy can 
be obtained by integrating over a smaller x-range from 7r /2 to some Xo for the 
contour integral I(7r/2). 
To find a suitable Xo for each w, we assume that the magrntude of j(z) does not 
increase to dominate the decay of the exponential factor exp( -wv) and that 
the value of the contour integral is not less than IQ-3. The latter assumption 
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may not be true for some fez) but experimentally 1t is found that the derived 
value of Xo works fine for all the functions being tested. For 14 significant digit 
accuracy, we require roughly 
exp(-wv) < 10-17 
or 
17ln 10 40 
v 2:: ~ - =~, say. 
w w 
Since for 0 < x ~ 7r /2, 
cos2 X 1 - sin2 x 
v = -- = -..,---
sin x sin x 
the condition (4.35) 1S satisfied if 
or 
1-.sin2 x 2:: ~ 
smx 
. -~+v'~2+4 
smx2:: 2 . 
(4.35) 
When ~ is small, this inequality can be reduced approximately to cos2 x ~ ~. 
Thus we can set in practice the following values for xo· 
-1 (40 -1 6 
Xo = cos y -::; ~ cos ..;w (4.36) 
with large w for the contour integrals I(7r/2). For the contour integral J( -rr/2) , 
we can mtegrate from x = -7r/2 to x = -Xo. With this choice of xo, smaller 
numbers of function evaluations were found to be sufficient to achieve the 
required accuracy of 14 significant figures for most of the tests. These numbers 
are shown in Table 4.8. 
4.7.5 Using y as the variable of integration 
When lal =f rr/2, the contour ,(a) has an infinite slope at the point x = a 
and it is inefficient to compute the contour integral using x as the variable of 
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mtegratlOn. However, this shortcoming disappears If we make y the variable 
of integration. 
As before, let 
u = Req = sin x cosh y 
and 
v = Imq = cos x sinh y. 
For real a E [-1T /2, 1T /2]' the optimal contour ')'( a) through z = a has the 
equation 
')'(a) : x = sin'::l (_k_) 
coshy 
where k = sina. Therefore, on the contour ')'(a), we have 
and 
and hence 
v = V1 - CO:hyY sinhy, 
1/ coshy for 
dx 
-1/coshy -= for dy 
tanxtanhy for 
I(a) = 1 !(z)e1WSinz dz 
,(a) 
a = -1T/2, 
a = 1T/2, 
a i' 1T /2, -1T /2, 
(4.37) 
= 10"" !(x+iy)e-WV-Mwsma(~; +i)dx (4.38) 
where v and dx/dy are given by (4.37) and (4.7.5) respectively. 
Note that (4 38) is an integral over infinite range. However, due to the rapid 
decay of the magnitude of the integrand, the integral can be accurately com-
puted to 14 sigruficant dIgits by mtegrating over the finite range 0 :::; y :::; Yo 
where Yo may depend on the values wand a. 
To find a suitable Yo for each w and a, we proceed as in the previous subsection. 
For 14 SIgnificant digit accuracy, we reqUIred roughly 
171nl0 40 
v ~ ~ - =~, say. 
w w 
(4.39) 
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Since 
v = VI -(~y sinhy 
> VI - (-CO-:-h-y Y sinh y 
cosh2Y-1 
-
coshy 
the condition (4.39) is satisfied if 
cosh2Y-1 > ~ 
coshy -
or 
h > ~+V~2+4 cosy_ 2. 
This mequality can be reduced approximately to coshy 2: 1 + ~/2 when ~ 
IS small, or to coshy > ~ when ~ is not small. Thus we set in practice the 
following values for Yo. 
{ 
COSh-1 (1 + 20/w) if w 2: 20, 
Yo= 
COSh-1 (40/w) if w < 20. 
(440) 
With this formula for Yo, the formula (4.38) have been used to compute the 
integral 
1 {fJ 
H = (310 (cost) cos(40cost) dt where (3 = 0.72, 
originated in Hartree [58). Using the transformation t = 7r/2 - x, the integral 
becomes 
H = (311."/2 (sin x) cos(40 sin x) dx 
"/2-fJ 
and hence the method of optimal contour can be applied with f(x) = sinz 
and w = 40. The routine gives the accurate value 0.0361400083964670 for 
the integral with 192 function evaluations. After division by (3, we obtain 
H = 0.0501944561062042 which is correct to 14 sigruficant digits. The number 
of function evaluations for thiS and other test functions with w = 40, 100 and 
1000 over the same interval [7r/2-{3, 7r/2) are listed in Table 4.9. The program 
code is listed in the Appendix. 
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4.7.6 Polar coordinates 
Polar coordinates (r,O) have been used in the evaluation of the contour inte-
grals when q(x) is a power of x. In the present case when q(x) = sinx, we 
have 
u = Re q(z) = sin(r cos 0) cosh(r sin 0) = sin a 
and 
v = Imq(z) = cos(r cos 0) sinh(rsinO). 
If we set 
G(r, 0) = sin(rcos 0) cosh(r sin 0) - sma = 0, 
then 
BG 0 h· O· ·nh Br = cos cosxcos y+sm smxsI y, 
BG h..nh BO = -ycosxcos y+xsmxsI y, 
dr = _BG/BG 
dO BO Br· 
and hence for ° < a < 7r /2, 
1 J(z)eIWSln% dz = f"/2 J(re.O)e-wv+.(wsina+O) (Br + ~r) dO. 'Y(a) 10 BO 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
(443) 
In the integration routine, the values rJ of r are required for a sequence ()J' j = 
0,1,2, ... , of prescribed values of 0 where (rj,OJ) lies on the optimal contour 
satisfying G(rJ, OJ) = 0. Since rj cannot be expressed in closed form in terms 
of 0J' Newton's method will be used to compute rJ using rj-l as starting value 
for the iteration. 
Initially we have 00 = ° and ro = a. When rJ is required we compute iteratively 
a sequence r~m), m = 0, 1, ... , of approXimation of rJ using the formula 
(0) _ 
rJ - rJ-l , 
(m+1) [ G(r,O)] 
r J = r - BG/Br (rjm).o,) m =0,1,2, .... 
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The method has been tested on the same set of functions as in the previous 
section over the same interval [71"/2 - 0.72,71"/2]. However, it is found that the 
total number of functIOn evaluations used is far more than those used in the 
previous section. The cause of this deficiency is the failure to find a good 
formula of the upper limit of integration for the final integral. On the other 
hand, the Newton's method routine is quite efficient in this connection. Its 
successful use will be seen in the forthcoming section for the case q(x) = x lnx. 
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Function f(x) Total function counts 
Label Definition w=lO W= 100 w = 1000 
GO 1 128 256 512 
Gl x 128 256 512 
G2 x2+ 1 128 256 512 
G3 sin2x 128 256 2048 
G4 lnx 128 512 2048 
G5 l+x+x2 128 256 512 
G6 e'" 128 256 512 
Fl x/(1 +X2) 256 256 512 
F4 1/ cosh x 256 256 2048 
FI0 e-'" 128 256 512 
F12 sin x 128 256 512 
F13 1/(x + 2)3 1088 384 1280 
Table 4.7: The total number of function evaluations used for two con-
tour integrals I(-1r/2) and I(1r/2) for a precision of 14 significant digits 
when q(x) = sinx and [a,b] = [-1r/2,1r/2]. The contour integrals are 
integrated over the full range of x. 
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Total function counts 
f(x) w=100 w = 1000 
GO 128 128 
G1 128 128 
G2 128 512 
G3 256 2048 
G4 256 512 
G5 192 320 
G6 192 320 
F1 256 128 
F2 256 512 
F4 128 2048 
FI0 192 320 
F12 192 320 
F13 128 320 
Table 4.8: The total number of function evaluations used for two con-
tour integrals I(-7r/2) and I(7r/2) for a precision of 14 significant digits 
when q(x) = sin x, [a,b] = [-7r/2,7r/2] and x ranges from 0 to Xo given 
by (4.36). 
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Function f (x) Total function counts 
Label Definition w=40 w = 100 w = 1000 
GO 1 128 192 512 
G1 x 572 256 512 
G2 x 2 +1 192 192 256 
G3 sin2x 192 1152 1280 
G4 lnx 256 192 256 
G5 1+x+x2 192 192 256 
G6 eX 192 192 256 
FO l/x 128 256 256 
F1 x/(l +x2) 192 256 384 
F2 1/x2 192 256 256 
F3 e-x/ 2/x 192 256 320 
F4 1/ cosh x 128 192 256 
F5 1/x0 1 128 192 512 
F6 1/x3 192 256 192 
F7 1/x4 192 256 256 
F8 x0 9/(1+x) 128 256 384 
F9 x-2/(1 + x 2 ) 192 256 384 
FlO e-x 128 256 256 
F11 1/(16 + x 4 ) 192 256 384 
F12 sin x 192 192 512 
Table 4.9: The total number of function evaluations used for two con-
tour integrals J(a) and J(b) for a precision of 14 significant digits when 
q(x) = smx, [a,bJ = ['11/2 -.8, 1I/2J and.8 = 0.72. The contour integrals 
are integrated using (4.38) and (4.40) over the finite range of 0 :::; Y :::; Yo. 
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4.8 q(z) = exp(z) 
We consider in this section q(z) = exp(z). The integral to be evaluated is 
l f(x)e""oxp(x) dx (444) 
where a < b and the real positlve constant w is large. It can be shown below 
that the method of optimal contours works for any real a, b. 
4.8.1 The optimal contour 
Let z = x + ty. Then 
u = Req(z) = eX cosy 
v = Imq(z) = eXsiny. 
Therefore the steepest curve passing through z = a has an equation of the 
form 
e"'cosy=k=ea, or x=a-ln(cosy) 
which are symmetrical about the real axis and have horizontal asymptotes 
y = ±rr/2 (Fig 4.7). On this contour, 
The optimal contour "((a) is the portion on the upper-half plane where the 
imaginary part v increases to infimty as z traverses from z = a to infinity. 
Hence we let 
"((a) : x = a -In(cosy), 0::5 y < rr/2. (4.45) 
which takes ltS posltive direction when z traverses from z = a to mfimty. Since 
on "((a), dx/dy = tany, we have 
J(a) == 1 f(z)e""exp(z) dz 
oy(a) 
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f"/2 
= lo f(x + ty)e-weO(tany-.) (tan y + t) dy. (4.46) 
where x satisfies (4.45). 
4.8.2 Some supporting theorems 
Let R be a positive real number with a < R. To establish the required inte-
gration formula, we first consider a vertical segment S joining a pomt R + t~ 
on 'Y(a) to the point R + irr/2 on the asymptote y = rr/2 (Fig. 4.8). Then 
cos~ = ea- R and S IS the segment: 
S : x = R, ~ 5, y 5, rr /2. 
Suppose further that S takes the upward direction as Its positive directIOn. 
Theorem 4.11 Let T(a) denote the interval ~ 5, y < rr/2. If 
K(R) = max If(R + iy)le-WeRSmy "IS bounded (4.47) 
YET(a) 
then is f(z)elWexP(z) dz -+ 0 as R -+ 00. (4.48) 
The proof of this theorem is very sinnlar to those of the previous theorem 
and is therefore omitted. Using this theorem, we can deduce the next main 
theorem used for our computation. 
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y 
" 2j---------~~==== 
x 
11" " " ••••• 
-2r---------------------------
Figure 4.7: The optimal contour passing through z = a for q(x) = 
exp(x). 
y 
" 2r-----------------~r_------
~ - --- ')'(a) 
R x 
Figure 4.8. The horizontal segment S Joining optimal contour ')'( a), 0 < 
a < 7r/2 to the imaginary axis for q(x) = exp(x). 
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Let a, b be real WIth a < b and let n denote the region between ita) and i(b) 
in the upper half-plane. 
Theorem 4.12 Suppose that fez) has no slngula'f"lty In n and that (4.47) tS 
true for all a and suppose further that both Integrals 
I(a) = 1 f(z)e""exp(z) dz and I(b) = 1 f(z)e""exp(z) dz (4.49) 
oy(a) oy(b) 
ex'!st, then l f(x)e""exp(z) dx = I(a) - I(b). (4.50) 
If n contmns some poles Zk, k = 1,2, ... , m and no other singula'f"lty of fez), 
the formula (4.50) can be modtfied by adding a term 
m 
U = 21l't L Res {f(z)e""SmZ; z = Zk} 
k=l 
to the right-hand stde. 
Theorem 4.13 The condition (4.47) is satisfied for all a when f(x) is equal 
to the following functwns or their linear comblnatwns. 
(t) (x - c)n for real constants c and n, a polynomial, or a rational function. 
(it) enz, cosh nx, or sinh nx for real constant n. 
(itt) cos nx, or sin nx for real constant n. 
(iv) lnx if a> O. 
4.8.3 The experimental results 
The use of (4.46) and (4.50) for the computation of the sine weight integrals 
have been applied to some elementary test functions. These functions and the 
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total number of function evaluations used to achieve 14 significant digit accu-
racy is displayed in Table 4.10. The computer code is listed in the Appendix. 
As in the previous discussion, the same accuracy can be obtamed by integrating 
over a smaller y-range from 0 to some Yo. In fact we can use 
(4.51) 
with large w for the contour integrals over 'Y( a). SImilar expression is for 'Y(b). 
With this choice of Yo, smaller function counts were found to be sufficient to 
achieve the required accuracy of 14 significant figures for all of the tests. The 
results are shown in Table 4.11. 
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FUnction f(x) Total function counts 
Label Defimtion w=lO W= 100 w = 1000 
GO 1 256 768 2048 
G1 x 256 768 2048 
G2 x2 256 768 2048 
G3 sin2x 256 768 2048 
G4 lnx 256 768 2048 
G5 1+x+x2 256 768 2048 
G6 e" 256 768 2048 
FO l/x 256 768 2048 
F1 x/(l + x2) 256 768 2048 
F2 1/x2 256 768 2048 
F3 e-,,/2/x 256 768 2048 
F4 1/ cosh x 256 768 2048 
F5 X-Ol 256 768 2048 
F6 1/x3 256 768 2048 
F7 1/x4 256 768 2048 
F8 X0 9/(x+ 1) 256 768 2048 
F9 1/(x2(1 + x2 )) 256 768 2048 
F10 e-" 256 768 2048 
Fll 1/(16 + x4) 256 768 2048 
Table 4.10: The total number of function evaluations used for two 
contour integrals I(a) and I(b) for a precision of 14 significant digits 
when q(x) = exp(x) and [a,b] = [1,2] and when y ranges from 0 to 7r/2. 
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Total function counts 
f(x) W= 100 W = 1000 
GO 192 192 
G1 256 256 
G2 256 256 
G3 256 192 
G4 256 640 
G5 256 256 
G6 256 256 
FO 256 256 
F1 256 192 
F2 256 256 
F3 192 192 
F4 256 256 
F5 192 192 
F6 192 192 
F7 256 256 
F8 256 192 
F9 256 192 
FlO 192 192 
F11 256 192 
Table 4.11: The total number of function evaluations used for two 
contour integrals I(a) and I(b) for a precision of 14 significant digits 
when q(x) = exp(x), [a, b) = [1,2) and y ranges from 0 to YO given by 
(4.51). 
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4.9 q(z) = Ln z 
If we take q(z) = Lnz with the negative imaginary axis as the branch cut, we 
can compute, using the method of optimal contour, real integrals of the form 
f f(x)eow1nx dx 
where a> 0 and w > 0 are given and f(x) is an even or odd function. 
4.9.1 The optimal contour 
Let z = re,9, -7r /2 < 0 < 37r /2. Then 
u == Req(z) = lnr 
v = Imq(z) = O. 
The steepest curve therefore has polar equation of the form 
In r = constant, or r = constant 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
which are circles with centre at the origin. The optimal contour 'Y( a) is the 
semicircle in the upper-half plane 
'Y(a) : r = a, 0 ~ 0 ~ 7r 
For any real a, we assume that 'Y( a) takes the counterclockwise sense as its 
positive direction. 
4.9.2 Some supporting theorems 
For any positive a, let 
J(a) = 1 f(z)eIWLnz dx. 
7(0) 
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Let c be a positive real number with c < a. Then, Ita), i(C) and the intervals 
[-a, -cl, rc, a] form a closed loop L (Fig. 4.9). Let the counterclockwise 
direction be assigned to the loop. 
y 
-a -c 0 c a x 
Figure 49: The optimal contours -y(a), -y(e) and the intervals [-a, -cl, 
[e, a] forming the loop L. 
To apply the residue theorem over the loop L, we consider the following inte-
grals: 
and 
h == la f(x)e""Inz dx , 
I(a) = r f(z)e""Lnz dz 
i-y(a) 
= 10" f(ae,9)e""lna-w9iae,9 dO 
12 = L~c f(x)e""Lnz dx 
= L~c f(x)e",,(ln(-z)+ur) dx 
= e-W'Ir la f(-x)e""lnZdx 
I(c) == r f(z)e""Lnz dz 
i-y(c) 
= 10" f(ce,9)e""Inc-W8ice,8 dO . 
(4.55) 
(456) 
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If f(z) has m (m :::::: 0) poles Zl, Z2, • •• ,Zm and no other singularity within L, 
then by the residue theorem, we have 
m 
11 +I(a) +I2-I(c) = U= 21riLRes {f(z),z= z,} (4.57) 
,=1 
where U = 0 if m = O. 
When f(x) is an even or odd function, the equation (4.57) can be simplified 
using 
where we take the + sign when f(x) is even and the - sign when f(x) is odd. 
Thus we have established the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.14 If f(x) ~s even or odd and ~f 
K(c) = f If(ce,9)lce-w9 dB --+ 0 as c --+ 0 (458) 
then 
loa f(x)eU41nz dx= ~:::~ 
where I(a) ~s gIVen by (4.55) and U by (4.57) and we take the + sign when 
f(x) ~s even and the - sign when f(x) IS odd. 
Since I(a) can be computed by any general purposed quadrature rule, we can 
find the value of (452) if the condition (4.58) is satisfied by f(z). The following 
theorem can be proved as in the previous sections. 
Theorem 4.15 The cond~twn (4.58) ~s sat~sfied for the following functwns 
and their linear combmatwns. 
(t) (x - e)n for real constants e and n, except when (e,n) = (0, -1). 
(~~) enz, cosh nx, or smh nx for real constant n. 
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{m} cos nx, or sin nx for real constant n. 
{w} lnx. 
4.9.3 The experimental results 
As in the previous sections, the Clenshaw-Curtis method was used to compute 
the integral I (a) given by (4 55) for some test functions which are either even 
or odd and have no singularity lying on the loop L. The number of function 
evaluations is displayed in Table 4.12 and the actual computer output in the 
Appendix. Similar to the previous cases, for large w, we can obtain the same 
accuracy by integrating over a smaller O-range from 0 to 00 where 
40 00 =-
w 
(4.59) 
By doing so, the number of function evaluations for the same test functions 
were found to reduce significantly to 64 or 128 when W = 100 or 1000 (Ta-
ble 4 13). 
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Function f(x) Total function counts 
Label Definition a w=10 W= 100 w = 1000 
0.5 64 256 1024 
GO 1 1.0 64 256 1024 
1.5 64 256 1024 
0.5 64 256 1024 
Gl x 1.0 64 256 1024 
1.5 64 256 1024 
05 64 256 1024 
F1 xl(l + x2) 1.1 512 256 1024 
1.5 128 256 1024 
0.5 64 256 1024 
F14 I/(x2 -1) 1.1 64 256 1024 
15 64 256 1024 
02 64 256 1024 
F16 xl(l +X2) 05 128 256 1024 
09 256 256 1024 
0.5 64 256 1024 
F20 sec x 10 128 256 1024 
1.5 512 512 1024 
0.5 64 256 1024 
F23 cosh x 1.0 64 256 1024 
1.5 64 256 1024 
0.5 64 256 1024 
F24 11 cosh x 1.0 128 256 1024 
1.5 1024 256 1024 
Table 4.12. The total number of function evaluations used for comput-
ing the contour integral I(a) up to a precision of 14 sigruficant digits 
when q(x) = lnx. The contour integrals are integrated over the full 
range 0 :5 0 :5 'IT. 
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FUnction f (x) Total function counts 
Label Definition a W= 100 W = 1000 
0.5 128 128 
GO 1 1.0 128 128 
1.5 64 64 
0.5 128 64 
Cl x 1.0 128 128 
1.5 128 64 
0.5 64 128 
F1 x/(l +X2) 1.1 128 128 
1.5 128 128 
05 128 64 
F14 1/(x2 -1) 1.1 128 128 
1.5 128 128 
0.2 64 64 
F16 x/(l + x2) 0.5 128 128 
0.9 128 128 
0.5 128 128 
F20 sec x 1.0 64 64 
1.5 128 64 
05 128 128 
F23 cosh x 10 64 64 
1.5 128 128 
05 128 64 
F24 l/coshx 10 128 128 
1.5 128 128 
Table 4.13: The total number of function evaluations used for comput-
ing the contour integral I (a) up to a precision of 14 significant digits 
when q(x) = lnx. The contour integrals are integrated using a shorter 
range 0 ::; () ::; 00 where () is given by (4.55) 
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4.10 Some miscellaneous q(z) 
In addition to the elementary q( x) described in the previous sections, there 
are many other q(x) for which the method of optimal contours can be used 
effectively. In this section, we describe briefly some further examples of q(x) 
and illustrate the successful use of the method of optimal contours by giving 
some examples which have been investigated by other authors. 
4.10.1 q(z} = coshz 
Optimal contours for q(z) = cosh(z) or q(z) = sinh(z) can be generated m a 
way very similar to those for q(z) = exp(z). For q(z) = cosh(z), we have 
u = Req = cosh x cosy 
and 
v = Imq = sinhxsiny. 
It follows that for real a, the optunal contour ')'(a) passmg through z = a has 
the equation 
x = cosh-1 (_k_) , 0 $. y < 7r/2, 
cosy 
where k = cosh a and the contour is running upwards from z = a in the upper 
half-plane. Along the contour ')'(a), we have 
dx tany 
dy = tanhx 
and hence the contour integral 
J(a) = 1 f(z)e'IW cosh Z dz 
'l'(a) 
f"/2 (dX ) 
= 10 f(x + iy)e-WV-t'lWu dy + i dy, 
--------------------------------------------------------- -- - ----
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being reduced to an integral over finite range, can be computed usmg any 
general purpose quadrature rule like the Clenshaw-Curtis rule. 
As an illustration to the success of the method of optimal contour in this case, 
we compute the integrals 
E(w) = l e"sin(wcoshx)dx 
investigated in Evans and Webster [40j. Here we take q(z) = coshz and 
J(z) = eO. 
The numerical results are found to be 
E(50) = 0 0707652987961840 (func. evaln. = 384) 
E(lOO) = 00260213068164061 (func. evaln. = 384) 
E(1000) = 0.0392122929311206 (func. evaln. = 384) 
all accurate to 14 significant digits. 
4.10.2 q(z} = z + z2 
Here we take q(z) = z + z2 and therefore 
and 
v = Imq = y(1 +2x). 
For each real a, the optimal contour 'Y(a) passing through z = a has the 
equation 
-1 + J1+4(y2+k) . 
x = 2 ' where k = a + a2 , 
and is running upwards in the upper half-plane. Therefore the contour integral 
I (a) reduces to an integral over the infinite range 0 ::; y < 00. Due to the 
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rapid decay of the magnitude of the integrand, we can integrate over a short 
firute range 0 ~ Y ~ Yo where Yo = J40/w. 
With J(z) = sin x, we can compute effectively the integrals 
L(w) = fo\sinx) cos(w(x + x2 )) dx 
originated in Levin [72]. The method of optimal contour give the followmg 
values: 
L(50) = -0.0032328730819277 (func. evaln. = 256) 
L(500) - 0.00045985939784015 (func. evaln. = 384) 
L(1000) = 0 00025986801672826 (func. evaln. = 768) 
4.10.3 q(z) = zLnz 
Here we take q(z) = zLnz where we take the negative real axis as the branch 
cut for the complex loganthm. Accordingly 
and 
v = Imq = (Y/2)ln(x2 +y2) + x tan-1 (;). 
As in the case for q(x) = sinx, we use y as the variable of integration. For 
a> 0, the optimal contour -y(a) passing through z = a has the equation 
and is running upwards in the upper half-plane. Smce the magnitude of the 
integrand decays rapidly to zero as y increases, we can integrate over, instead 
of an infirute range, a finite range from y = 0 to Y = Yo for some firute Yo. It 
can be shown, as in the previous cases, that we can take 
40 Yo=--. 
wlna 
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In the integration routine, the values xJ of x are required for a sequence YJ' j = 
0,1,2, ... , of prescribed values of Y where (xJ, YJ) lies on the optimal contour 
satlsfymg u(xJ,YJ) = O. Smce xJ cannot be expressed in closed form in terms 
of Yk, Newton's method will be used to compute xJ using XJ-I as starting value 
for the IteratIon 
Initially we have Yo = 0 and Xo = a. When XJ is required we compute itera-
tively a sequence x~m), m = 0, 1, ... usmg the formula 
(0) _ 
XJ - XJ-b 
X(m+1) = [X _ U(X, y) - k] 
J 8uj8x (x~m). y,) m=O,I,2, .... 
(460) 
(4.61) 
The method was applied to some test functions. Here the integral to be eval-
uated is l f(x)e""XInXdx 
WIth a = 100, b = 200. 
WIth the particular fez) = 1 + In x, the method evaluates the integrals 
1200 G(w) = (1 + In x) cos(WX In x) dx lOO 
discussed in Ehrenmark [22]. The method of optimal contour give the following 
values: 
G(I) = -1.7742989749060 
G(10) = 0.035099214370171 
(func. evaln. = 256) 
(func. evaln. = 256) 
G(100) = -00037207578242753 (func. evaln. = 256) 
G(1000) = -0 00053679772154064 (func. evaln. = 256) 
all accurate to 14 significant digits. 
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4.11 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have confined to computing oscillatory integrals over finite 
ranges when the integrands are of the form f(x) exp(iwq(x)) where w is large 
and f(x) is slowly oscillatory. 
For a wide range of elementary functions q(x), the formulae of optimal contours 
have been derived and the contours used successfully for the evaluations of the 
integrals for sets of extensive test functions f(x). Most ofthese test functions 
are used by other authors or have special properties (like even or odd in the 
case q(x) = lnx) to make the method work, or have poles within the contour 
to Illustrate the use of residues. The equation of an optimal contours is a 
functional relation of two variables and the contours 18 computed by expressing 
one variable in terms of the other. In most cases when there is no analytical 
expression of one m terms of the other, Newton's method can be used. 
There are some authors who have proposed methods for computing oscillatory 
integrals of the same type as the above. 
Levin [72] generated an n-point quadrature rule for each q(x) and f(x). The 
abscissae are equally spaced and the weights are computed by solving linear 
equations with complex coefficients. Its success seems to depend on good 
choice of slowly oscillatory basis functions (by a careful assessment of the non-
oscIllatory part f( x)) which are used to generate a quadrature rule of relatively 
high order for the oscillatory integral. The generating method is similar to that 
for the Newton-Cotes rules and shares the similar drawback of being unstable 
when the number n of nodes employed is large. The method IS not desIrable if 
we want to compute the integral progressively, since increasing the number of 
nodes requires solving a new system of equations. If rugh accuracy is required, 
we have to rely on subdivision. 
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Ehrenmark [22] computed the oscillatory integrals by summing the approx-
imations over subinterva1s. Each of these approximations is computed by a 
special 3-pomt rule in terms of a parameter k which depends on the mean or 
maximum values of q(x) on that subinterva1. Being a composite method of 
low order, the method is relatively simple but produces only crude values for 
a moderately large number of subdivisions. 
The present method of optimal contours overcomes the difficulties encountered 
in these classical methods High accuracy can be achieved by employmg high 
order Clenshaw-Curtls quadrature and the integral is found without employing 
subdivision Accurate values can be obtained in relatively small number of 
function evaluations if a shortened range is used. The size of the shortened 
range, though dependent on q(x), can be found easily for each q(x) used in 
the tests. 
To compare the present method with Levin's method, we note that the former 
produces readily accurate values ofthe oscillatory integrals for different f (x) 
once the optimal contour (which depends on q(x) but not on f(x)) is deter-
mined and analysed, while the latter has to solve linear equations on each stage 
of the subdiviSions. Also, Levin's method cannot produce values as accurate 
as the method of optimal contours unless an initial subdivision of the interval 
has been made before applying the method to each subinterva1s. 
In terms of accuracy, the present method is clearly superior to that of Ehren-
mark who obtained the value of the integral G(1) of Section 4.10 3 to 5 signifi-
cant digits with 800 subdivisions or 801 real function evaluations. The present 
method produces 14 significant digit accuracy with 256 complex function eval-
uations. 
The disadvantage of the present method is that some analysIs of the optimal 
contour is required for good choices of the integration variable and integration 
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range. When the optimal contour passes through a saddle point of q(z) New-
ton's method may fail to work because through a saddle point there are more 
than one steepest curve and the Newton's iterates may represent points on a 
curves other than the optimal contour. Computing analytically, if possible, the 
positions of the points lying on an optimal contour seems to be the only way 
to solve the problem. Recent as yet unpublished work on the relatively new 
field of irregular OSCillatory quadrature may give a more efficient method than 
the present, but nevertheless the complex approach still gives a competitive 
way forward. 
Chapter 5 
Computing inverse Laplace 
transforms 
5.1 Introduction 
An important use of optimal contours is in the inversion of Laplace transforms. 
For a function f(t) defined in (0,00) and for a complex number z, If the 
improper integral 
F(z) = f" e-ztf(t)dt 
exists, it is a function of z and is called the Laplace transform of f(t). 
The existence of the Laplace integral is guaranteed when the following condi-
tions are satisfied: (i) f(t) is Rlemann integrable over all finite subinterval of 
(0,00), (iJ) the improper integral ff f(t) dt exists for some positive constant 
M, and (iii) f(t) = O(exp(kt)) as t -+ 00 for some positive constant k. 
It follows from the Fourier integral theorem that the inverse Laplace transform 
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of F (z) is the integral 
f(t) =....!.... r etz F(z) dz 
21rz lr 
taken along the so-called Bromwich contour r running vertically from c - ooi 
to c + ooz for some real c and lying to the right of all the singularities of F (z). 
Any value of c can be used as long as c > Co, the abSCIssa of convergence. A 
deformation C of r can be used as the contour of integration if its legitimacy 
can be proved using Cauchy's theorem or the residue theorem. One such 
possible choice for C is the contour satisfying the following properties: 
(i) C consists of two branches Cl and C2 where Cl lies in the upper half-
plane, and C2 in the lower half-plane. The two branches meet only at 
one point which lies on the real-axIS at x = a. The contour C takes its 
positive sense when z traverses from the lower half-plane to the upper 
half-plane. 
(ii) Both Cl and C2 extend to infinity in the left half-plane x :::; a. 
(iii) All essential singularities, branch points and branch cuts (If any) of F(z) 
lie to the left of C and no poles lies on C. However, there may possibly 
some poles lying to the right of C. 
Theorem 5.1 Suppose that C satisfies the above conditions and that zF(z) 
IS bounded as z becomes mfinlte through the half-plane x :::; a. If all poles of 
F(z) lies to the left of C, then the inverse Laplace transform IS 
f(t) = _1 r et. F(z) dz. 
21rZ le 
If there are poles z" j = 1, ... ,n lymg to the right of C, then 
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r 
--------------,n-bc~-----x 
Figure 5.1: The deformation of r into C = Cl U C2. The dots stand for 
the possible poles of F(z). 
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Proof. Let SJ(R), J = 1,2, denote the portion of the circular arc of radius R 
centred at z = c, intercepted by the vertical line r: x = c and the contour 
CJ (Fig 5.1). The theorem is proved if we can show that 
{ etzF(z)dz+ ( etzF(z)dz-+O as R-+oo. (5.1) J S, (R) J S2(R) 
We first prove that the first integral tends to zero. Indeed, on SI (R), 
for some real /3 so that dz = iRe,8 dO = ~(z - c) dO. For sufficiently large Izl, 
Iz - cl ~ Izl + Icl ~ 21z1 and IzF(z)1 ~ M 
for some positive constant M. Therefore when R is sufficiently large, 
I
f etz F(z) dzl = IJ.P exp[t(c + Re,8)] F(z) ~(z - c) dol 
JS1(R) ,,/2 
~ J.P exp[t(c+ RcosO)] IF(z)1I2zl dB 
,,/2 
~ 2Med J." exp(tRcosO)dB 
,,/2 
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{,,/2 
= 2Mect 10 exp(-tRsin9)d9 
{,,/2 ~ 2Mect 10 exp(-2tR9j1r)d9 
M 
= _ect (1 - e-Rt) Rt . 
For t > 0, the last expression approaches 0 as R --> 00. 
A similar result can be proved for the arc S2(R) in the lower half-plane and 
hence (5.1) is true. Therefore the theorem is proved by Cauchy's theorem or 
the residue theorem. o 
The above theorem allows us to obtain the inverse Laplace transform f(t) by 
computing a contour integral over C. In practical applications, the function 
F(z) is the analytic extension of a real function F(x) so that F(z) is real when 
z is real. This condition is in fact a symmetry condition (with respect to the 
real axis) which implies 
F(z) = F(z) 
and that the singularities of F(z) are posItioned symmetrically about the real 
axis. This further implies that we can obtain the value of the contour integral 
by computing the integral over only the upper-half of the contour. The last 
implication is stated and proved in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2 Suppose that F(z) is real when z ~ real and that C sat~fies 
conditwns (z) to (i~i) and is symmetrical about the real axis. Then 
2
1. ( etz F(z) dz = .!. Im ( etz F(z) dz 
m la 1r lc, 
where Cl is the upper branch of C. 
PROOF. 
{ etz F(z)dz = f etz F(z)dz+ { etz F(z)dz. la la, la. 
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By symmetry, if z moves from 00 to the point z = a along Cl then z moves 
from 00 to the same point along C2• Therefore the second integral on the 
right-hand side of the above equality becomes 
Therefore, 
r etz F(z) dz = _ r etz F(z) dz JC2 JZeCl 
= _ r etz F(z)dZ 
JZeCl 
= - r etz F(z) dz. Jzecl 
r etz F(z) dz = r etz F(z) dz _ r etz F(z) dz le le, le, 
= 2iIm r etz F(z) dz le, 
and the theorem is proved. 
5.2 Talbot's method 
o 
An inversion procedure making use of an eqUIvalent contour of the type men-
tioned in the last section was introduced by Talbot [120j. His contour Lv has 
equation 
y y 
x=-cot-
v v 
which can be put in parametric form: 
x = u(O) = OcotO, y = vO, -7r $; 0 $; 7r. 
This IS a contour satIsfying the conditions (i) and (Ii) in the previous section. 
If the smgularitles of F(z) all lies to the left of the vertical lme x = 1, by 
increasing the parameter v, the contour can be made to satisfy condition (iii). 
In order that all the smguIarities should lie to the left of x = 1, we can make use 
of a transformation z = >.s + u between the complex z-plane and the complex 
• 
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s-plane. The shift parameter u is used to ensure that all the singularities of 
F(>.s+u) lie to the left of x = 1 in the complex s-plane. The scaling parameter 
>. is used later to reduce the oscillation of the final integral to be computed 
and the rounding errors mcurred m the computation. With the use of these 
parameters, the inversion formula becomes 
>'e
ut fr f(t) = -2. e~st F(>.s + u) ds. 
1U L. 
Now If we write (3 = -du/d8, then on Lv of the complex s-plane, 
s = u(8) + w8 and ~; = -(3 + iv. 
Writmg 
F(>.z+u) =G+iH 
where G and H are real, we have 
f(t) = >.e~ 1" e~t(u(e)+we) (G + zH) (-(3 + iv) d8. 
211"Z -" 
>.eCTt 1" = - Re [e~tu(e) eA/ve. (G + iH) (v + z(3) 1 d8. 
211" -" 
>.eCTt 1" 
= 211" _or e~tu(e) [(vG - (3H) cos(>.vt8) - (vH + (3G) sm(>.vt8) I d8. 
This integral is computed using the (n + I)-point composite trapezoidal rule 
with enhanced order. The evaluation routine is further simplified by makmg 
use of the symmetry of the contour Lv. 
For a given t and a given machine preciSIOn of c significant figures, Talbot, 
in [120), suggested fine-tunmg values for the parameters >., u, v and n. The 
geometric parameters u and v were given values so that the contour Lv satisfies 
conditions (I) to (Iii), the parameter>' was adjusted to reduce the roundoff error 
incurred in the computation. The value for n was chosen to achieve the given 
precision D. 
A set of 20 test examples was used for the testing of the method. Many of 
these examples have known formulae for the inverses and hence the actual 
accuracy of the computation can be determined from their exact values. 
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5.3 Evans'method 
Evans, in [28), computed the inverse transforms by integrating over a piece-
WIse straight contour which satisfies the conditions (i) to (ui) in Section 5.1. 
Assuming that the F(z) are analytic extension of real functions, only the upper 
half branch of the contour need be constructed. Four contours were suggested 
for comparison purposes. 
Contour 1: A piece-wise straight contour consists of two segments, the first 
being from ao to al +ib1, and the second from al +zbl to -oo+zb1• 
Contour 2: Talbot's contour described in the previous section. 
Contour 3: A contour suggested in [120] but was not pursued there. The 
contour is, in parametric form: 
b 
x = u(O) = c - 4(71'2 _ ( 2)' and y = 2aO, -71' ~ 0 ~ 71'. 
The curve will pass through the points ao and al + zb1 If we set 
c = 4ao, and b1 
a = -7I'V/4=-===3/~(=I-=al=:/=:'c) 
Contour 4: The curve has the parametric equations: 
The parameters were set as 
c= ao, ( a )1/" and b=b1 • c-al 
In [28], Evans pointed out some important principles for choosing the right 
contour. Since the occurrence of the exponential factor, a contour which is 
far to the right of the dommant pole will generate large integrand values and 
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hence induces large rounding error due to the cancellation of significant digits. 
On the other hand, a contour running too close to the dominant pole will 
generate large truncation errors in the quadrature rule used for the computa-
tion. A compromise is therefore necessary. Evans showed that if the dominant 
singularity is a pole of order p, then when z runs through the pole in the x-
direction, the minimum of the integrand occurs at a distance pIt to the right 
of the pole and proposed the following principles of selecting contours. 
First principle: The contours should be arranged to clear the right hand Side 
of the dominant singularity by a distance of order lIt. Values from 81t down 
to O.5/t were used in the testmg computations. 
Second principle: The contours should approach a parallel direction to the 
real axis towards the left hand side of the complex plane as soon as the poles 
of largest imaginary parts have been cleared. 
An automatic routine was used to generate the required contour in the testings 
and the powerful finite range oscillatory integrator of Patterson [84] was used 
to compute /(t) using Contour 1. 
5.4 The equations of the optimal contours 
To find an optimal contour for the mtegral of the form 
we assume that the oscillation comes mainly from the factor et. where t is 
fixed and positive. Writing z = x + y~ we have 
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y 
a 
o x 
FIgure 5.2: The optimal contour formed by joining the quarter circle 
to the horizontal half-line. Here a is equal to the radius of the quarter 
circle and is taken the value 7r /2t in computation. 
To eliminate the oscillation we can set 
ty = constant. 
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Therefore the steepest curves are the horizontal lines y = constant. Since the 
optimal contour must run from a point on the x-axis, a horizontal line itself 
cannot be used alone unless we supplement the horizontal line by a curve of 
finite length whIch starts running from the real axis and joms the horizontal 
line at some point. For this purpose, we shall use a quarter circle of radms a 
and centre at the origin. The quarter circle starts running at z = a and meets 
the horizontal line y = a at the imaginary axis and the two together form an 
optimal contour as shown in Fig 5.2. 
A convenience mathematical representatIon for the optimal contour can be 
obtained using polar coordinates (r,O), namely, 
{
a, 
r= a/sin 0 
05, 0 5, 7r/2, 
7r/2 < 0 < 7r. 
(52) 
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In our computation, we shall take 
a = 1r/2t. (53) 
With this choice of a, if we moves upwards along the circular branch of the 
optimal contour from z = a, y will increase from 0 to a so that the oscillatory 
factor e,ty changes only through a quarter of a cycle and consequently the 
factor is practically non-oscillatory over this branch which is actually not a 
portion of any steepest curve. 
A more subtle advantage of employing (5.3) is that it helps to reduce the 
rounding errors in the computation. Indeed, if we move along the horizontal 
branch of the optImal contour, the OSCIllatory factor e,ty is simplified to i. This 
reduces the possible accumulation of rounding errors that would be incurred 
if other values of a, say a = a/t (a IS not a multiple of 1r/2) , was used, since 
in such cases, e,ty would Involve nonzero real and Imaginary parts. 
In actual computation, as we shall see in the next section, a shift parameter u is 
introduced and the contour integral of F(z+u)etz over -y(a) will be computed 
The u will be chosen so that, In most cases, the origin will be a domInant 
singularity of F(z+u). Our choice of a in (5.3) is therefore in line WIth Evans' 
first and second principles of selection of contours as stated in Section 5.3 
At the meeting point z = za of the two branches, the contour is continuously 
differentiable. Since the higher order derivatives at this meeting point is not 
continuous, we do not expect to have an accurate result by applying the high 
order Clenshaw-Curtis routine on the combined contour as one whole pIece. 
Therefore it is necessary to apply the quadrature routine separately to each 
branch of the optimal contour. 
This dIsadvantage can be removed if we assume that F(z) behaves lIke z-m for 
some m > o. Now we can eliminate the oscillation due to the factor z-metz . 
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y 
........................................ 1I'a 
x 
Figure 5.3: The optimal contour defined by (5.4) with a = m/to 
Introducing polar coordinates (r,8), we have 
Z -m etz = r -m e -tm8 etr cos 8+ttr sin 8 . 
To eliminate the OSCillation, we can set 
-m8 + tr sin 8 = constant. 
If we set the constant zero, we obtain an optimal contour defined by 
"((a) : {
a, 
r = a8/sine, 
(5.4) 
where 
a=m/t (5.5) 
This optimal contour starts running from z = a towards the left to 00 in the 
second quadrant as shown III Fig 5 3. Slllce 
y=a8, 
the contour runs within the strip 0 ::; y < a1l' and has a horizontal asymptote 
y = a1l'. Also, since 
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the saddle point of the integrand z-metz is the point z = m/t which is just 
the starting point of the optimal contour. This shows that the magnitude of 
the integrand will concentrate effectively near the vicinity of the starting point 
z = m/t when t is large. 
5.5 Computational formulae 
The optImal contours -y{ a) derived in the previous section intersect the real 
axis at x = a > 0 where a = 7f/2t and a = m/t in (5.2) and (5.4) respectively. 
In both cases, when t increases to Infirnty, the height of the optimal contours 
decrease to zero and finally approach the left half of the real axis x ::; a. 
Let ;:Y{a) denote the contour which is the combination of -y{a) and its image 
of reflection about the real axis. Although this contour is not used in actual 
computation, we introduce it for convenience in the forthcoming dIscussion. 
Obviously, the contour ;:Y{a) shares the same properties (i) and (n) as the 
contour C in Section 5 1. As t increases, since ;:Y{a) narrows down to the real 
axis, we do not expect it to satisfy property (iii) in the same section with ;:y{ a) 
replacing C. Therefore, we shall confine our discussion mainly to functIons 
F{z) belonging to the following groups: 
Group 1: Each functIon F{z) in this group is an analytic extension of 
a real function F{x) and has only real singnlarities (branch cuts, branch 
points, essential singularitIes and poles). Furthermore, there is an upper 
bound beyond whIch no more singularities occur. 
Group 2: Each function F{z) in this group satisfies the conditions posed 
in Group 1 except that there are firnte number of poles of F{z) lymg 
outside the real axis. 
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Since '1'( a) may pass through some singularities, especially branch cuts, we 
cannot apply Theorem 5.1 directly. To cope with this, at least partially, we 
introduce a real shift parameter IT such that if IT > 0, the optimal contour '1'( a) 
is shifted to the right (to the left if IT < 0) through a distance IITI to get a new 
contour C. In fact, we shall take 
IT = maxRez. + c (5.6) 
where the maximum is taken over all singularities z. of F(z), and c = lit 
If there is a singularity lying exactly on C and c = 0 otherwise. Then C 
is symmetrical about the real axis and all the smgularities (except possibly 
poles) of F(z) lie to the left of C. By Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, 
where 
f(t) = I +U 
1= .!. Im ( etz F(z) dz 
7l' le, 
WIth Cl being the upper branch of C, and 
with the summation taking over the poles z, lying to the right of C. Smce 
z E 1'(a) if and only if z + IT E Cl, we therefore have the formula: 
et" 1 f(t) = -Im F(z + a)etz dz + U 
7l' 'l'(a) 
(5.7) 
where 1'(a) is the optimal contour defined by (5.2) or (5.4) with a given by 
(5.3) and (5 5) respectively. 
5.6 The experimental results 
A set of test functions for F(z) was used to test the effectiveness of the opti-
mal contours (5.2) and (5.4). These functions are taken from the set of test 
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functions used in Evans [28] and are listed in Table 5.1. The test functions 
are separated in three groups. The first and second groups are those described 
in the previous section and the third group includes those functions having at 
least an imaginary branch cut. The method of optimal contours does not work 
for this group unless t takes a relatively small value near t = 1 and therefore 
only the first and second groups WIll be discussed here. From the explIcit 
definition of the given function F(z), we know the value of m for which the 
functIOn behaves lIke z-m when Izl is large. Also the value of (1 for the F(z) 
is computed using the formula (56). These values for the test functions are 
listed in Table 5.2 
The inverse transform J(t) is computed using (5.7). The number of function 
evaluations required to achieve 14 Significant digit accuracy is shown in Ta-
ble 5 3. These numbers take account of the last Clenshaw Curtis step which, 
with respect to the previous step, produces ahnost identical values but doubles 
the total number of function evaluations. In other words, half of the quoted 
numbers is sufficient to get a value which is correct to the presCribed precision. 
Both contours (5.2) and (5.4) work fine for both groups 1 and 2. Since (5.2) 
requires two applications of the Clenshaw-Curtis routines on the separate 
branches of the contour, the number of function evaluations exceed those for 
(5.4). 
For Group 1 functions, the formula (5 4) works better than formula (5.2). This 
indicates that in the absence of an imaginary singularity, one application of 
the high order Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature is more efficient than two separate 
applIcations by subdivision. 
For Group 2 functions, some imaginary poles exist and we cannot enclose these 
poles to the left of the slufted optimal contour Cast increases. Computations 
of residues for these poles becomes necessary. For example, for LF17 with 
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t =20, 
{ et. } {et. } U=Res ;z=i + ;z=-i z4-1 z4-1 
= -0.45647 ... 
The computed value of I using (5.4) is 1.21291298852448 x 108 and hence 
f(t) = 1.21291298395975 X 108• 
But for Group 2 functions, it is found that the computations using (5.2) by 
subdivision of the contour into two separate branches produce more stable 
and convergent values. Although the one-piece contour (5.4) seems to give 
unstable values, it produces practically small values compared with the exact 
value of f(t) and m such cases the inverse transform f(t) is practically equal 
to the sum of residues. 
The results also compare favourably with those of Evans [28]. From the com-
putational results, the number of function evaluations associated WIth the 
accuracy attained are noted and for comparIson purposes, are tabulated in 
Table 5.4 against the figures using Contour 1 and Contour 2 gIven in Evans 
[28]. Contour 1 IS made up of piecewise linear segments and Contour 2 is 
the one suggested in Talbot [120]. It is noted that for Group 1 functions, the 
number of function evaluations using (5.4) is of more or less the same order as 
for the method using Contour 2 while for Group 2 functions, the contour (5.4) 
is obviously superior to the other methods. Smce residues are used for Group 
2 functions, if the value of the contour integral I is small compared with those 
of the residues, only a small number of significant digits are needed to acquire 
the value of the inverse transform to full accuracy. This accounts for the small 
number of function evaluations used for LFI9. 
As a conclusion, the formula (5.7) using the optimal contour (5.4) produces 
accurate results for the inverse Laplace transform f(t) with relatively less 
number of function evaluations. Its efficiency is particularly eminent when 
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F{z) ::::: z-m with known exponent m. For Group 2 functions, with the help 
of residues, the optimal contour (5.2) gives more stable values for the contour 
integrals and is therefore preferred to (5.4). 
Group Label F(8) f{t) 
1 LFl 1/../82 -1 Io{t) 
1 LF2 exp{-8/...;s+I)/8 
1 LF3 exp{-yS) exp{ -1/4t)/{2t.,fifi) 
1 LF4 1/{8 + 1)5 t4 exp{ -t)/24 
1 LF5 999{8 + 1)-1{8 + 1000)-1 exp{ -t) - exp{ -lOOOt) 
1 LF6 -(-y+ln8)/8 Int 
1 LF7 2/ (VS + ...;s+I) (I - e-t)/{t.,firt) 
1 LF8 exp{-1/8)/VS cos{ 2"fi / .,fifi 
3 LF9 arctan{l/ 8) (sin t)/t 
3 LFlO 1/../82+1 Jo{t) 
3 LFU 1/J8+";82 + 1 (sin t)/{t";27rt) 
3 LF12 1/[";82 + 1J8 + ";82 + 1] {sin t)/J7rt/2 
3 LF13 1/[v' 82 + 1{8 + v' 82 + 1)3/2] (sin t - t cos t)/{tJ7rt/2) 
exp{8 - ";82 + 1) J 7r{t: 2) sin Jt{t + 2) 3 LF14 
";82 + 1J8 + ";82 + 1 
2 LF15 8/{82 + 1)v' 8 + 1 
2 LF16 83/(84 + 4) costcosht 
2 LF17 1/{84 - 1) {sinh t - sin t)/2 
2 LF18 1/{82 + 1)2 (sin t - t cos t)/2 
2 LF19 82/{83 + 8) (e-2t + 2et cos v'3t) /3 
3 LF20 In[{82 + 1)/{82 + 4)] 2{cos2t - cost)/t 
Table 5.1: The test functions F(z) and their inverse Laplace transforms 
f(t). 
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F(s) LFl LF2 LF3 LF4 LF5 LF6 LF7 
m 1 1 1 5 2 1 0.5 
0- 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 
F(s) LF8 LF15 LF16 LF17 LF18 LF19 
m 0.5 1.5 1 4 4 1 
0- 1 0 1 1 0 1 
Table 5.2: The value of m and 17 used for the test-functions 
in the computations. 
Formula (5.2) Formula (5.4) 
F(~ 1 10 100 200 1 10 100 200 
LFl 367 1088 192 192 128 512 128 128 
LF2 320 1088 192 192 128 512 128 128 
LF3 320 192 192 192 256 256 256 256 
LF4 160 160 160 256 64 64 64 64 
LF5 192 192 192 192 128 128 128 128 
LF6 192 160 192 192 1024 128 128 128 
LF7 192 576 320 192 128 1024 256 256 
LF8 1152 192 fail fail 128 256 fail faIl 
LF15 192 576 320 320 128 1024 1024 1024 
LF16 320 320 192 192 256 1024 1024 1024 
LF17 192 1088 192 192 64 1024 128 128 
LF18 192 192 192 192 64 1024 1024 1024 
LF19 512 1088 320 192 256 1024 1024 1024 
Table 5 3· The number of function evaluations for computing I to 14 
significant digits using (5.2) and (5.4). 
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t =50 
Contour Evans' Evans' 
(5.4) Contour 1 Contour 2 
F(z) f.e. s.d. f.e. s.d. f.e. s.d. 
LFl 64 14 80 14 64 13 
LF2 64 15 80 14 64 13 
LF3 64 12 80 14 32 12 
LF4 32 15 
LF5 64 15 
LF6 64 15 96 14 64 13 
LF7 64 15 48 13 32 12 
LF8 fail fail 288 12 128 11 
LF15 32 13 
LF16 32 12 
LF17 32 13 192 13 32 13 
LF18 32 14 250 14 fail fail 
LF19 16 15 230 13 160 11 
Table 5.4: The number of function evaluations (f.e.) used against the 
number of significant digits (s.d.) for the method using (5.4) and Evans' 
methods using Contour 1 and Contour 2. 
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Chapter 6 
Computing probability densities 
6.1 Introduction 
One important use of oscillatory integrals is in statistics. There is one im-
portant type of probabllity distribution called stable distributIOns which have 
many applications in physics, astronomy, economics and communications the-
ory. If two independent real random variables with the same type of dis-
tribution are combined linearly and the distribution of the resulting random 
variable has the same type, the common distribution is said to be stable. The 
normal distribution is the best-known example of a stable distribution. 
6.2 Basic terminology 
Here the most basic terminology and properties of stable distributions are 
presented for convenience. Further properties can be found in Holt and Crow 
[61]. 
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The (cumulatwe) dtstnbutton function (df), denoted by P, of a real random 
variable X, is defined so that P( x) is the probability that X is less than or 
equal to the real number x: 
P(x) = Prob{X ~ x}, -00 < x < 00. 
(The definition of a random variable IS omItted.) 
The probability denstty function (pdf), of X is the derIvative of the df: 
dP 
p(x) = dx' -oo<x<oo. 
The chamctenstic functwn (cf) of X is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the 
df: 
rp(t) = L: e·tz dP(x) = t: e'!zp(x) dx, -00 < t < 00. 
so that 
1 100 p(x) = - e-·tZrp(t) dt, -00 < x < 00. 
271" -00 
Two df's P(x) and Q(x) are of the same type if there exist a positive c and 
real J1. such that Q(x) = P((x - J1.)/c) holds for all x. 
If Xl and X2 are two independent random variables with df's PI(x) and P2(x) 
and cf's rpl(t) and rp2(t) respectively, then the df P(x) of the sum X = Xl +X2 
is given by the convolution of PI (x) and P2(x)' 
The cf of the sum X is 'PI(t)rp2(t). 
A df P(x) (or any df of the same type as P(x)) is stable If to every Cl > 0, 
C2 > 0 and real db d2 there correspond a positive c and real d such that 
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A cf 'P(t) is stable If and only if it has the form: 
'P(t) = exp{iJ.d -lcW[l + z,8(t/ltl)n(ltl,a)]} 
where -00 < J.t < 00, c ;:: 0,0 < a ::; 2, -1 ::; ,8 ::; 1, and 
nOtl, a) = { (2/Tr) In It I 
tan(mr/2) 
for a = 1, 
for a -I 1. 
Hence for a stable distrIbution, the pdf is given by 
1 100 p(x, a,,8) = - e,tx'P(t) dt, -00 < x < 00. 
211" -00 
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In this chapter, we shall consider only the special case J.t = 0 and c = 1, for 
which the pdf reduces to 
11000 p(x, a,,B) = - e-t" cos[xt + ,8t"n(t, a)] dt, 11" a 
the pdf of the standardized variable (X - J.t)/c. 
It follows that 
p(x,l,,8) =..!:. loo e-tcos(xt+Btlnt)dt for a = 1 (6.1) 11" la 
and 
p(x, a,,8) =..!:. loo e-tQ cos(xt + Bt") dt for a -I 1 (6.2) 11" la 
where 
{
2,8/11" B-
,8 tan( a1l" /2) 
for a = 1, (6.3) 
for a -11. 
Since 
p( -x, a, -,8) = p(x, Oi, ,8), (6 4) 
it suffices to tabulate p(x,a,,8) in the ranges x;:: 0, 0 < a::; 2, -1::;,8::; 1. 
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In the forthcoming discussions on the method for computing the pdf we shall 
consider complex variables z = x + iy. To avoid confusion and to conform 
with the notations used in the previous chapters, we shall used the symbols w 
for x and x for t so that the above formulae (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4) become 
11000 p(w,I,/3)=- e-Xcos(wx+Bxlnx)dx fora=l, 
7r 0 
p(w, a, /3) =.!. (OO e-xQ cos(wx + Bx") dx for a =1= 1 
7r Jo 
(where B is given by (6.3)) and 
p(-w,a,-/3) =p(w,a,/3) 
WIth w,a,/3 in the ranges 
w 2:: 0, 0< a::; 2, 
If the pdf is known, the df can be computed by evaluating the integral 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6 8) 
P(x) = L:p(w,a,/3)dw = 1-100 p(w,a,/3)dw. (6.9) 
6.3 The equations of the optimal contours 
The integrals in (6.5) and (6.6) are of the form 
1000 f(x)cosh(x,w)dx 
where h(x,w) is rapidly oscillatory when Iwl is large. This property of the mte-
grals prevents us from obtaining accurate values of the pdf usmg the classical 
methods and hence only rough values for the pdf and df have been obtained. 
However, if we can find the optimal contours for the integrands it seems that 
more accurate values can be obtained for the pdf using the present method 
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of integration over optimal contours and hence more accurate computation of 
the df becomes possible. 
To derive formulae for the optimal contours we assume that w ~ ° and consIder 
the following cases. 
6.3.1 Case Cl: = 1, (3 = O. 
In this case, B = 0, and the integral becomes 
llnOO p(w, 1,0) = - e-x cos(wx) dx. 
7r 0 
This integral is of the general type already discussed in Chapter 3 but the 
integral is elementary and its value has a simple closed form, namely, 
1 
p(w,l,O) = 7r(w2 +1) 
6.3.2 Case Cl: = 1, (3 i= O. 
In this case the pdf is 
where 
B = 2{3/7r. 
(6.10) 
We first extend the domain of the integrand Re exp( q( x)) to the complex plane 
so that for complex z, 
q(z) = -z + i(wz + Bzlnz). (6.11) 
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Using polar coordinates (r,O), we have 
so that 
and 
q(z) = -z+iz(w + Blnz) 
= -r( cos 0 + i sin 0) 
+r( - sin 0 + zcosO)(w + Blnr + iBO) 
Req = -r[cosO + wsinO + B(lnr) sin 0 + BO cos 0) 
Imq = r[- sin 0 + w cos 0 + B(ln r) cos 0 - BOsmO). 
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To reduce the oscillation, we set Im q = 0 and obtain the optimal contour 
satisfying 
- sin 0 +wcosO + B(lnr) cos 0 - BO sin 0 = 0 
which reduces to 
lnr= (0+ ~)tanO- ~. 
Hence the optimal contour has the polar equation 
(6.12) 
Let x = b > 0 be the point at which the optimal contour intersects the positive 
real axis. Then 
When -1 ~ f3 < 0, we have 
r-+ 
When 0 < /3 ~ 1, we have 
r-+ 
b = exp(-w/B). 
{ 
0 as 
00 as 
{o as 
00 as 
0-+ 7r /2-j 
o -+ -7r /2+. 
0-+ -7r/2+j 
0-+ 7r/2-. 
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Therefore for the case -1 :::; f3 < 0 the optimal contour 'Y runs from the origm 
to infinity wIth 0 decreasing from 7r /2 to -7r /2, while for the case 0 < f3 :::; 1, 
it runs from origin to infinity with 0 increasing from -7r /2 to 7r /2. Sketches 
of the optimal contours defined by (6.12) are shown in Fig. 6.1. 
y y 
o 
(a) -1:::; f3 < 0 (b)O<f3:::;1 
Figure 6.1: The optimal contours 'Y defined by (6.12) for et = 1, f3 f 1, 
w;:::O. 
On the optimal contour 'Y, 
and 
Req = -r[cosO + wsinO + B{lnr) sinO + BOcosO] 
= -r[cosO + wsmO + sin O{BO tan 0 + tan 0 - w) + BOcos 0] 
r{1 + BO) 
cos 0 
~; = r[ (0 + ~) sec2 0 +tan 0] 
dx dr ( 1) 1 
-=-cosO-rsmO=r 0+- secO=--Req dOdO BB· 
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Hence, usmg Theorems 6 1 and 6.2 proved in the coming Section 6 4, the pdf 
can be computed using the formula 
where 
~=-Req= r(1+BB). 
cosB 
6.3.3 Case a i= 1, w = o. 
Here we consider 
where 
Let 
1looo ~ p(O,a,,8) = - e-X cos(Bx")dx 
7r 0 
B = ,8tan(a7r/2) and a ~ 1. 
tan-1 B 9= ....:...--
a 
The pdf can be written in closed form as 
p(O, a,,8) = p(O, a, -,8) 
= 2.. foo u!;-1e-u cos(Bu) du 
7fa Jo 
1 Re loOO .1.-1 -u(l+B.) d 
= - Ua e u 
7fa 0 
= cos 9 r('!') (1 +B2t1/2". 
7fa a 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
The last equality follows from Formula 3.381 No.5 of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 
[52] 
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Alternatively, we can compute the pdf by integrating over an optimal contour 
as follows: 
The integrand is of the form eq(x) where the exponent q(x), when extended to 
the complex plane with z = x + iy, becomes 
q(z) = z"(-1 + Bi). 
Using polar coordinates, 
Req = -r"(cosa9 + Bsin(9) 
and 
Imq = -r"(sina9 - Bcos(9). 
To elImmate oscIllation we set Im q = 0 which is satisfied if 
tan-1 B 
'Y : 9 = e = ,0 ~ r < 00. 
a 
(6.16) 
The optimal contour is therefore a ray emerging from the origin and inclining 
an angle of e to the real axis (Fig 6.2). 
In actual computation, since p(O, a, -(3) = p(O, a, (3), it suffices to use only the 
contours for 0 ~ (3 ~ 1. Over such an optimal contour, we have 
Req = -r"(cosaS + B sin as) 
= -r" sec a8 
Hence the pdf is 
cosS {OO ( ) p(O, a, (3) = -71"- 10 exp - r" VI + B2 dr (6.17) 
which, on one hand can be shown to have a closed form as (6.15) above and, 
on the other hand can be computed numerically over an effective range of r. 
To conform with the main theme of this thesis, the latter method will be used 
whenever a good effective range for the integration can be found in actual 
computation. 
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y 
(a) 0 < a < 1, 0::;,8::; 1 
or 1 < a ::; 2, -1 ::;,8 < 0 
y 
(b) 1 < a::; 2,0::;,8::; 1 
or 0 < a < 1, -1::;,8 < 0 
Figure 6.2: The optimal contours "( defined by (6.16) for a f. 1 and 
w=O. 
6.3.4 Case 0: f. 1, w > 0 
In this case, 
11000 Q p(w, a,.B) = - e-x cos(wx + Bxa ) dx 
7r 0 
where 
B = ,8tan(a7r/2). 
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As in the previous case, we consider the complex z-plane and put the integrand 
in the form Reeq(z) where 
(6.18) 
Then 
Req = -(wr sin 11 + Bra sin all + r a cos all) 
and 
Im q = WT cos 11 + Bra cos all - r a sin all 
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Let v = 1-a =J O. The equation of the optimal contour is obtained by setting 
Imq = 0, ie. 
wrV cos 0 = sinaO - B cos aO (6.19) 
To simplify the equation and to analyse the behaviour of the optimal contour, 
we consider the following subcases: 
Subcase 0 < a < 1. 
Here 0 < v < 1. Also, Band f3 have the same sign Slllce B = f3tan(a7r/2). 
The equation of the optimal contour is given by (6.19) or, after reduction, 
where 
Then, for w > 0, 
and 
r = (sinaO - BcosaO)l/V, e:s 0 < 7r/2 
wcosO 
e = tan-l B 
a 
r = 0 when 0 = e, 
r -+ 00 as 0 -+ 7r/2. 
(6.20) 
The optimal contour 'Y lS running from the Origlll to lllfinity Wlth 0 increasing 
from e to 7r /2 
The shapes of the optimal contours are depicted in Fig. 6.3. 
Subcase 1 < a < 2. 
Here -1 < v < o. Also B and f3 have opposite signs since B = f3tan(a7r/2). 
The equation of the optimal contour is given by (6.19) or, after reduction, 
where 
( 
wcosO )l/(-V) 
r = sinaO _ BcosaO ' 
e = tan-lB. 
a 
(6.21) 
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y y 
\~=e 
(a) -1:5 /3 < 0 
0""'----- x 
(b)/3=O (c) 0 < /3:5 1 
Figure 63: The optimal contours (6.20) for 0 < Cl< < 1 when w > O. 
Then, for w > 0, 
r = 0 when (J = 7r/2, 
and 
r --+ 00 as (J --+ e. 
Notice that now'Y is running from the origin to infimty WIth (J decreasing from 
7r /2 down to e. 
The shapes of the optimal contours are depicted in Fig 6.4. 
y 
y y 
x 
o o (J= e x 
(a) -1 :5/3< 0 (b)/3=O (c) 0</3:51 
Figure 6.4: The optimal contours (6.21) for 1 < Cl< < 2 when w > O. 
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In both subcases, from (6.19) , we have on the optimal contour '1, 
and hence 
-Req = r[wsinO + r-V(B sin aO + cosaO)) 
[ 
. (BSinaO + cosao)] 
= r wsmO+wcosO . 0 B 0 
sma - cosa 
( cosvO - BSinVO) = wr sinaO - BcosaO 
cos(vO + (9) 
- wr 
- sma(O-9), 
dr ar"(cosaO - B sin aO) rsinO 
-dO = wv cos 0 + -v-co-s-::O 
wv
dx 
=wv(cosOdr -rsinO) dO dO 
= ar"(cosaO + B sin aO) + wrsinO - wvrsinO 
= a(-Req). 
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Using Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 proved in the next Section 6.4, the pdf can be 
computed using the formula 
where 
p(w,a,{3) = ;'Re J/q(Z) ~; dO 
= .! 1 eRe q(z) dx dO 
7r 'r dO 
V7r e (6.22) I ~ [12 e-We~(O) dO for 0 < a < 1, - (a) le e-We~(O)dO for 1 < a < 2 -v 7r 1<12 
~ = _ Req 
w 
cos(vO+a9) 
= r _-'--:,..,---=--:'-
sina(O- 8) 
(
vfl+B2)1/V 1-1 
= wcosO [sina(O-8)]v cos(vO+a8) (6.23) 
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Subcase et = 2. 
Here the steepest curves are horizontal lines 
y=w/2 
and it is inconvenient to use the method of optimal contours. 
6.4 Supporting theorems 
All the optimal contours derived in the previous section emerge from the origin 
z = 0 and run to infinity in the right half-plane. The origin is a singular point 
ofthe exponent q(z) ofthe integrand. In order to justIfy the use ofthe formulae 
(6.13), (6.17), and (6.22) using Cauchy's theorem, we complete the loop by 
joining the positive real axis to the optimal contour with two circular arcs of 
small and large radii and then prove that the contour integrals over these arcs 
tend to zero as the radIi tend to zero and mfimty respectively. 
Theorem 6.1 Let S be the circular arc, of small positive radius 0 and w~th 
centre at the origin, which joms the real axis to a point on the opttmal contour 
'"t. Then, if q(z) is gwen by (6.11) (for the case et = 1,,8 # 0, w :::: 0) or (6.18) 
(for the case et # 1,2, and w :::: 0) and tf 
T = Is eq(z) dz 
then T --+ 0 as 0 --+ o. 
PROOF. First consider the case et = 1,,8 # O,w:::: 0 (Fig 6.1). We have, from 
(6.11), 
q(z)=-z+t(wz+Bzlnz) and B=2,8/1r. 
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On the arc S, z = oe,9 so that 
Req = -0 COS 0 -wosinO - Bo(lno)smO - BoO cos O. 
On S, smce BO::; 0, BsinO::; 0 and lno < 0 for small 0, we have, 
Req ::; -0 cos 0 - wo sin 0 - BoO cos 0 
It follows that, using the fact that 101 ::; 1r/2 on S, 
ITI = I is eq(z) dzl 
= I is eq(z) ioe,9 dOl 
::; 01 is exp[Req(z)) dBI 
::; 01 is exp(o + OW + 0IBI1r/2) dBI 
::; O1rexp(o + OW + 0IBI1r/2)/2 
which tends to 0 as 0 --+ o. 
Next we consider the case a f. 1,2 and w 2:: o. Here we have from (6.18) 
q(z)=-z"'+t(wz+Bz"') and B={3tan(a1r/2). 
On the arc S, z = oe,9 so that 
Req = -o"'cosaB -wosinB - Bo"'sinaB 
::; 0'" + wo + lBW. 
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The result is then proved in the same manner as in the above case a = 1. 0 
Theorem 6.2 Let S be the circular arc, of large postttve radiUS Rand unth 
centre at the ongm, whtch Jams the real axis to a point on the optimal contour 
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"{. Then, ifq(z) IS gzven by (6.11) (for the case Cl! = 1,/3 =f O,w ~ 0) or (6.18) 
(for the case Cl! =f 1,2 and w ~ 0) and if 
T = Is eq(z) dz 
then T --+ 0 as R --+ 00. 
PROOF. We prove this theorem by considering in turns the following cases: 
Case Cl! = 1, f3 =f 0, w ~ O. 
Here we have, from (6.11) 
q(z)=-z+i(wz+Bzlnz) and B=2/3/7r. 
Let IjJ (0 ~ IjJ < 7r /2) be the angle subtended by the arc S at the origin. 
On the arc S, z = Re,B, so that 
Req = -R cos () - wRsin(} - BR(lnR) sin(} - BRecos(}. 
Subcase -1 ~ /3 < 0 (Fig. 6.5 (a)). 
In this sub case, B < o. On S, -1jJ ~ () ~ 0 and, since B() > 0, Bsin(} > 0 and 
In R > 0 for large R, we have, 
Req ~ -wRsin(} - BR(1nR)sin(}. 
Since B < 0, we have -BlnR > 2w for sufficiently large R. It follows that on 
S 
Req ~ -~BR(lnR)sin(} ~ - !BR(lnR)(} 
and that 
ITI = I Is eq(z) dzl 
= I Is eq(z) iRe,B d(}1 
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::; R l", exp[Req(z») dB 
::; R L>XP[-BR(lnR)B/7r] dB 
= 7r [1- (I/>BRlnR)] 
-BlnR exp 7r 
which tends to 0 as R -> 00 since B < o. 
Subcase 0 < /3 ::; 1 (Fig. 6.5 (b». 
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In this sub case, B > O. On S, 0 ::; B ::; I/> and, since BB > 0, B sin B > 0 and 
In R > 0 for large R, we have, 
Req::; -R(lnR)BsinB::; -2R(lnR)BB/7r. 
It follows that 
ITI = I Is eq(z) dzl 
= I Is eq(z) iRe,9 dBI 
::; R fo'" exp[Re q( z») dB 
::; R fo'" exp[-2BR(lnR)B/7r) dB 
= 7r [1 _ (_ 21/>BRIn R)] 
2BlnR exp 7r 
which tends to 0 as R -> 00. 
Case 0 < Cl< < 1, w > o. 
Here we have from (6.18), 
q(z) = -zO + z(wz + BzO), 
(
Cl<7r) tan-l B B=/3tan"2 and e= Cl< 
so that Band /3 have the same sign. On the optimal contour 1, e < B ::; 7r /2. 
On the arc S, z = Re,9 so that 
Req = -~cOSCl<B - wRsinB - B~smCl<B. 
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y y 
o 
.0= -4> 
(a) -1 ~,8 < 0 (b)0<,8~1 
Figure 6.5: The arc S joming the real axis to a point of'Y when a = 1, 
.6#0, w::::: o. 
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x 
As before, we let ifJ ( 0 ~ 4> < 7r/2) be the angle subtended by the arc S at the 
origm. 
Subcase -1 ~,8 < o. 
In this subcase, B < o. On S and for sufficiently large R, 
-wRsinO - BR:' sin 0<0 < 0 
so that 
Req ~ -R:'cosaO < -R:'cos (0<27r). 
Denoting by K the positive constant cos (0<27r ) , we have 
ITI = I Is eq(z) dzl 
= I Is eq(z) iRe,6 dol 
~ R 10'" exp[Req(z)) dO 
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~ R t exp(-KR"')d6 
= I/JRexp( - K R"') 
which tends to 0 as R -> 00. 
Subcase 0 ~ (3 ~ 1. 
In this subcase, B 2: o. On S and for large R, we have, 
-wRsin6 - BRa sina6 ~ 0 
so that 
Req ~ -R'" cosa6 < -R'" cos (a211"). 
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The result is then proved in exactly the same way as in the previous subcase. 
Case 1 < a < 2. 
Here we have, as in the previous case, 
( ) and e 
__ tan-I B B = (3 tan a
2
11" a 
so that Band (3 have OpposIte signs 
On the arc S, Z = Re's so that 
Req = -R"'cosa6 - wR sin II - BR"'sma6. 
As before, we let I/J (0 ~ I/J < 11"/2) be the angle subtended by the arc S at the 
origin. 
Subcase -1 ~ (3 ~ 0 (Fig. 66 (a)). 
In this subcase, B 2: 0 and 0 ~ ae < 11"/2. Let e > 0 be a constant such that 
ae + e < 11"/2. Since I/J -> e+ as R -> 00, we have 
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y 
.' 
y 
R O~'-'''~----~~x 
". 
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'. .B. =-</J 
R x 
'Y 
(a) -1 $. {3 $. 0 (b) 0 < (3 $. 1 
Figure 6 6. The arc S joining the real axis to a point of'Y when et ~ 1,2 
and w ~ o. 
for sufficiently large R and hence on S, 0 $. aB < 7r /2 so that 
Req $. -R" cos aB < -R" cosa</J < -R" cos(a8 + e). 
Denoting by K the positive constant cos(a8 + e), we have, as before 
ITI $. R t exp( -KR") dB 
= </JRexp(-KR") 
which tends to 0 as R --+ 00. 
Subcase 0 $. {3 $. 1 (FIg. 6 6 (b)). 
In this subcase, B < 0 and -7r/2 < ae < O. On S, 8 < -</J < B $. 0 and 
hence -7r /2 < -a</J < aB < 0 implying 
0< cosa9 < cosa</J $. cos aB $. 1, and B sin aB ~ O. 
Moreover, for sufficiently large R, 
-R" cos aB - wRsinB < -~R" cos aB. 
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Therefore, for large R and on S 
The result is then proved in exactly the same way as in the previous subcase. 
o 
6.5 The effective ranges 
For practical use, the values of the df of a stable probability distribution are 
required. Since the df is the integral of the pdf over an infinite range of w, a 
good routine for computing the pdf for all w, large and small, with an accuracy 
higher than that for the df is essential. 
We suppose that the required accuracy of the df IS 4 decimals so that the pdf 
values to be computed should have an accuracy of at least 5 decimal places 
The rapid oscillation of the onginal forms of the pdf have been el!mmated by 
the method of optimal contours as in the SectIOn 6 3. The resulting integrals 
are mainly integrals over finite range (except for the case Cl! of 1, w = 0). How-
ever, the integrals are still not in a convenient fonn for numerical evaluation 
because in many cases (e g. w > 10), only a small portion of the full range of 
the integration has a non-zero contnbutJon to the integrals. If the full range 
of the integral is employed in the evaluation, the standard quadrature routine 
will gIve a zero value for the integral because the values of the sampling points 
are all zeros when the number of sampling points are small in the early stage 
of the procedure. The problem of finding efficiently the effective range of the 
integrals IS therefore an important issue. 
The problem is solved by first finding the value of 0 of () at which the maximum 
of the integrand is attained. Once this 0 is obtained, the effective range (), ~ 
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o :::; Ou can be found by testing the integrand values at a series of sampling 
points to the right and to the left of 0. To explain the procedure in more 
detaIl, we consider the following cases. 
6.5.1 a = 1, f3 =f 0 
By (6.13) on page 191, the mtegrand is 
g(~) = ....!...e-<~ 
Brr 
where B = 2(3/rr and ~ IS given by (6.14). The maximum 
is attained at ~ = 1. It follows that the maximum 
is attained when 0 satisfies 
.!...(I....;+....;B..".O...!..) exp [(0 + ~) tan 0 - W 1 = 1 
cos 0 B B (6.24) 
since for the case -1 :::; (3 < 0, ~ decreases from +00 down to 0 when 0 
increases from -rr /2 to rr /2, while for the case 0 < (3 :::; 1, it increases from 
o to +00. For the same reason we see that the equation (624) has a unique 
solution 0 = 0 in the range (-rr/2,rr/2). The numerIcal value of 0 can be 
found conveniently by the fixed-point iteration: 
On+! = G(On), n = 0,1,2, ... 
where 
G(O) = tan-I t + B[ln(c~s; ;;(}In(1 + BO)]}. 
Using 00 = rr / 4 as the starting value for the iteration, the 0 can be found to 6 
decimal places in less than ten Iterations in most cases. 
-- ----- --------------------------------------------------------------
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When 0 is known, we compute the upper limit of the effective range [(1/, (lu] by 
first considering the right half range [O,7r/2] and then finding the value of g(~) 
at the mid-value (I = (0 + 7r /2)/2 of the sub-interval. If this value of g(~) IS 
bigger than 5 x 10-8, we take the original right interval limit as the final upper 
limit of integration, otherwise we take the mid-value as the new right interval 
limit and proceed on by further subdivision until we reach a point at which 
g(~) is bigger than 5 x 10-8 • In the same way the lower limit of mtegration is 
determined. 
When w is large and increasing, the value of the pdf is decreasing to zero. 
Since the ma.xJmum value of g(~) is l/(eB7r) which is independent of w, we see 
that the effective range must be getting smaller and smaller when w is large 
and increasing. Using the above method, it has been found that for instance 
when W = 10, the length of the effective range is only 0.4% of the original 
range (whose length is 7r) and when w = 100, it is only 1/20000 of 7r. 
The above method of finding the effective range for the integration has proved 
to be very efficient Without this, the computation of pdf for large w using 
optimal contours would become Impossible. 
6.5.2 Case a =I- 1,2, w =I- O. 
In this case, as in the previous discussion, we use the symbols: 
B = /3 tan(07r/2) , e = (tan-1 B)/o, and v = 1- o. 
By (6.22) on page 196, the integrand is 
g(~) = ~e-w~~ 
IVI7r 
where ~ is given by (6.23). Usmg the fact that 
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is attamed at ~ = l/w, we can deduce that the maximum 
is attained when 0 satisfies 
( VI + B2)I/V .1.-1 wcosO [sino:(O-8)]" cos(lJO+0:8) = l/w (6.25) 
since for the case 0 < 0: < 1, ~ increases from 0 to +00 when 0 increases from 
9 to 7r /2, wrole for the case 1 < 0: < 2, it decreases from +00 to O. For the 
same reason, we see that the equation (6.25) has a unique solution 0 = (j which 
can be found numerically and conveniently by the fixed-point iteration: 
On+! = G(On)' n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
where 
G(O) __ oos-1 [VI + B2 sin" O:(Ow-_ 9) COSV(lJO + 0:8)] ~ when w is large 
and 
G(O) 9 . -1 W cos 1 [ "0 ] 1/" = +-sm 
a VI + B2 COSV(lJO + a9) when w is small. 
The starting value for the iterations for both large and small w IS 00 = (9 + 
7r/2)/2 and the (j can be found to 6 decimal places in less than ten iterations 
in most cases. Using the same procedure as in the case a = 1, the effective 
range can be found efficiently. 
6.5.3 Case a i= 1,2, w = o. 
Here we need to compute the integral (6.17) on page 192 of infinite range. 
For values of a which are not small, the upper limit of the effective range 
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[0, Ra] can be found by requiring that the value of the integrand be less than 
€ = 5 X 10-8, i.e. 
cose ( ) 
-71"- exp - r" vI + B2 < e 
from which we obtain 
Ra = [lln(7I"esece)I]I/". 
VI +B2 (6.26) 
When a < 0.5, this upper bound, though very large, does not give the correct 
upper limit of the effective range because for such small a the integrand de-
creases very slowly to zero and the actual effective upper bound is much larger 
than the above estimate. For such a's It seems that we need to use the closed 
form (6.15) of the integral rather than computing it by numerical quadrature. 
6.6 Numerical results 
The values of the pdf for a wide range of a, f3 and w have been computed to 
six decimal place precision using the formulae (6.13) ,(6.17) and (6.22) in whIch 
the range of the integrals are shortened using the method shown in the last 
section. As in the previous chapters, the Clenshaw-Curtis routine has been 
used for the evaluation. The routine stops if two successive values differ by 
less than 5 x 10-6 so that the expected accuracy is at least five decimal places. 
It has been found that for a = 1 accurate values (to five decimal places) were 
obtained for any value of f3 in the range -1 SO; f3 SO; 1 and for all nonnegative 
w up to a value as large as 1000 
For a i' 1,2 and w i' 0, accurate values were obtained for any f3 in the range 
-1 SO; f3 < 1 and for all w except when a < 0.1 and w < 0.01. 
For 0 < a < 0.5 and w = 0, the formula (6.17) does not give accurate enough 
values. Therefore we have to use the formula (6 15) for the pdf in closed form. 
- ---- -- -----------------------------~ 
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For this to work, a good Gamma function generating routine is necessary. One 
such simple routine can be found in Press et al.[90] 
To indicate the efficiency of the method (6.13) and (6.22), some numerical 
results with the corresponding number of real function evaluations used are 
displayed in the Table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 at the end of this chapter. 
6.7 Conclusion 
The present method of optimal contour has effectively transformed the oscil-
latory integral defining the pdf into another real integral of finite range except 
for the special cases Cl< of 1, W = 0 and Cl< = 2. The transformed integrals can be 
found by any general-purpose quadrature rule such as Clenshaw Curtis if the 
effective ranges of the integrals can be found efficiently. By a thorough inspec-
tion of the integrands, the author discovered the simple forms (6.13) and (6.22) 
of the integrands. These forms allow the specific points at which the maxIma 
of the integrands are attained can be computed usmg elementary techniques 
and hence effectIve ranges can be found for the evaluation of the pdf With 
the help of (6.15) which gives the pdf in closed form when Cl< of l,w = 0 the 
problem of finding pdf for all W ~ 0 in the specific ranges given by (68) is 
practically solved except for the special case Cl< = 2. This makes possible the 
computation of the df for all the stable distrIbutions other than the normal 
distribution. Since the integral defining the df is not oscillatory, the present 
method of optimal contour is not the appropriate tool for its evaluation and 
the method of finding the df will not be further pursued in this thesis, and 
standard methods can be applied. 
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Q-1 
f3 --1 f3-1 f3 - -0.5 f3 - 05 
w pdf value f.e. pdf value f.e. pdf value f.e. pdfvalue 
0.000 0.262238 255 0.262238 255 0.292520 63 0.292520 
0001 0262325 511 0.262153 255 0.292620 63 0.292421 
0010 0263093 511 0261375 255 0.293505 63 0.291510 
0.1 0270231 511 0.253187 255 0.301064 63 0.281390 
0.2 0.276768 511 0.243413 255 0.306137 63 0.268484 
0.4 0.283643 511 0.222772 255 0.302506 31 0.240007 
06 0278904 511 0201978 255 0.277171 31 0.211131 
08 0.258856 511 0182047 255 0.232529 31 0.184106 
1.0 0.221761 511 0.163531 255 0.179278 31 0.159936 
1.2 0.170100 511 0.146673 127 0.130642 31 0.138878 
1.4 0.112057 511 0.131528 127 0.093932 63 0.120801 
1.6 0059895 511 0.118038 127 0.068910 31 0.105402 
1.8 0.024031 255 0.106085 127 0052236 63 0.092326 
2.0 0.006507 127 0.095524 127 0.040887 31 0.081224 
2.5 0.000015 31 0.074246 127 0024723 31 0.060152 
3.0 0.000000 31 0.058639 127 0.016646 31 0.045800 
3.5 0.000000 31 0.047068 127 0.012018 63 0.035762 
4.0 0.000000 31 0.038364 127 0009110 63 0028548 
4.5 0.000000 31 0.031716 127 0.007157 63 0023231 
5.0 0.000000 31 0.026559 127 0.005779 63 0019221 
55 0.000000 31 0022500 127 0004769 31 0016135 
60 0.000000 31 0.019262 127 0.004005 31 0013717 
8.0 0.000000 31 0.011266 127 0.002260 63 0.007904 
10.0 0.000000 31 0.007298 255 0.001455 63 0005098 
20.0 0.000000 31 0.001799 63 0.000372 31 0.001268 
40.0 0.000000 31 0.000434 63 0.000095 31 0.000311 
600 0000000 31 0000189 31 0.000043 31 0.000137 
800 0000000 31 0.000105 31 0000024 31 0000077 
100.0 0.000000 31 0.000067 31 0000016 31 0000049 
1200 0000000 31 0.000046 31 0000011 31 0.000034 
1600 0.000000 31 0.000026 31 0000006 31 0000019 
200.0 0.000000 31 0.000016 31 0.000004 31 0.000012 
Table 6 1: The pdf values for Q = 1, {3 = ±1, ±O.5 computed using 
(6.13). 
f.e. 
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127 
127 
127 
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31 
31 
31 
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31 
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a =0.25 a= 0.75 
f3 = -0.25 f3 = 0.25 f3 = -0.5 f3 = 0.5 
w pdf value f e. pdf value f e. pdf value f.e. pdf value 
0.001 6354707 1023 4.441725 1023 0.080969 31 0080694 
0010 2690676 1023 1.589723 1023 0.082230 63 0079472 
0.100 0511692 511 0.289906 511 0.096872 31 0.068780 
1.000 0.057426 127 0032756 127 0342108 63 0.025887 
1.500 0.037675 127 0.021548 127 0.236740 63 0.018121 
2.000 0.027794 127 0015928 127 0.156331 127 0.013550 
2.500 0.021894 127 0012566 63 0.108045 127 0.010598 
3.000 0.017986 127 0.010336 31 0078470 127 0.008563 
3500 0015214 31 0.008753 31 0.059414 127 0.007093 
4000 0013150 31 0.007573 31 0.046521 127 0.005990 
4500 0011557 31 0.006661 31 0.037425 127 0.005140 
5.000 0.010292 63 0.005936 31 0.030779 127 0.004468 
5.500 0.009264 63 0005346 31 0025779 127 0.003926 
6.000 0.008412 63 0004858 31 0.021924 127 0003483 
6.500 0.007697 63 0.004447 31 0.018888 127 0003115 
7.000 0007087 63 0.004097 31 0016453 127 0.002805 
7500 0006562 63 0.003795 31 0.014471 127 0.002542 
8.000 0.006105 63 0.003533 63 0.012835 127 0.002316 
8500 0.005704 63 0.003302 63 0.011468 127 0.002120 
9.000 0.005350 63 0.003098 63 0.010314 127 0.001950 
9500 0005034 63 0.002916 63 0.009331 127 0001800 
10.000 0.004752 63 0.002754 63 0.008485 127 0001668 
20.000 0.002161 63 0.001258 63 0002377 255 0000572 
40.000 0.000971 63 0.000567 63 0000679 255 0.000186 
60.000 0000605 31 0000354 31 0.000329 127 0.000095 
80.000 0000431 31 0000253 31 0.000197 127 0.000058 
100.000 0.000332 31 0.000195 31 0.000132 255 0000040 
200.000 0.000146 31 0000086 31 0.000039 127 0.000012 
300.000 0.000090 31 0.000053 31 0.000019 127 0.000006 
400.000 0.000064 31 0.000038 31 0000011 63 0000004 
Table 6 2: The pdf values for a = 0.25,,8 = ±0.25, and a = 0.75,,8 = 
±0.5 computed using (6.22). 
f.e. 
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Cl! = 1.25 Cl! = 1.75 
f3 - -0.5 f3 - 0 5 f3 - -0.75 f3 - 0.75 
w pdfvalue f.e. pdf value f e. pdf value f.e. pdf value 
0001 0.157731 511 0.157950 1023 0.271993 1023 0.272102 
0.010 0.156750 511 0.158937 511 0.271496 1023 0.272585 
0100 0.147189 255 0.169042 255 0265954 255 0.276810 
1000 0.077421 127 0.273580 127 0.175119 63 0250112 
1.500 0.055159 127 0.288897 127 0.121167 63 0.190437 
2.000 0.040255 127 0.236089 63 0078547 63 0.123195 
2.500 0.030134 127 0.145219 63 0.049080 63 0.067783 
3000 0023111 63 0.073991 63 0.030403 63 0.032134 
3.500 0.018120 63 0037616 63 0.019124 63 0.013598 
4.000 0.014488 127 0021359 63 0.012418 63 0.005535 
4.500 0.011787 63 0.013552 63 0008390 63 0.002434 
5.000 0.009737 31 0.009324 63 0.005902 31 0001272 
5500 0.008152 31 0.006793 31 0004309 31 0000790 
6.000 0.006907 63 0.005162 31 0003248 63 0.000550 
6.500 0.005913 31 0004050 31 0.002516 63 0.000408 
7.000 0.005110 63 0003259 31 0.001993 63 0.000314 
7.500 0.004453 31 0.002676 31 0.001610 31 0.000249 
8.000 0003910 31 0002234 31 0.001322 31 0.000202 
8.500 0003457 31 0.001892 31 0.001100 31 0.000167 
9.000 0003074 31 0.001621 31 0.000927 31 0.000139 
9.500 0.002750 31 0.001404 31 0.000789 31 0.000118 
10.000 0.002472 31 0.001226 31 0.000679 31 0.000101 
20000 0.000561 31 0000219 31 0.000093 31 0000013 
40.000 0.000122 31 0000043 31 0000014 31 0000002 
60.000 0.000049 31 0.000017 31 0000004 31 0000001 
80.000 0.000026 31 0.000009 31 0000002 31 0.000000 
100.000 0.000016 31 0.000005 31 0.000001 31 0.000000 
200.000 0.000003 31 0.000001 31 0.000000 31 0.000000 
300.000 0000001 31 0.000000 31 0.000000 31 0000000 
400.000 0000001 31 0000000 31 0.000000 31 0000000 
Table 6.3: The pdfvalues for Cl< = 1.25,,6 = ±O.25, and Cl< = 1.75,,6 = 
±O.5 computed using (6.22). 
f.e. 
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Chapter 7 
Overall conclusions 
7.1 A brief review 
In this thesiS, we propose and develop a general method for computing oscil-
latory integrals of the form 
t f(x) exp(iwq(x)) dx 
where w is large and the upper limit b may be finite or infinite. The method 
is called the method of optimal contours in which the interval of integratIOn IS 
trarlSformed to an equivalent contour in the complex plane and consequently 
the problem of evaluating the original OSCillatory mtegral reduces to the eval-
uation of one or more contour integrals. Special contours, called the optimal 
contours, are devised and used in such a way that the resultmg real integrals 
are non-oscillatory and have rapidly decreasmg mtegrands towards one end of 
the integratIOn range. Essentially, this transforms the original oscillatory inte-
gral mto a real non-oscillatory one The resulting real integrals are then easily 
computed usmg any general purpose quadrature rule (the Clenshaw-Curtis 
rule is adopted in thiS thesis) 
213 
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In Chapter 1 of the thesis, a survey on the most basic quadrature methods 
and their fundamental mathematical backgrounds is presented. Some principle 
theorems are stated and proved, and the convergence and stabillty of the 
general methods discussed. More emphasis has been put on the Clenshaw-
Curtis quadrature which is the main tool used for the testing throughout the 
work. Some basic methods using accelerators are also included as these are 
the fundamental means for computing OSCIllatory integrals in the literature. 
In Chapter 2, the optimal contour is defined and its general properties anal-
ysed. Some derivations and examples are presented. The idea of optImal 
contours will be applled throughout the remaining parts of the thesIS 
In Chapter 3, The method of optimal contours is tested with q(x) = xf3 and 
b = 00. Computational formulae are derived and supportmg theorems stated 
and proved. The power of the method is demonstrated by testing it on a WIde 
range of functIOns f(x). If f(x) are classified into types of e""'" and z-=, 
the efficiency of the method is shown to be enhanced by adopting an optimal 
contour which is tailored for the type of functions to which f(x) belongs. 
Formulae for effective ranges for the final integrals are proposed. The efficiency 
of the method is further enhanced by integrating the integral over a shortened 
effective range. 
In Chapter 4, the same idea is applied to the oscillatory integral of finite range 
to good effect. The method is tested with a number of specific elementary q(x) 
when the interval of integration is firute. Computational formulae are derIved 
and supporting theorems stated and proved. The power of the method is 
demonstrated by testing it on a wide range of functions f(x). Some smgular 
integrals are computed successfully for the case q( x) = In x over [0, b] with 
even or odd test functions f(x). The efficiency of the method is shown to be 
enhanced by integrating the final integrals over effective ranges. Examples on 
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the use of Newton's method are given. 
In Chapter 5, the method of optimal contours is applied successfully to Laplace 
transform inversion. In addition to the groups of test functions used in the 
literature, a new group is introduced to illustrate the use of resldues. 
In Chapter 6 the method is applied to the computation of probability density 
for stable distributions as the problem can be reduced to the evaluations of 
oscillatory integrals of the type considered above. The method is found to 
be very efficient with special techniques being devised to locate the effective 
range of integration. 
The work in Chapter 3 has been published (Evans and Chung [33]). Each of 
the topics in Chapter 4, 5 and 6 are being prepared for publication. 
7.2 Some advantages of the method 
The method has a solid theoretical background which is easy to understand. 
Cauchy's theorem or the residue theorem in complex analysis is the main tool 
for the work. The theory assures that the transformed integral has a non-
oscillatory but rapidly decreasing integrand and therefore any general purpose 
quadrature rule can be used to compute efficiently the values provided that the 
effective range is not too small relative to the size of the interval of the trans-
formed mtegral. Very accurate values can be obtained by this method using 
high order quadrature rule over the effective range of the transformed inte-
grals. In terms of accuracy and efficiency, the method IS very competitive and 
has been compared favourably with methods proposed by other authors. The 
present method, though relies on an analytical formula (m polar coordmates, 
for example) 
G(r, IJ) = constant 
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ofthe optimal contour, still works fine by employing Newton's method in many 
cases when the contour cannot be put in an analytically computable form 
r = g(B). This indicates the more general application scope of the method. 
In the literature, different treatments are employed for the finite range and in-
finite range cases since the latter requires accelerators for summing the partial 
integrals. In the present method, the same principle is used to get one or two 
optimal contours respectively for the two cases. 
The method is particularly valuable when the complex mtegral arises naturally 
from physical problems. One such example is the Laplace transform inversion 
treated in Chapter 5. The water wave problem in Ehrenmark [22] gives another 
example of contour integral of similar nature. 
In the method, complex arithmetic is being used. This is ineVItable for com-
puting contour integrals on the complex plane. For real problems It seems 
that using real arithmetic, which is four times faster, is more advantageous 
than using complex arithmetic. However, because of the poor convergence 
of subdivision strategies, the complex approach is very competitive compared 
WIth the real approach used by other authors especially for the infinite range 
case. Moreover, for the number of function evaluations quoted in the thesis, 
we have tested for convergence to give a factor of two and often get two in-
tegrals for the pnce of one to gIve another factor of two. For the finite range 
cases where two contour integrals have to be evaluated the present method has 
higher efficiency than the classical method of Ehrenmark. It also shows its su-
periority over the classical method of Levin m its h1gh accuracy and simplicity 
of implementation. 
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7.3 Some disadvantages 
In the present method, complex arlthmetic is being used. That makes the 
computer programnung a little complicated. Also the complex arithmetic is 
four times slower than real arithmetic. 
Since analytical formulae of the optimal contours have to be derived analyt-
ically and hence the method cannot be used with experimental data. Some-
times, optimal contours cannot be found easily in closed form. Some analysis 
has to be carried out to understand the shape of the optimal contours and 
some more analysis to justIfy the method using Cauchy's or the residue theo-
rem before the method can be used with full confidence. 
7.4 Future development 
To end the thesis, we mention some possible developments of the present 
method. 
In addltion to the contour integrals for Laplace transform inversion, there are 
other applicatious on complex integrals occurred naturally like water wave. 
The present method can be used for solving such kind of problems efficiently. 
One direction for generalisation of the present method is to explore the possi-
bllity of extension to Bessel type oscillation. 
An approach to improvement is to generate quadrature rules specially for 
contour integrals of the present type. Efficiency may be further enhanced if 
such a rule can be generated. 
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Appendix A 
Computer program listings 
In this appendIX, we include the listings of the computer programs for the algo-
rithms of the method of optimal contours discussed in Chapters 3 to 6. These 
programs were written in Pascal and were run on a SUN Ultra II workstation 
in the experiments. 
A.1 Some basic routines 
This sectIOn contains the listings of the basic routines which are used in the 
main programs for the methods developed in the chapters. These include the 
following files' 
complex.p This contains all the routines for all the basic complex opera-
tions as well as some real operations which are not internally 
defined in Pascal. 
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ecfft.p 
eeffts.p 
nellton.p 
This IS the general Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature routine for 
computing integrals of a complex function (or two real func-
tions) over a finite interval. The technique of Fast Fourier 
Transforms has been incorporated into the procedure to reduce 
the running time substantially when the number of function 
evaluations is relatively large, say, more than 512. 
This is the Clenshaw-Curtis routine for a single real function -
a variant of the above ecfft. p ThIs will be used in programs 
for the statistIcal applications in Chapter 6. 
This is the Newton-Raphson procedure for solving nonlinear 
equations. This will be nsed when the position of points lying 
on the optimal contour cannot be solved analytically. 
eefftntn.p This is another variant of the above eefft .p. This is the 
fune.p 
Clenshaw-Curtis routme for a complex function when the op-
timal contour is determined by Newton's method. 
This contaIns the routines definmg the test functIOns. 
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File complex. p 
{Filename: com~lex.p 
This file cons1sts of the code for all the standard real and complex 
operations and functions.} 
const 
type 
var 
pi=3.141592653589793238e+00; 
compl=record 
re, im:float; 
end; 
z, zl, z2, cw:compl; 
czero: compl:=[O.O, 0.0]; 
cone :compl :=[1.0, 0.0]; 
ctwo :compl :=[2.0, 0.0]; 
cthree:compl:=[3.0, 0.0]; 
cfour:compl :=[4.0, 0.0]; 
cfive:compl :=[5.0, 0.0]; 
csix :compl :=[6.0, 0.0]; 
ceight:compl:=[8.0, 0.0]; 
cimag:compl :=[0.0, 1.0]; 
c19 :compl :=[19.0,0.0]; 
function intpart(x:float):integer; 
begm 
if x>=O.O then intpart:=trunc(x) else 
{ integral part } 
end; 
if abs(trunc(x)-x)<1.0e-l00 then intpart:=trunc(x) 
intpart:=trunc(x)-l; 
else 
function ssin(x:float):float; { a revised sine} 
const eps=1.0e-l00; 
var n: integer; 
begin 
y,v:float; 
n:=trunc(X!p1); 
y:=x-n*pi; 
1f (abs(y)<eps) or (abs(y-p1)< eps) or (abs(y+pi)<eps) 
then v:=O.O 
else v:=sm(x); 
ssin:=v; 
end; 
function coss(x:float):float; 
const halfpi=1.570!9632679489661ge+00; 
var v,y:float; n:1nteger; 
begin 
if abs(cos(x»>1.0e-l0 then 
v:= cos (x) else 
begin 
n:=trunc(abs(x)!halfpi); 
y:=abs(x)-n*halfpi; 
case n mod 4 of 
0: v:=ssin(halfpi-y); 
1: v:=-ssin(y); 
2: v:=-ssin(halfpi-y); 
3: v:=ssin(y); 
end; 
coss:=v; 
{ a revised cosine } 
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end; 
end; 
coss:= v; 
funct10n cosh(x:float):float; 
var v,value:float; 
beg1n 
end; 
if x>700.0 then value:=O.5e304 else 
if x<-700.0 then value:=-O.5e304 else 
begin 
v:=exp(x); 
value:=(v+l.0/v)/2.0; 
end; 
cosh: =value; 
function sinh(x:float):float; 
var v, value: float; 
begin 
end; 
if x>700.0 then value:=O.5e304 else 
1f x<-700.0 then value:=-O.5e304 else 
beg1n 
v:=exp(x); 
value:=(v-l.0/v)/2.0; 
end; 
s1nh:=value; 
function tanh(x:float):float; 
var value: float; 
begin 
end; 
1f x>700.0 then value:=1.0 else 
value:=s1nh(x)/cosh(x); 
tanh:=value; 
function tan(x:float):float; 
var s,c:float; 
begin 
end; 
s: =ssin (x) ; 
c:=coss(x); 
tan:= sIc; 
funct10n sec(x:float):float; 
begin 
sec:=1.0/coss(x); 
end; 
function cot(x:float):float; 
begin 
cot:=coss(x)/sin(x); 
end; 
function arccos (x:float):float; 
var t,y:float; 
begm 
if abs(x»1.0 then vriteln('Argument>l in arccos.'); 
if abs(x)<1.0e-40 then arccos:= pi/2.0 
else 
beg1n 
y:=abs(1.0-x*x); 
y:=sqrt(y)/x; 
t:=arctan(y); 
if x>O.O then arccos:= t 
else arccos:= p1+t; 
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end; 
end; 
function arcs in (x:float):float; 
beg1n 
arcsin:=pi/2.0-arccos(x); 
end; 
function arcsinh(t:float):float; 
beg1n 
arcsinh:=ln(t+sqrt(1.0+t*t»; 
end; 
function arccosh(t:float):float; 
var s,y,arc:float; 
begin 
end; 
if t<1.0 then vriteln('Argument less than 1 1n arccosh.'); 
s:= abs(t-1.0); 
1f s<1.0e-40 then begin 
y:=sqrt(2*s)*(1+s/4-s*s/32) + s; 
arc:=y*(1.0+y*(-0.5+y*(1.0/3.0+y*(-0.25+0.2*y»»; 
end else 
arc:=ln(t+sqrt(t*t-l.O»; 
arccosh:=arc; 
funct10n pover(x:float; m:integer):float; 
beg1n 
if m=O then pover:=l.O 
else pover:=m*pover(x,m-l); 
end; 
function rpov(x:float;p:float):float; 
begm 
end; 
if abs(p)<1.Oe-80 then rpov:=l.O else 
if abs(x)<1.0e-280 then rpov:=O.O 
else 1f x<O.O then rpov:=-exp(p*ln(-x» 
else rpov:=exp(p*ln(x»; 
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function invpov(x:float;n:integer):float; 
var vi: float; 
{lxl-(l/n) } 
begin 
vl:=ln(abs(x»/n; 
invpov:=exp(vl); 
end; 
function tvopov(n:integer):integer; 
begm 
1f n=O then tvopov:=l 
else tvopov:=tvopov(n-l)*2; 
end; 
function S(m,s:integer):float; forward; 
{ 2-n, for FFT } 
funct10n C(m,s:integer):float; {C=cos(pi*s/2-m)} 
begin{C} 
1f s=O then C:=l.O else 
if s=tvopov(m-l) then C:=O.O else 
if s=tvopov(m) then C:=-l.O else 
if s=tvopov(m-2) then C:=1/sqrt(2) else 
if «s-l) mod 2=0) and (O<s) and (s<tvopov(m-2» then 
C:=COSS(p1*S/tvopov(m» else 
if «s-l) mod 2=0) and (tvopov(m-2)<s) and (s<tvopov(m-l» then 
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C:=S(m.twopow(m-l)-s) else 
if «s mod 2) =0) and (O<s) and (s<twopow(m-l» then 
C:=C(m-l. s d1v 2) else 
if (twopow(m-l)<s) and (s<twopow(m» then C:=-C(m.twopow(m)-s) 
else 
begin C:=100.0; writeln('In C. s 1S out of range');end; 
end;{C} 
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function S(m.s:integer):float; {S=sin(pi*s/2-m)} 
beg1n{S} 
1f s=O then S:=O.O else 
1f s=twopow(m) then S:=O.O else 
if s=twopow(m-l) then S:=1.0 else 
if s=twopow(m-2) then S:=1/sqrt(2) else 
if «s-l) mod 2=0) and (O<s) and (s<{=}twopow(m-2» then 
S:=sin(pi*s/twopow(m» else 
if «s-l) mod 2=0) and (twopow(m-2)<s) and (s<twopow(m-l» then 
S:=C(m.twopow(m-l)-s) else 
1f «s mod 2) =0) {and (O<s) and (s<twopow(m-l»} then 
S:=S(m-l. s div 2) else 
if (twopow(m-l)<s) and (s<twopow(m» then S:=S(m.twopow(m)-s) 
else 
begin S:=100.0; writeln('In C. s is out of range');end; 
end; {S} 
{The followings are complex operations and functions-----------------} 
function ccomp(x.y:float):compl; 
var cw: compl ; 
begin 
cw.re:=x; cw.im:=y; ccomp:= cw; 
end; 
function cplus(x.y: compl):compl; 
var cw:compl; 
begin 
end; 
cW.re:=x.re + y.re 
cw.im:=x.im + y.1m 
cplus:= cw; 
function cminus(x.y:compl):compl; 
var cw: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cW.re:=x.re - y.re; 
cw.1m:=x.im - y.im; 
cminus:=cw; 
function scalarmul(scalar:float; z:compl):compl; 
var cw:compl; x.y:fIoat; 
begin 
end; 
x:=z.re; y:=z.im; 
cw. re: = scalar*x; cw. im: =scalar*y; 
scalarmul:=cw; 
funct10n cmminus(x:compl):compl; 
var cw: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cw.re:=-x.re; CV.1m:= -x.~m; 
cmmlnus:=cw; 
function cmul(x.y:compl):compl; 
{ x.y -> z } 
{addition} 
{subtractiion} 
{scalar multipln} 
{ multn by -1 } 
{multiplication} 
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var cw: compl; 
begin 
cw.re:=x.re*y.re - x.im*y.im 
cw.~m:=x.re*y.~m + x.~m*y.re 
cmul:=cw; 
end; 
function cdiv(x,y:compl):compl; 
var cw: compl; w:float; 
begm 
w:= y.re*y.re +y.im*y.im ; 
if abs(w) <1.0e-200 then 
begin 
end; 
end 
else 
begin 
end; 
wr~te~~('D~vision.~y ze:o in cd~v.'); 
cw.re.-O.O, cw.~m.-O.O , 
cw.re:=(x.re*y.re+x.im*y.im)/w; 
cw.~m:=(x.im*y.re-x.re*y.im)/w; 
cdiv:= cv; 
function cexp(x:compl):compl; 
var cw: compl; w:float; 
begin 
if x.re>700.0 then w:=1.0e304 else 
w:=exp(x.re); 
end; 
cw.re:=w*coss(x.im); cw.im:=w*sin(x.im); 
cexp:=cw; 
function csin (x:compl):compl; 
var cw: compl; 
begm 
end; 
cw.re:=s~n(x.re)*cosh(x.im); 
cw.~m:=coss(x.re)*s~nh(x.im); 
csin:-cw; 
function ccos(x:compl):compl; 
var cw: compl; 
begln 
end; 
cw.re:=coss(x.re)*cosh(x.im); 
cw.im:=-ssln(x.re)*slnh(x.lm); 
CCOS:=CV; 
function ccosh(z:compl):compl; 
var w,cw:compl; 
begln 
end; 
w:=scalarmul(-1.0 z); 
cw:= cplus(cexp(z~,cexp(w); 
ccosh:=scalarmul(0.5,cw) 
function csech(z:compl):compl; 
var w,cw, cw1,value: compl; 
begln 
if (abs(z.re»700.0) then value:=czero 
else 
begln 
cw:= cexp(z); 
w:=cmminus(z); 
cwl:=cexp(w) ; 
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end; 
cw:= cplus(cw, cwl); 
value:=cd1v(ctwo,cw); 
end; 
csech: =value; 
function cmod(x: compl):float; 
begln 
cmod:=sqrt(x.re*x.re+x.1m*x.lm); 
end; 
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function carg(x:compl):float; 
var wl, pv: float; 
{ -P1 <= theta < pi} 
begin 
else 
end; 
if (abs(x.re)<1.0e-300) and (abs(x.1m)<1.0e-300) 
then carg:=O.O else 
if abs(x.re)<1.0e-300 then 
1f x.lm>O.O then carg:=pi/2.0 
else carg:=-pi/2.0 
1f abs(x.im)<1.0e-300 then 
else 
begin 
end ; 
1f x.re>O.O then carg:=O.O 
else carg: =-pi 
wl:=x.re/x.im; 
1f abs(wl)<1.0e-20 then 
if wl>O.O then 
pv:=pi/2.0 -wl+wl*wl*wl/3.0 
else pv:=-pi/2.0 -wl+wl*wl*wl/3.0 
else pv:=arctan(x.im/x.re); 
if x.re>O.O then carg:= pv 
else 
if pv>O.O then carg:= pv-~i 
else carg:=pv+P1; 
function cargl(x:compl):float; 
var wl, pv, pvl: float; 
{O<= theta <2p1} 
begin 
end; 
if (abs(x.re)<1.0e-300) and (abs(x.im)<1.0e-300) 
then cargl:=O.O 
else if abs(x.re)<1.0e-300 then 
1f x.im>O.O then cargl:=p1/2.0 
else cargl:=3.0*pi/2.0 
else 1f abs(x.im)<1.0e-300 then 
if x.re>O.O then cargl:=O.O 
else cargl : =pi 
else 
begin 
end; 
wl:=x.re/x.im; 
if abs(wl)<1.0e-20 then 
if wl>O.O then 
pv:=3.0*pi/2.0 -wl+wl*wl*wl/3.0 
else pv:=-p1/2.0 -wl+wl*wl*wl/3.0 
else pv:=arctan(x. im/x.re); 
if x.re >0.0 then pvl:= pv 
else if pv>O.O then pvl:= pv - pi 
else pvl:= pv + pi ; 
if pvl<-1.0e-12 then pvl:=pvl + 2.O*pi; 
cargl:= pvl 
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function carg2(x:compl):float; 
var vl, pv, pvl: float; 
begin 
{ -2pi < theta <= 0 } 
1f (abs(x.re)<1.0e-300) and (abs(x.im)<1.0e-300) 
then carg2:=0.0 
else 1f abs(x.re)<1.0e-300 then 
else 
begin 
if x.im>O.O then carg2:=-3.0*pi/2.0 
else carg2:=-pi/2.0 
else if abs(x.im)<1.0e-300 then 
if x.re>O.O then carg2:=0.0 
else carg2: =-pi 
vl:=x.re/x.1m; 
if abs(vl)<1.0e-20 then 
1f vl>O.O then 
pv:=-3.0*pi/2.0 -vl+vl*vl*vl/3.0 
else pv:=-pi/2.0 -vl+vl*vl*vl/3.0 
else pv:=arctan(x.1m/x.re); 
if x.re >0.0 then pvl:= pv 
else if pv>O.O then pvl:= pv - pi 
else pvl:= pv + pi ; 
if pvl>1.0e-15 then pvl:=pvl - 2.0*P1; 
carg2:= pvl 
end; 
end; 
function csqrt (x:compl):compl; 
var vl, v2: float; cv: compl; 
begin 
end; 
vl:= sqrt(cmod(x»; 
v2:= carg(x)/2.0; 
cV.re := vl*coss(v2); 
cv.im := vl*sin(v2); 
csqrt := cv; 
function csqrtl (x: compl): compl; 
var vl, v2: float; cv: compl; 
begin 
end; 
vl:= sqrt(cmod(x»; 
v2:= cargl(x)/2.0; 
cV.re := vl*coss(v2); 
CV.1m := vl*sln(v2); 
csqrtl:= cv; 
function cln (x:compl): compl; 
var cv: compl; v2:float; 
begin 
end; 
cv.re:= In(cmod(x)); 
v2:=carg(x); 
cv.im:=w2; 
cln:= cv; 
function carctan(x:compl):compl; 
var cv, cvl:compl; 
vl: float; 
begin 
vl:=x.re*x.re + x.1m*x.im ; 
cvl.re:= 1.0-vl; cvl.im:=2.0*x.re; 
if abs(vl-l.0)<=1.0e-50{15} then 
if x.re>O.O then cv.re:=pi/4.0 
else cv.re:=-pi/4.0 
{ -pi <= theta < pi } 
{ 0 <= theta < 2pi } 
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end; 
else cv.re := carg(cvl)/2.0; 
CV.1m := In((x.re*x.re+(1+x.im)*(1+x.1m))/ (x.re*x.re+(1-x.1m)*(1-x.im»)/4.0 
carctan:=cv; 
function creal(x:float):compl; 
var cv: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cv.re:=x; 
creal:=cv; 
cv.im:=O.O; 
function cim(x:float):compl; 
var cv:compl; 
begin 
end; 
cw.re:=O.O; CV.1m:=x; 
cim:=cv; 
funct10n cpov(z:compl;p:real):compl; 
var r,th,c,s:float; 
begm 
eipth:compl; 
end; 
r:=cmod(z)· 
th:=carg(z$; 
c:=coss(p*th); s:=sin(p*th); 
eipth:=ccomp(c,s); 
if abs(r)<1.0e-80 then cpov:=ccomp(O.O,O.O) 
else cpov:=scalarmul(rpov(r,p),eipth); 
function W(m,s:integer):compl; 
var z: compl; 
begm 
end; 
z.re:=C(m,s) 
z.im:=S(m,s) 
W:=z; 
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{ z·p } 
{ for FFT } 
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File ecfft. p 
{Filename:ccfft.p} 
function ccprfft 
{ 
(function f(x:float):compl; 
a,b,toler:float; 
maxccstep:integer; 
endopt:endpointoption;erropt:precislonoption):compl; 
Compute the integral of a complex f over the interval [a,b] 
uSlng Clenshav CUrtis vith fft. 
ccstep is the maxlmum dlVlsion steps of the interval. 
toler is the precision. 
If f(a)=O, set endopt=zeroat_a. If f(b)=O set endopt=zeroat_b. 
If f(a)=f(b)=O, endopt=zeroat_ab. Othervise, endopt=general. 
If significant digltS lS requlred, set erropt=slgnlflcant. 
If declmal diglts lS required, set erropt=decimal. 
} 
var tem,htem,oldint,integral,diff:compl; 
tpq,j,k,qq,n:integer; 
h,g:complexarray; 
p,q,indexre,lndexim,tolerre,tolerlm:float; 
br:array[O .. nn] of integer; 
procedure fftstep(qq:integer;var h:complexarray); 
fft, n=2-qq} 
var 
{n point 
n,m,k,j,jj,halflength,klength:integer; 
tem,htem:compl; 
begin 
n:=tvopov(qq);br[O]:=O; 
for m:=O to qq-l do begin {m =lndex for columns} 
halflength:=tvopov(qq-m-l); {half length of each block} 
for k:=O to tvopov(m)-l do begin {k=index for blocks} 
klength:=k*halflength*2; 
for J:=(klength) to (klength+halflength-l) do begin 
jj:=J+halflength; {J=index for rovs} 
if (k=O) then tem:=h[jJ] {multn by l} 
else if k=l then tem:=cmul(h[jj],cimag) {multn by i} 
else tem:=cmul(h[jJ],W(m,br[k]»; 
htem:=h[j]; {the butterfly evaln starts} 
h[j]:=cplus(htem,tem); 
h[jj]:=cmlnus(htem,tem); {the butterfly evaln ends} 
end; 
end; 
for k:=O to tvopov(m)-l do br[k]:=2*br[k];{blt reverse step} 
for k:=tvopov(m) to tvopov(m+l)-l do 
br[k]:=br[k-tvopov(m)]+l; 
end; 
end; {fftstep} 
function ccstep(n:lnteger;q:float;h:complexarray):compl; 
{The n+l pOlnt CC routlne. h is the coefficients obtained by fft. 
q is the scallng factor of the transformation from [a,b] to [-l,l].} 
var g:complexarray; 
sum:compl; 
k,m:integer· begin{ccs~ 
m:=n dlV 2; 
for k:=O to m do g[k]:=h[br[2*k)); 
sum:=scalarmul(-O.5,g[O); 
{unscramble h } 
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for k:=l to m-l do 
sum:=cplus(sum,scalarmul(1.0/(4.0*k*k-l),g[k]»; 
sum: =cplus (sum,scalarmul(O. 5/(n*n-l) ,g[m]»; 
ccstep:=scalarmul(-2*q/n,sum); 
end; {cc step} 
begin{ccprfft} 
p:= (b+a)/2.0; q:= (b-a)/2.0; 
oldint.re:=2.0; oldint.im:=2.0; 
br[O]:=O; 
gq:=l; 
1f endopt=zeroat_a then 
begin h[O]:=f(b);cumf:=cumf+l;h[l]:=czero;end else 
if endopt=zeroat_b then 
begin h[O]:=czero;h[l] :=f(a);cumf:=cumf+l;end else 
if endopt=zeroat_ab then 
begin h[O]:=czero;h[l]:=czero;end else 
begin h[0]:=f(b);h[1]:=f(a);cumf:=cumf+2;end; 
fftstep(qq,h); 
repeat 
n:=twopow(qq); 
tpq:=n-l; 
for J:=O to (n div 2 -1) do begin 
g[j]:=f(p+q*coss(pi*(2*J+l)/n»; 
cumf:=cWnf+l; 
g[tpq-j] :=g[j]; 
end; 
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fftstep(qq,g); 
for j:=tpq downto 1 do h[2*j]:=h[j]; 
for j:=O to tpq do h[2*j+l]:=g[j]; 
for j:=O to tpq do begin 
{combine h and g} 
tem:=cmul(h[2*j+l],W(qq,br[J]»; 
htem:=h[2*j]; 
h[2*j]:=cplus(htem,tem); 
h[2*j+l]:=cminus(htem,tem); 
{butterfly evaln in} 
{the combined column} 
{of 2"(qq+l) points} 
end; 
for k:=O to tpq do br[k] : =2*br[k] ; {bit reverse step} 
for k:=tpq+l to twopow(qq+l)-l do br[k] :=br [k-twopow(qq)] +1; 
integral:=ccstep(n,q,h); 
if (printlast=false) and (n>17) then 
writeln (n,' ',1ntegral.re,' ',integral.im); 
diff:=cm1nus(1ntegral,old1nt); 
if erropt=sign1f1cant then 
begin 
if abs(integral.re)<1.0e-l00 then indexre:=l else 
indexre:=intpart( In(abs(integral.re»/ln(10.0) ); 
if abs(integral.im)<1.0e-l00 then indexim:=l else 
1ndex1m:=intpart(ln(abs(integral.im»/ln(10.0»; 
tolerre:=toler*exp(indexre*ln(10.0»; 
tolerim:=toler*exp(indexim*ln(10.0»; 
end else 
beg1n tolerre:=toler;tolerim:=toler; end; 
old1nt:=integral; 
qq:=qq+l; 
until ( ( (abs(d1ff.re)<=tolerre) and (abs(d1ff.im)<=tolerim) ) 
and (n>16) ) or (n>=maxccstep); 
ccprfft:=integral; 
end; {ccprfft} 
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File ecffts. p 
{Filename: ccffts.p 
Compute the lntegral of a real f over the interval [a,b] 
uSlng Clenshav Curtis vith fft. 
maxccstep is the maxlmum division steps of the interval. 
toler lS the preclsion. 
If f(a)=O, set endopt=zeroat_a. If f(b)=O set endopt=zeroat_b. 
If f(a)=f(b)=O, endopt=zeroat_ab. Othervise, endopt=~eneral. 
If significant digits is requlred, set erropt=slgniflcant. 
If declmal digits is required, set erropt=decimal.} 
functlon ccprfftreal 
(functlon f(x:float):float; 
a,b,toler:float; 
maxccstep:lnteger; 
endopt:endpointoption;erropt:precisionoption):float; 
var tem,htem:compl; 
oldlnt , lntegral,diff ,p,q, index , tolernev: float; 
tpq,J,k,qq,n:integer; 
h,g:complexarray; 
br:array[O •. nn] of integer; 
procedure fftstep(qq:lnteger;var h:complexarray); 
{n pOlnt fft, n=~"qq, same procedure as in function ccprfft} 
var n,m,k,J,JJ,llalflength,klength:lnteger; 
tem,htem:compl; 
begin {fftstep} 
n:=tvopov(qq);br[O]:=O; 
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for m:=O to qq-l do begin {m =index for columns} 
halflength:=tvopov(qq-m-l); {half length of each block} 
for k:=O to tvopov(m)-l do begin {k=lndex for blocks} 
klength:=k*halflength*2; 
for J:=(klength) to (klength+halflength-l) do begin 
Jj:=J+halflength; {J=index for rovs} 
if (k=O) then tem:=h[jJ] {multn by l} 
else if k=l then tem:=cmul(h[JJ],clmag) {multn by i} 
else tem:=cmul(h[jJ],W(m,br[k]»; 
htem:=h[j]; {the butterfly evaln starts} 
h[j]:=cplus(htem,tem); 
h[Jj]:=cmlnus(htem,tem); {the butterfly evaln ends} 
end; 
end; 
for k:=O to tvopov(m)-l do br[k]:=2*br[k];{bit reverse step} 
for k:=tvopov(m) to twopov(m+l)-l do 
br[k]:=br[k-tvopow(m)]+l; 
end; 
end; {fftstep} 
functlon ccstepreal(n:integer;q:float;h:complexarray):float; 
{The n+l point CC routlne for a single real function. 
h is the coefficients obtained by fft before the flnal unscrambllng. 
q is the scaling factor of the transformatlon from [a,b] to [-l,l].} 
var gg:realarray; 
sum: float; 
k,m:lnteger; 
begin{ccstepreal} 
m:=n dlV 2; 
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for k:=O to m do gg[k]:=h[br[2*k]].re; {unscramble h} 
sum:=-0.5*gg[0] ; 
for k:=l to m-1 do 
sum:=sum+(1.0/(4.0*k*k-1»*gg[k]; 
sum:=sum+(0.5/(n*n-1»*gg[m]; 
ccstepreal:=-2*q*sum/n; 
end; {ccstepreal} 
begin{ccprfftreal} 
p:= (b+a)/2.0; 
q:= (b-a)/2.0; 
oldint:=2.0; 
br[O]:=O; 
qq:=l; 
h[O].im:=O.O;h[l].im:=O.O; 
if endopt=zeroat_a then 
beg1n h[O].re:=f(b);cumf:=cumf+1;h[1].re:=O.O;end else 
if endopt=zeroat_b then 
begin h[O].re:=O.0;h[1].re:=f(a);cumf:=cumf+1;end else 
if endopt=zeroat_ab then 
begin h[O].re:=O.O;h[l).re:=O.O;end else 
begin h[0].re:=f(b);h[1].re:=f(a);cumf:=cumf+2;end; 
fftstep(qq,h); 
repeat 
n:=twopow(qq); 
tpq:=n-1; 
for j:=O to (n d1V 2 -1) do beg1n 
g[j].re:=f(p+q*coss(pi*(2*j+1)/n»; 
g[J] .im:=O.O; 
cumf:=cumf+1; 
g[tpq-j) :=g[J]; 
end; 
fftstep(qq,g); 
for J:=tpq downto 1 do h[2*J]:=h[J]; {comb1ne h and g} 
for J:=O to tpq do h[2*j+1]:=g[j); 
for J:=O to tpq do begin {butterfly evaln 1n} 
tem:=cmul(h[2*j+l),W(qq,br[J)); {the comb1ned column} 
htem:=h[2*j); {of 2-(qq+l) points} 
h[2*J):=cplus(htem,tem);h[2*J).1m:=0.0; 
h[2*J+l]:=cminus(htem,tem);h[2*J+1).im:=0.0; 
end; 
for k:=O to tpq do br[k]:=2*br[k]; {b1t reverse step} 
for k:=tpq+1 to twopow(qq+l)-l do br[k]:=br[k-twopow(qq)]+l; 
integral:=ccstepreal(n,q,h); 
if (printlast=false) and (n>17) then 
wr1teln (n,' ',1ntegral,' cumf=',cumf:2); 
d1ff:=integral-old1nt; 
1f erropt=s1gnif1cant then 
begin 
if abs(1ntegral)<1.0e-100 then index:=l else 
index:=1ntpart( In(abs(integral»/ln(10.0) ); 
tolernew:=toler*exp(index*ln(10.0»; 
end else 
tolernew:=toler; 
oldint:=integral; 
qq:=qq+1; 
until ( (abs(diff)<=tolernew) 
and (n>16) ) or (n>=maxccstep); 
ccprfftreal:=1ntegral; 
end; {ccprfftreal} 
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File newton.p 
{F1lename: newton.p} 
function nevton(function qr(r.th:float):float;th.va.rO:float):float; 
{To solve qr(r.th)=va for r at th v1th start1ng rO.} 
var vl.v2.v3.xO.xl.maxstep.ee:float; 
H:mteger; 
function step(xO:float):float; 
var xl: float; 
beg1n 
vl:=qr(xO.th)-va; 
1f xO+ee>be then 
begin 
end 
v2:=qr(xO-ee.th)-va; 
if abs(v2)<abs(wl) then xl:=xO-ee 
else xl: =be; 
else if xO-ee<ae then 
begin 
w2:=qr(xO+ee.th)-wa; 
if abs(v2)<abs(wl) then xl:=xO+ee 
else xl: =ae; 
end else 
begin 
v2:=qr(xO+ee.th)-wa; 
if abs(v2)<abs(wl) then xl:=xO+ee 
else xl:=xO-ee; 
end; 
step:=xl; 
end; 
begin{newton} 
maxstep:=0.5e+0; ee:=0.05e+0; xl:=rO; 
begin 
xO:=xl+l.0; il:=O; 
vhile (abs(xO-xl»1.0e-14*abs(xl» and (il<100) do 
begin 
11:=11+1; 
xO:=xl; 
v3:=dqr(xO.th); 
end; 
if (abs(v3)<1.0e-3*abs(xO» then xl:=step(xO) else 
beg1n 
xl:=xO-(qr(xO.th)-va)/v3; 
if (xl<=ae) then xl:=ae else 
if xl>be then xl:=be else 
if abs(xl-xO»maxstep then 
begm 
if xl>xO then 
{Newton's method} 
if xO+maxstep/2.0>be then xl:=be 
else xl:=xO+maxstep/2.0 
end; 
end; 
else if xO-maxstep/2.0<ae then xl:=ae 
else xl:=xO-maxstep/2.0; 
if il=100 then vriteln ('Not converged in newton for theta = 
nevton:=xl; 
, • th) ; 
end; 
end; {newton} 
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File ccfftntn. p 
{file: ccfftntn.p 
This function returns the value of \int_C F(z) exp(i omega q(z» dz 
over an optimal contour C on which Re q=q(a). The function compute the 
integral of a complex f over the interval [a,b] uS1ng Clenshaw Curt1s 
with fft where f(s)=integrandform(F,r,s) and the dependence of r on s is 
found by solving qr(r,s)=constk uS1ng Newton's method. (Here r=x, th=s=y.) 
maxccstep is the maximum div1s1on steps of the 1nterval. 
toler is the prec1s1on.} 
function ccprfftn 
(function F(z:compl):compl;constk, 
a,b,toler:float;maxccstep:1nteger; 
endopt:endpo1nto~t1on;erropt:prec1sionoption):compl; 
var tem,htem,old1nt,integral,aiff,ff:compl; 
tpq,j,k,qq,n:integer; 
h,g:complexarray; 
p,q,lndexre,indexim,tolerre,toler1m,rr,rra,mu:float; 
br:array[O .. nn] of integer; 
rarray:realarray; 
procedure fftste~~qq:integer;var h:complexarray); {n pt fft, n=2Aqq} 
var n,m,k,J,JJ,lialflength,klength:1nteger; 
begin 
tem,htem:compl; 
n:=twopow(qq);br[O]:=O; 
for m:=O to qq-l do begin {m =lndex for columns} 
halflength:=twopow(qq-m-l); {half length of each block} 
for k:=O to twopow(m)-l do begin {k=lndex for blocks} 
klength:=k*halflength*2; 
for j:=(klength) to (klength+halflength-l) do begin 
jj:=j+halflength; {j=row 1ndex} 
1f (k=O) then tem:=h[jj] {multn by 1} 
else if k=l then tem:=cmul(h[jj],cimag) {multn by i} 
else tem:=cmul(h[JJ],W(m,br[k]»; 
htem:=h[J]; {the butterfly evaln starts} 
h[j]:=cplus(htem,tem); 
h[JJ]:=cm1nus(htem,tem); {the butterfly evaln ends} 
end; 
end; 
for k:=O to twopow(m)-l do br[k]:=2*br[k];{b1t reverse step} 
for k:=twopow(m) to twopow(m+l)-l do 
br[k]:=br[k-twopow(m)]+l; 
end; 
end; {fftstep} 
function ccstep(n:1nteger;q:float;h:complexarray):compl; 
{The n+l point CC rout1ne. h is the coefficients obtained by fft. 
q is the scaling factor of the transformation from [a,b] to [-l,l].} 
var g:complexarray; 
sum:compl; 
k,m:1nteger; 
begin{ccstep} 
m:=n div 2; 
for k:=O to m do g[k] :=h[br[2*k]]; {unscramble h } 
sum:=scalarmul(-O.5,g[O]); 
for k:=l to m-l do 
sum:=cplus(sum,scalarmul(1.0/(4.0*k*k-l),g[k]»; 
sum:=cplus(sum,scalarmul(O.5/(n*n-l),g[m]»; 
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ccstep:=scalarmul(-2*q/n,sum); 
end;{ccstep} 
begln{ccprfftn} 
p:= (b+a)/2.0; q:= (b-a)/2.0; 
oldint.re:=2.0; oldint.im:=2.0; 
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br[O]:=O; qq:=l; 
rr:=nevton(qr,a,constk,start); 
ff:=integrandform(F,rr,a); 
rarray [2] : =rr; 
{Here a is the initial theta} 
if endopt=zeroat_b then 
begin h[O]:=czero;h[l] :=ff;cumf:=cumf+1;end else 
begin h[O]:=czero;h[l] :=czero; end; 
fftstep(qq,h); 
repeat 
n:=twopow(qq); tpq:=n-1; 
for j:=O to (n div 2 -1) do begin 
mu:=p+q*coss(pi*(2*j+1)/n); 
rra:=rarray[2*j+2]; 
rr:=nevton(qr,mu,constk,rra); 
ff:=1ntegrandform(F,rr,mu); 
g[j]:=ff; cumf:=cumf+1; 
g[tpq-j] :=ff; 
rarray[2*J+1] :=rr; 
end; 
fftstep(qq,g); 
for j:=n downto 1 do rarray[2*J]:=rarray[j]; 
for J:=tpq downto 1 do h[2*j]:=h[J]; {combine h and g} 
for J:=O to tpq do h[2*J+1]:=g[J]; 
for J:=O to tpq do beg1n 
tem:=cmul(h[2*j+1],W(qq,br[j]»; 
htem:=h[2*j]; 
h[2*j]:=cplus(htem,tem); 
h[2*j+1]:=cminus(htem,tem); 
{butterfly evaln in} 
{the combined column} 
{of 2"(qq+1) p01nts} 
end; 
for k:=O to tpq do br[k] : =2*br[k] ; {bit reverse step} 
for k:=tpq+1 to twopow(qq+1)-1 do br[k]:=br[k-twopow(qq)]+l; 
integral:=ccstep(n,q,h); 
1f (printlast=false) and (n>17) then 
writeln (n,' ',integral.re,' ',1ntegral.im); 
diff:=cminus(integral,old1nt); 
1f erropt=s1gn1f1cant then 
begin 
if abs(integral.re)<1.0e-100 then indexre:=l else 
indexre:=intpart( In(abs(1ntegral.re))/ln(10.0) ); 
if abs(integral.im)<1.0e-100 then index1m:=1 else 
index1m:=1ntpart(ln(abs(integral.im»/ln(10.0»; 
tolerre:=toler*exp(indexre*ln(10.0»; 
toler1m:=toler*exp(indexim*ln(10.0»; 
end else 
begin tolerre:=toler;tolerim:=toler; end; 
oldint:=integral; 
qq:=qq+1; 
until ( ( (abs(diff.re)<=tolerre) and (abs(d1ff.1m)<=tolerim) ) 
and (n>16) ) or (n>=maxccstep); 
ccprfftn:=1ntegral; 
end; {ccprfftn} 
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File func.p 
{Filename: func.p 
This 1S a list of test functions used in the testing of oscillatory 
1ntegrals for the infinite range, the finite range and for the inversion 
of Laplace transforms} 
function FO (z:compl):compl; 
begin 
FO:=cdiv(cone,z); 
end; 
funct10n Fl (z:compl): compl; 
var cv, cv2 : compl; 
begm 
end; 
cv:= cmul(z, z); 
cv2:= cplus(cv, cone); 
Fl:= cdiv(z, cv2); 
{FO = l/z } 
{ Fl(s) = s/(s·2 + 1) } 
function res1due2piiFl(r,omega:float):compl; {sum of 2pi*i*Residues} 
var cv:compl; 
begin 
if r<=l then begin cv.re:=0.0;cv.1m:=0.0 end 
end; 
else begin cv.im:=p1*exp(-omega*pi/2.0);cv.re:=0.0 end; 
res1due2piiFl:=cv; 
function F2 (z:compl): compl; 
var cv :compl ; 
begin 
cv:=cmul(z,z) ; 
F2:=cdiv(cone, cv); 
end; 
function F3 (z:compl): compl; 
var cv2, cvl: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cvl:=cd1v(cone,z)~ 
cv2:=cd1v(z, ctVO}; 
cv2:=scalarmul(-1.0, cv2); 
cv2:=cexp(cv2); 
F3:=cmul(cv2,cvl); 
function F4 (z:compl): compl; 
var Cll: compl; 
begin 
cv:= cmul(ctvo, z); 
F4:= csech(cv); 
end; 
function F5 (z:compl): compl; 
var cv, cvl: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cv:=cln(z); clll:= scalarmul(-O.Ol, cv); 
F5:= cexp(cvl); 
function F6 (z:compl): compl; 
var cv :compl ; 
begm 
cv:=cmul(z,z)· 
cv:=cmul(z,cv); 
F6:=cdiv(cone, cv); 
{ F2(s):=1/s·2 } 
{ F3(s) = (1/s)exp(-s/2) } 
{ F4(s)= sech 2s } 
{ F5(s) = s·(-O.l) } 
{ F6(s):=1/s·3 } 
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end; 
function FT (z:compl): compl; 
var cv :compl ; 
begin 
end; 
cv:=cmul(z,z)· 
cv: =cmul(z, cv ~ ; 
cv: =cmul(z, cv) ; 
F7:=cd1v(cone, cv); 
function F8 (z:compl): compl; 
var cV,cvl :compl ; 
begin 
end; 
cv:=cln(z); cv:= scalarmul(O.9, cv); 
cv:= cexp(cv); 
cwl:=cplus(cone,z); 
F8:=cdiv(cv, cwl); 
function F9 (z:compl): compl; 
var cv,cvl :compl ; 
beg1n 
end; 
cv:=cln(z); cv:= scalarmul(-2, cv); 
cv:= cexp(cv); 
cvl : =cmul(z, z) ; 
cvl:=cplus(cone,cvl); 
F9:=cd1v(cv, cvl); 
function F9A (z:compl): compl; 
var cv2,cvl,cv3 :compl 
beg1n 
end; 
cwl:=cmul(z,z); 
cv2:=cplus(cone,cvl); 
cv3:=cmul(cvl,cv2); 
F9A: =cd1v(cone , cv3); 
function Fl0 (z:compl):compl; 
var cv: compl ; 
begin 
end; 
cv:=scalarmul(-1.0, z); 
cv:=cexp(cv); 
Fl0:=cv; 
function Fll (z:compl):compl; 
var cv16,cw:compl; 
begin 
end; 
cv16:=scalarmul(16.0,cone); 
cv: =cmul(z , z)· cv:=cmul(cv,cv~; 
cv:=cplus(cv,cv16); 
Fll:=cdiv(cone,cv); 
function F12 (z:compl):compl; 
begin 
F12:=csin(z); 
end; 
function F13 (z:compl):compl; 
var cv,cvl:compl; 
begu 
{ FT(s):=1/s"4 } 
{ F8(s):=s"(O.9)/(s+1)} 
{ F9(s):=s"(-2)/(s"2+1)} 
{ F9(s):=s"(-2)/(s"2+1)} 
{Fl0=e" (-z)} 
{Fll=1/(z"4+16) } 
{F12=sin z } 
{F13=1/(z+2)"3 } 
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end; 
cv:=cplus(z,ctvo); 
cvl:=cmul(cv,cv); 
cv:=cmul(cv,cvl); 
F13:=cdlv(cone,cv); 
function F14 (z:compl) :compl; {F14=1/(z-2+1) } 
var cv: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cv:=cmul(z,z); 
cv:=cplus(cone,cv); 
F14:=cdiv(cone,cv); 
function residue2piiF14(r,omega:float):compl; 
var cv:compl; 
begin 
lf r<=l then begin cv.re:=O.O;cv.im:=O.O end 
end; 
else begin cv.re:=pi*exp(-omega*pi/2);cv.im:=O.O end; 
resldue2pliF14:=cv; 
functlon F15 (z:compl):compl; 
var cv: compl ; 
begin 
end; 
cv:=cmul(z,z); 
cv:=cmlnus(cone,cv); 
cll:=csqrt(cv); 
F15:=cdlv(cone,cv); 
functlon F16 (z:compl):compl; 
var cv: compl ; 
begin 
end; 
cv:=cmul(z,z); 
cv:=cmlnus(cv,cone); 
F16:=cdlv(cone,cv); 
function residue2piiF16(r,omega:float):compl; 
var cv:compl; 
begin 
lf r<l then begin cv.re:=O.O;cll.im:=O.O end 
{F15=1/sqrt(1-z-2) } 
{F16=1/(z-2-1) } 
{sum of 2pl*1*Residues} 
end; 
else begln cv.im:=pl*(1.0-exp(-omega*pi»;cll.re:=O.O 
resldue2piiF16:=cv; 
end; 
function F17 (z:compl):compl; 
var cv:compl; 
begin 
end; 
cv:=cmul(z,z); 
cv: =Cdlv(cone , cv); 
F17:=ccos(cv); 
function F19 (z:compl):compl; 
var cll,cvl:compl; 
begin 
end; 
cv:=cmul(z,z); 
cv:=cplus(cone,cv); 
cvl:=cmul(cv,cv); 
cv:=cmul(cv,cvl)' 
cv:=cdiv(cone,cIl5; 
F19:=cmul(z,cv); 
{F17=cos(1/z-2) } 
{F19= z*(1+z-2)-(-3)} 
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function F20 (z:compl):compl; {F20=1/cos z , O<R<pi/2} 
var Cll: compl ; 
begin 
CIl:=CCOS(z); 
F20:=cdiv(cone,cll); 
end; 
function residue2piiF20(r,omega:float):compl; {sum of 2pi*i*Residues} 
var Cll: compl; 
begin 
cll.re:=O.O;cw.im:=O.O 
residue2pllF20:=cw; 
end; 
function F23 (z:compl):compl; {F23= cosh z } 
begin 
F23:=ccosh(z); 
end; 
function residue2pliF23(r,omega:float):compl; {sum of 2pi*i*Residues} 
var cw: compl; 
begin 
cw.re:=O.O;cw.lm:=O.O; 
residue2piiF23:=cw; 
end; 
functlon F24 (z:compl):compl; {F24= l/cosh z } 
var cw: compl ; 
begin 
cll:=ccosh(z); 
F24:=cdiv(cone,cll); 
end; 
functlon residue2pliF24(r,omega:float):compl; {sum of 2pl*i*Residues} 
var cw:compl; fac,arg:float; 
begin 
fac:=2.0*pl*exp(-omega*pi/2.0); 
arg:=omega*ln(pl/2); 
if r<=pi/2.0 then begin cll.re:=O.O;cw.im:=O.O end 
else begin 
cll.re:=fac*coss(arg);cll.im:=fac*sln(arg) 
end; 
residue2piiF24:=cll; 
end; 
function F25 (z:compl):compl; 
var cw:compl; 
begln 
cll:=cln(z); 
F25:=cplus(cone,cll); 
end; 
functlon F26 (z:compl):compl; 
var cw2,cw4:compl; 
begin 
end; 
cw2:=cmul(z,z); 
cw4:=cmul(cIl2,cw2)' 
cw4:=cdlV(CS1X,cw4$; 
cIl2:=cdiv(cone,cw2); 
F26:=cplus(cw2,cw4); 
function F27 (z:compl):compl; 
var cw: compl ; 
begin 
cw:=cmul(z,z); 
{F25= 1 + In(z) } 
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end; 
cw:=scalarmul(-1.0, cw); 
cw:=cexp(cw); 
cw:=cmul(z,cw); 
F27:=scalarmul(2.0, cw); 
functlon GO (z:compl):compl; 
begln 
GO:=cone; 
end; 
functlon resldue2piiGO(r,omega:float):compl; 
var cw: compl ; 
begu 
cw.re:=O.O;cw.im:=O.O 
resldue2pilGO:=CW; 
end; 
function Gl (z:compl):compl; 
begin 
Gl:=z; 
end; 
{GO=!} 
{sum of 2pi*i*Residues} 
{Gl=z} 
function residue2piiGl(r,omega:float):compl; {sum of 2pl*i*Residues} 
var cw:compl; 
begin 
cw.re:=O.O; cW.im:=O.O 
residue2piiGl:=cw; 
end; 
function G2 (z:compl):compl; {G2=z"2+1} 
begin 
cw:=cmul(z,z); 
G2:=cpIus(cw,cone); 
end; 
function G3 (z: compl) : compl; {G3= Sln 2z } 
begin 
z:=scalarmul(2.0,z); 
G3:=csln(z); 
end; 
function G4 (z:compl):compl; {G4= In z } 
var m,th:fIoat; 
begu 
end; 
m:=cmod(z); 
th:=arctan(z.im/z.re); 
G4:=ccomp(ln(m),th); 
function G5 (z:compl):compl; {G5= z"2+z+1 } 
var cw:compl; 
begin 
end; 
cw:=cmul(z,z); 
cw:=cpIus(cw,cone); 
G5:=cpIus(cw,z); 
functlon G6 (z:compl):compl; {G6= exp(z) } 
begin 
end; 
G6:=cexp(z); 
function LFO (z:compl):compl; 
begin 
LFO:=cpow(z,-2.0); 
{LFO(s) = z"(-2)} 
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end; 
function trueLFO(t:float):float 
begin 
trueLFO:= t; 
end; 
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function LF1 (z:compl): compl; 
var cv, cv2, cv5: compl; 
begin 
{ LF1(s) = 1/sqrt(s-2 - 1) } 
end; 
cv:= cmul(z, z); 
cv2:= cminus(cv, cone); 
cv5 := csqrt1(cv2) ; 
LF1:= cdiv(cone, cv5); 
function trueLF1(t:float):float 
begin 
trueLF1:= t-t; 
end; 
function LF2 (z:compl): compl; 
var cv, cv1, cv2, cv3, cv~ :compl 
{ LF2(s):=exp(-s/sqrt(s+1»/s } 
begm 
end; 
cv: =cplus (z, cone); 
cv2:=cmminus(z); 
cv4:=cexp(cv3); 
LF2:=cd1v(cv4, z); 
cv1:=csqrt1(cv); 
cv3:=cdiv(cw2,cv1); 
function trueLF2(t:float):float 
beg1n 
trueLF2:=t-t; 
end; 
function LF3 (z:compl): compl; 
var cv, cv1: compl; 
{ LF3(s) = exp(-sqrt(s» } 
begin 
end; 
cv:= csqrt(z); 
cv1:= cmminus(cv ); 
LF3:= cexp( cw1); 
funct10n trueLF3(t:float):float 
begm 
trueLF3:= exp(-1.0/(4*t»/(2*t*sqrt(pi*t»; 
end; 
function LF4 (z:compl): compl; 
var cv, cw2, cv4, cv5: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cv:= cplus(z,cone); 
cv2:= cmul(cv, cv); 
cv4:= cmul(cv2, cv2)i 
cv5:= cmul(cw, cv4J; 
LF4:= cdiv(cone,cv5); 
function trueLF4(t:float):float; 
begin 
trueLF4:= t*t*t*t*exp(-t)/24; 
end; 
{ LF4(s)= 1/(1+s)-5 } 
funct10n LF5 (z:compl): compl; { LF5(s) =999/«s+1)*(s+1000» } 
var cv, cv1, cw2, cw3, cv~: compl; 
begin 
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end; 
cw:= cplus(z, cone); 
cw2:= cplus (z, cw1); 
cw4:=ccomp(999,O); 
LF5:= cdiv( cw4, cw3); 
cwl:= ccomp(1000,O); 
cw3:= cmul(cw, cw2); 
function trueLF5(t:float):float 
begin 
trueLF5:= exp(-1.0*t)-exp(-1000.0*t); 
end; 
function LF6 (z:compl): compl; { LF6(s) =-(gamma+ln s)/s 
const gamma=O.57721566490153e+OO; 
var cw, cw1, cw2, cw3: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cw:= cln(z); cw1:= ccomp(gamma,O); 
cw2:= cplus (cw, cw1); cw3:= cdiv(cw2, z); 
LF6:= cmm1nus(cw3); 
function trueLF6(t:float):float 
beg1n 
trueLF6:= ln (t); 
end; 
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} 
function LF7 (z:compl): compl; { LF7(s) =2/(sr(s) + sr(s+l)) } 
var cw, cwl, cw2, cw3: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cw:= cplus(z, cone); cw1:= csqrt(cw); 
cw2:= csqrt(z); cw3:= cplus(cw2, cw1); 
LF7:= cd1v (ctwo,cw3); 
function trueLF7(t:float):float 
beg1n 
trueLF7:= (1.0-exp(-1.0*t))/(t*sqrt(p1*t)); 
end; 
function LF8 (z:compl): compl; 
var cw,cwl,cw2,cw3:compl; 
begin 
{ LF8(s):=exp(-1/s)/sqrt(s) } 
cw:=creal(-1.0); cwl:=cdiv(cw, z); 
cw2:=csqrt(z); cw3:=cexp(cwl); 
LF8:=cdiv(cw3, cw2); 
end; 
function trueLF8(t:float):float 
bepn 
trueLF8:=cos(2.0*sqrt(t))/sqrt(pi*t); 
end; 
function LF9 (z:compl): compl; 
var cw: compl; 
begin 
cw:= cd1v(cone,z); 
LF9:= carctan(cw); 
end; 
funct10n trueLF9(t:float):float 
begin 
trueLF9:= s1n(t)/t ; 
end; 
function LF10 (z:compl): compl; 
var cw, cwl, cw2:compl , 
{ LF9(s) = arctan(l/s) } 
{ LF10(s):=1/sqrt(s-2 +1) } 
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begin 
cY:=cmul(z,z); CY1:=cplus(cy, cone); 
cv2:=csqrtl(cYl); 
LF10:=cd1v(cone, CY2); 
end; 
function trueLF10(t:float):float 
beg1n 
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trueLF10:= tAt; {actually it lS the Bessel function JO } 
end; 
function LFll (z:compl): compl; { LFll(s) = 1/(sr(s+sr(s-2+1)))} 
var CY, Cyl,cy2,cy3, cy4: compl; 
begin 
end; 
CY:= cmul(z,z); CY1:=cplus(cy, cone); 
cy2:= csqrtl(cYl); cy3:- cplus(cY2, z); 
cY4:=csqrtl(cY3); 
LFll:= Cd1v(cone, CY4); 
funct10n trueLFll(t:float):float 
begm 
trueLFll:= sln(t)/(t*sqrt(p1*t*2.0)) 
end; 
function LF12(z:compl):compl;{ LF12(s) = 1/[sr(s-2+1) sr(s+sr(s-2+1))]} 
var CY, Cyl,cy2,cy3, cy4, cy5: compl; 
begin 
end; 
CY:= cmul(z,z); CY1:=cplus(cy, cone); 
cy2:= csqrtl(cYl); cy3:= cpIus(cY2, z); 
CY4:=csqrtl(cY3); Cy5: =cmul (cY4, CY2); 
LF12:= cdiv(cone, CY5); 
funct10n trueLF12(t:fIoat):float 
beg1n 
trueLF12:= sin(t)/sqrt(pi*t/2.0) 
end; 
function LF13 (z:compl): compl; 
{ LF18(s) = 1/[sr(s-2+1)(s+sr(s-2+1))-(3/2)] } 
var CY,cyl,cy2,cy3,cy4,cy5,cy6: compl; 
begin 
end; 
CY:= cmul(z,z); CY1:=cplus(cy, cone); 
cv2:= csqrtl(cYl); cy3:= cpIus(cY2, z); 
cY4:=csqrtl(cY3); cy6:=cmul(cy3, CY4); 
cy5:=cmul(cy6, cv2); 
LF13:= cdiv(cone, CY5); 
function trueLF13(t:float):float 
begm 
trueLF13:=( sin(t)-t*cos(t))/(t*sqrt(pi*t/2.0)) 
end; 
function LF14 (z:compl): compl; {LF19=exp[s-sr(s-2+1)]/ LF17 } 
var cY,cyl,cy2,cy3,cy4,cy5,num,den: compl; 
begin 
end; 
CY:= cmul(z,z); CY1:=cplus(cy, cone); 
cy2:= csqrtl(cYl); cy3:= cpIus(cY2, z); 
CY4:=csqrtl(cY3); den: =cmul (cy2 , CY4); 
Cy5:=cm1nus(z, CY2); num:= cexp(cY5); 
LF14:= cdiv(num, den); 
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function trueLF14(t:float):float 
begm 
trueLF14:=sqrt(2/(pi*(t+2»)*s1n(sqrt(t*(t+2»); 
end; 
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function LF15 (z:compl): compl; {LF15=s/(s"2+1)/sr(s+1) } 
var CY, cy1,cy2,cy3, cy4: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cy2:= cmul(z,z); cY1:=cplus(cY2,cone); 
CY:= cplus(z,cone); cw3:= csqrt(cw); 
cY4:=cmul(cY3,cY1)i 
LF15:= Cd1V(Z, cw4); 
function trueLF15 (t:float):float 
begin 
trueLF15: = t-t; 
end; 
function LF16 (z:compl): compl; 
var cy2, Cy3, cy4, cy5: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cy2:= cmul(z,z)' 
cY3:=cmul(cY2,z5; 
cy4:=cmul(cy2,cy2); 
cy5:= cplus(cY4,cfour); 
LF16:= cdiv(cY3, CY5); 
function trueLF16 (t:float):float 
beg1n 
trueLF16:=cos(t)*cosh(t); 
end; 
function LF17 (z:compl): compl; 
var CY, cy2, cy4: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cy2:= cmul(z,z); cy4:=cmul(cy2,cy2); 
CY:= cm1nus(cy4, cone); 
LF17:= cdiv(cone,cy); 
function trueLF17 (t:float):float 
begm 
trueLF17:=(sinh(t) - sin(t»/2.0; 
end; 
{LF17= 1/(s"4-1) } 
function LF18 (z:compl): compl; { LF18(s) = 1/(s"2+1)"2 } 
var CY,cy2,cy3: compl; 
begin 
end; 
cy2:= cmul(z,z); cY3:=cplus(cY2,cone); 
CY:= cmul(cw3,cw3); 
LF18 := cdiv(cone,cy); 
function trueLF18 (t:float):float 
begm 
trueLF18 :=(sin(t) -t* cos(t»/2.0; 
end; 
function LF19 (z:compl): compl; { LF19 = (s"2)/(s"3+8» } 
var cB, cw3, cw2, cv: compl; 
begm 
cY2:= cmul(z,z); c8:=ccomp(8.0, 0.0); 
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end; 
c~3:= cmul(c~2. z); c~:=cplus(c~3. cB ); 
LF19:= cdiv(c~. c~); 
function trueLF19(t:float):float; 
begin 
trueLF19:=(exp(-2*t)+2*cos(sqrt(3)*t)*exp(t»/3.0 
end; 
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funct10n LF20 (z:compl): compl; { LF20 = In«s-2+1)/(s-2+4» } 
var c~. cvl. c~2. c~4: compl; 
begm 
end; 
c~2:= cmul(z.z); 
c~l:= cplus(cv2. cone); c~4:=cplus(c~2. cfour); 
c~:= cdiv(c~l. c~4); 
LF20:= cln(c~); 
function trueLF20(t:float):float; 
begm 
trueLF20:=2*(cos(2*t)-cos(t»/t 
end; 
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A.2 Main programs for Chapter 3 
The program listings for the full range or shortened range integration of oscil-
latory integrals WIth q( x) = xi3 are listed in the following files. 
izbeta.p main program for functions of general type nsing formulae 
(3.15) and (3.18). 
izbetam.p main program for functions of the type x-m nsing formula 
(3.21). 
izlexpm.p main program for functions of the type e-mx and for f3 = 1, 
nsing formula (3 24). 
File izbeta.p 
{Filename: 1zbeta.p 
To compute an oscillatory integral with q(x)=x-beta over infin1te 
intervals [a, infty] uS1ng complex method. Integrate over two contours 
r=a(sec beta th)-(l/beta) with a=(pi/2/omega)-(1/beta) 
uS1ng polar coord1nates. If the flag shortrange=false, we use the 
full range from th=O to th=pi/2/beta. Otherw1se, we use the shortened 
range from th=O to th=arctan(80/pi)/beta. 
Select boolean value for shortrange, input beta and change the name of F. 
The program returns a list of computed values of 
\int_a-\1nfty F(z) cos(omega*q(x» dx 
and \int_a-\infty F(z) sin(omega*q(x» dx 
with various values of omega.} 
program infiniterange (input, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
s1ndex=0 •. nn; 
float = real; 
#include 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array [sindex] of compl; 
endpointopt1on=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
prec1sionopt10n=(significant,dec1mal); 
var 
cumf,maxccstep:integer; 
omega,maxomega,eps, beta, 
low11mae,up11mbe,constk,ae,be,a:float; 
value,valuer1ght,valueleft:compl; 
debug,shortrange,pr1ntlast:boolean; 
#include 'func.p'; 
#include 'ccfft.p'; 
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function compute(function F(x:compl):compl; a:float):compl; 
{compute the integral of F over [a, infty]} 
function rr(s:float):float; 
var ind:float; 
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begin 
{if coss(beta*s) <0 then vriteln ('Negative within sqrt.');} 
1nd:=1.0/beta; 
rr:=a/rpow(coss(beta*s), ind); 
end; 
function v(s:float):float; { Im q(z)} 
beg1n 
v:=rpow(a,beta)*ssin(beta*s)/coss(beta*s); 
end; 
function xprime(s:float):float; 
begin 
xprime:=rr(s)*ssin«beta-l.0)*s)/coss(beta*s); 
end; 
funct10n ypr1me(s:float):float; 
begm 
ypr1me:=rr(s)*coss«beta-l.0)*s)/coss(beta*s); 
end; 
function integrand(s:float):compl; 
var 
z,zpr1me,cw,cw2,cw3:compl; 
begin 
1f abs(s-pi/beta/2.0) <= 1.0e-180 then 1ntegrand:=czero 
else 
begin 
z.re:=rr(s)*coss(s); z.im:=rr(s)*sin(s); 
cw2:=F(z); 
zpr1me.re:=xpr1me(s); zprime.im:=yprime(s); 
cw.re:=-omega*v(s); cw.1m:=pi/2.0; 
cw3:=cexp(cw); 
cw3:=cmul(cw3,cw2); 
integrand:=cmul(cw3,zprime); 
end; 
end; {function integrand} 
begin{compute} 
compute:=ccprfft(integrand,lowl1mae,uplimbe,eps,maxccstep, 
zeroat_b,significant); 
end; {compute} 
beg1n{mam} 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
{ae:=0;be:=1000.0; [ae,be] is the range for r when Newton is used} 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=1.0; 
debug:=false; 
shortrange:=true; 
maxccstep:=1024; 
beta:=0.2; 
lowllmae:=O.O; 
1f shortrange=false then upl1mbe:=pi/beta/2.0 else 
uplimbe:=arctan(80/p1)/beta; 
vr1teln( 
'izbeta.p curve: r=a/(cos(beta*th» -(l/beta)'); 
if shortrange=false then 
vriteln( 
'Polarcoord1nates, full-range from th=O to th=pi/2/beta. beta=', 
beta:8:4) 
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else 
vriteln( 
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'Polar, shortened-range from th=O to th=arctan(80/p1)/beta. beta=', 
beta:8:4) ; 
vriteln( 
'Files included: complex.p, func.p, ccprfft.p'); 
vr1teln('eps =',eps:7, 
, left11m=a=(pi/2/om)-(1/beta), r1ghtlim=1nf1n1ty'); 
vriteln( 
,----------------------------------------------------------------------,); 
IInteln(' < COS1ne lIe1ght > < sine lIe1ght >'); 
repeat 
cumf:=O; 
a:=rpoll(pi/omega/2.0, 1.O/beta); 
IIriteln( 'F3 omega = " omega: 8: 2, ' 
" inftyl' ); 
value:=compute(F3,a); 
vriteln( 
omega: =10*omega; 
until omega>maxomega; 
end. {ma1n} 
Range is [',a:8:5, 
cumf = " cumf:5); 
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File izbetam.p 
{Filename: 1zbetam.p 
To compute an oscillatory integral w1th q(x)=x-beta over infin1te 
intervals [a, 1nfty] using complex method. Integrate over the contour 
r=«m*th+p1/2)*sec beta th)-(l/beta) with a=(pi/2/om)-(1/beta) 
using polar coordinates. 
If the flag shortrange=false, we use the full range 
from th=O to th=pi/2/beta. Otherwise, we use the shortened range 
from th=O to th=arctan(80/pi)/beta. 
Select boolean value for shortrange, input beta and change the name of F. 
The program returns a list of computed values of 
\int_a-\infty F(z) cos(omega*q(x» dx 
and \1nt_a-\infty F(z) sin(omega*q(x» dx 
with various values of omega.} 
program infiniterange (1nput, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
s index=O .. nn; 
float = real; 
#1nclude 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array [sindex] of compl; 
endpo1ntopt10n=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precis10nopt10n=(significant,decimal); 
printoptiion=(last,intermediate); 
var 
cumf ,maxccstep: integer; 
omega,maxome~a,eps,beta,lowlimae,uplimbe,constk,ae,be,a,mm:float; 
value,valuer1ght,valueleft:compl; 
debug,shortrange,pr1ntlast:boolean; 
#include 'func.p'; 
#1nclude 'ccfft.p'; 
function compute(function F(x:compl):compl):compl; 
function rr(s:float):float; 
var 1nd,tem:float; 
begin 
end; 
ind:=1.0/beta; 
tem:=(mm*s+p1!2.0)/(omega*coss(beta*s»; 
rr:=rpow(tem, 1nd); 
funct10n v(s:float):float; { omega*Im q(z)} 
begin 
v:=(mm*s+pi/2.0)*ssin(beta*s)/coss(beta*s); 
end; 
function rprime(s:float):float; 
var r:float; 
beg1n 
end; 
r:=rr(s); 
rpr1me:=mm*r/beta/(mm*s+pi/2.0) 
+r*ssin(beta*s)/coss(beta*s); 
funct10n zpr1me(s:float):compl; 
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var 
begin 
sS,cc,r,rp, zpr, zpi:float; 
end; 
ss:=ssin(s); cc:=coss(s); r:=rr(s); rp:=rprime(s); 
zpr:=rp*cc - r*ss; zpi:=rp*ss + r*cc; 
zprime:=ccomp(zpr,zpi); 
function integrand(s:float):compl; 
var 
z,zp,cv,cv2,cv3:compl; 
begin 
if abs(s-pi/beta/2.0) <= 1.0e-180 then 1ntegrand:=czero 
else 
bepn 
z.re:=rr(s)*coss(s); z.1m:=rr(s)*sin(s); 
cv2:=F(z); 
zp:=zpnme(s); 
cv.re:=-v(s); cv.im:=mm*s+pi/2.0; 
cv3:=cexp(cv); 
cv3:=cmul(cv3,cv2); 
1ntegrand:=cmul(cv3,zp); 
end; 
end; {function integrand} 
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begin{compute} 
compute:=ccprfft 
(integrand,lovlimae,uplimbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,significant); 
end; 
begm{main} 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=1.0; 
debug:-false; shortrange:=false; 
maxccstep:=1024; 
beta:=0.2; mm:=4; lovlimae:=O.O; 
if shortrange=false then uplimbe:=pi/beta/2.0 else 
upl1mbe:=arctan(80/pi)/beta; 
vriteln( 
'izmbeta.p curve: r=«m*th+pi/2)/(om*cos(beta*th»A(1/beta)'); 
if shortrange=false then 
vriteln( 
'Polarcoordinates, full-range from th=O to th=pi/2/beta. beta=', 
beta:8:4) 
else 
vriteln( 
'Polar, shortened-range from th=O to th=arctan(80/pi)/beta. beta=', 
beta:8:4); 
vr1teln('F1les included: complex.p, func.p, ccfft.p'); 
vriteln('eps =',eps:7, 
, leftl1m = a = (pi/2/om)A(1/beta), rightlim = 1nfin1ty'); 
vr1teln( 
,----------------------------------------------------------------------'); 
vr1 teln ( , < cosine ve1ght > < sine veight >'); 
repeat 
cumf:=O; 
a: =rpov(p1/omega/2. 0, 1.0/beta); 
vr1teln('F6 m = ',mm:3:2,' omega = " omega:8:2, 
Range is [',a:8:5,', 1nfty]' ); 
value:=compute(F6); 
vriteln( 
omega:=10*omega; 
until omega>maxomega; 
end. {main} 
cumf = " cumf:5); 
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File iz1expm.p 
{Filename: iz1expm.p 
To compute an oscillatory integral wlth q(x)=x-beta over infinite 
intervals [a, infty] using complex method. Integrate over the contour 
x=(m*y+pi/2)/om with a=pi/2/om 
using y as the varlable and short range from y=0 to 40/om. 
Select boolean value for shortrange, lnput beta and change the name of F. 
The program returns a list of computed values of 
\lnt_a-\lnfty F(z) cos(omega*q(x» dx 
and \int_a-\infty F(z) sin(omega*q(x» dx 
with various values of omega.} 
program infiniterange (input, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
sindex=O •• nn; 
float = real; 
#include 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array [slndex] of compl; 
endpointoptlon=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionoption=(significant,declmal); 
var 
cumf,maxccstep:lnteger; 
omega.maxomesa,eps,6eta, 
lowllmae,upllmbe,constk,ae,be,a,mm:float; 
value,valuerlght,valueleft:compl; 
debug,shortrange,printlast:boolean; 
#lnclude 'func.p'; 
#lnclude 'ccfft.p'; 
function compute(function F(x:compl):compl):compl; 
function lntegrand(y:float):compl; 
var 
z,zp,cw,cw2,cw3:compl; 
begin 
z.re:=(mm*y+pi/2.0)/omega; 
z.lm:=y; 
cw2:=F(z); 
zp.re:=-1.0; 
zp.im:=mm/omega ; 
cw.re:=-omega*y; cw.im:=mm*y; 
cw3:=cexp(cw); 
cw3:=cmul(cw3,cw2); 
lntegrand:=cmul(cw3,zp); 
end; {function integrand} 
begin{compute} 
compute:=ccprfft 
(integrand,lowlimae,upllmbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,significant); 
end; 
begin{main} 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=1.0; 
debug:=false; 
maxccstep:=1024; 
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mm:=0.5; 
lowlimae:=O.O; 
wrl.teln( 
'iz1expm.p curve: x=(m*y+pi/2)/om'); 
writeln( 
'into wrt y, shortened-range from y=O to 40/om ,beta = 1'); 
writeln( 
'Files l.ncluded: complex.p, func1, ccfft.p'); 
writeln( 
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'eps =',eps:7,' leftlim = a = pi/2/om, rightll.m = l.nfl.nity'); 
wrl.teln( 
,-----------------------------------------------------------------'); 
wrl.teln(' < COSl.ne wel.ght > < sine weight >'); 
repeat 
uplimbe:=80/omega; 
cumf:=O; 
a: =pi/omega/2. 0; 
writeln('F10 m = ',mm:3:2,' omega = " 
omega:8:2,' Range is [',a:8:5,', l.nftyl' ); 
value:=compute(F10); 
wrl.teln( 
omega:=10*omega; 
untl.l omega>maxomega; 
end. {main} 
cumf =' cumf:5); 
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A.3 Main programs for Chapter 4 
The main programs for the full range or shortened range integration of oscil-
latory integrals for various choice of q(x) are listed in the following files. 
fzbeta.p for q(x) = xf3 (Section 4 3 - 4 6). 
fsinxy1.p for q(x) = sin x over the interval [-11"/2,11"/2] (Section 4.7). 
fsinxy2.p for q(x) = sinx on [a, b] (Ial, Ibl =f 'Ir/2, SectIOn 4.7). 
fexp.p for q(x) = exp(x) (Section 4.8). 
fln.p for q(x) = lnx (Section 4 9). 
fcosh.p for q(x) = cosh x (Section 4.10.1). 
fleVl.n.p for q(x) = x + x 2 (Section 4.10.2). 
fx1nx.p for q(x) = xlnx (Section 4.10.3). 
File fzbeta. p 
{ Filename: fzbeta.p 
To compute an oscillatory integral vith q(x)=x-beta over finite intervals 
[a. b) using complex method. Integrate over tvo contours 
r=a(sec beta th)-(l/beta) and r=b(sec beta th)-(l/beta) 
using polar coordinates. 
If shortrange=true. the range is 
from theta=O to theta=thO=arctan(80/pi)/beta. 
Othervise. the range is the full range 
from theta=O to theta=pi/2/beta .. 
Select a boolean value for shortrange. a value for beta and 
adJust the name of F. 
The program returns a list of computed values of 
\1nt_a-\infty F(z) cos(omega*x-beta) dx 
and \1nt_a-\infty F(z) s1n(omega*x-beta) dx 
vith various values of omega.} 
program finiterange (input. output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
sindex=O .. nn; 
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float = real; 
#include 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array [s1ndex] of compl; 
endpointoption=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionoption=(significant,decimal); 
var 
cumf ,maxccstep: integer; 
omega,maxomesa,eps,oeta. 
low11mae,up11mbe,constk,ae,be,al,a2:float; 
value,valuer1ght,valueleft:compl; 
debug,shortrange,printlast:boolean; 
#include 'func.p'; 
#1nclude 'ccfft.p'; 
function compute(function F(x:compl):compl;a:float):compl; 
function rr(s:float):float; 
var ind:float; 
begin 
ind:=1.0/beta; 
rr:=a/rpow(coss(beta*s), ind); 
end; 
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function v(s:float):float; 
beg1n 
{ Im q(z)} 
v:=rpow(a,beta)*ssin(beta*s)/coss(beta*s); 
end; 
function xprime(s:float):float; 
begin 
xpr1me:=rr(s)*ssin«beta-l)*s)/coss(beta*s); 
end; 
function ypr1me(s:float):float; 
begin 
ypr1me:=rr(s)*coss«beta-l)*s)/coss(beta*s); 
end; 
function 1ntegrand(s:float):compl; 
var 
z,zprime,cw,cw2,cw3:compl; 
begm 
1f abs(s-pi/beta/2.0) <= 1.0e-80 then integrand:=czero 
else 
begin 
z.re:=rr(s)*coss(s); z.1m:=rr(s)*ssin(s); 
cw2:=F(z); 
zprime.re:=xprime(s); zprime.1m:=yprime(s); 
cw.re:=-omega*v(s); cW.1m:=omega*rpow(a,beta); 
cw3:=cexp(cw); 
cw3:=cmul(cw3,cw2); 
integrand:=cmul(cw3,zprime); 
end; 
end; {funct10n 1ntegrand} 
begin{compute} 
if shortrange=true then uplimbe:=40.0/beta/rpow(a,beta)/omega 
else up11mbe:=p1/beta/2.0; 
compute:=ccprfft 
(1ntegrand,lowlimae,uplimbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,significant); 
end; 
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begin{maln} 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=1.0; 
debug:=false; 
maxccstep:=1024; 
beta:=O.5; 
lowlimae:=O.O; {lowerlimit of theta range} 
shortrange:=false; 
prlntlast:=false; 
a1:=1.0; a2:=2.0; {the limits of the original integration} 
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writeln('fzbeta.p r=a!(cos(beta*th)) "(l/beta) '); 
wrlteln('curve: Re z"beta=k where k depends on a1 or a2, a1<a2.'); 
write('Use polarcoordinates '); 
if shortrange then writeln('wlth shortened range.') else 
wrlteln('wlth full range.'); 
wrlteln('Files included: complex.p, func.p, ccprfft.p'); 
writeln('eps =',eps:7, 
, beta=',beta:10,' leftllm =',a1:10,' rightlim =',a2:8:4); 
wrlteln('----------------------------------------------------------,); 
wrlteln(' < cosine weight> < sine weight >'); 
repeat 
wrl.teln(>Fll omega = " omega:8:2); 
cumf:=O; 
wrl.teln(' Left integral going up from x=a=',a1:10:8); 
valueleft:=compute(F11,a1); 
writeln(' Right integral going from x=b=',a2:10:8); 
valuerlght:=compute(F11,a2); 
if (a1>a2) then writeln('a > b'); 
value:=cminus(valueleft, valueright); 
writeln(' Integral over [',a1:6:3,',',a2:6:3,'] = '); 
wrl.teln(' ',value.re, 
J ',value.im,' cumf = " cumf:5); 
omega:=10*omega; 
wrl.teln; 
until omega>maxomega; 
end. {main} 
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File fsinxy1.p 
{ Filename: fisinxy1.p 
To compute an osc111atory integral sin(omega(s1n x» or cos(omega(sin x» 
over the interval [-pi/2,pi/2] US1ng complex method. 
Integrate over tvo curves y= arccosh(1/s1n x) from x=a to 0 
vhere a=pi/2 and -pi/2. 
AdJust the function name, the flag for sine or cosine veight, 
the program returns the successive computational values. } 
program finitesin1 (input, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
sindex=O •. nn; 
float = real; 
#include 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array [sindex] of compl; 
realarray=array [sindex] of float; 
endpointoption=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionopt1on=(significant,decimal); 
sincos = (sine, cosine); 
var 
cumf,maxccstep:integer; 
value ,omega,maxomega,epsJm, a,residueterm, 
valuer1ght,valueleft,lovlimae,up11mbe,constk:float; 
debug,sliortrange,pr1ntlast:boolean; 
scflag:s1ncos; 
#1nclude 'func.p'; 
#1nclude 'ccffts.p'; 
function yu(x:float):float; 
var tem:real; 
begin 
tem:=1.0/abs(sin(x»; {the abs takes account for the case vhen x<O} 
end; 
tem:=arccosh(tem); 
yu:=tem; 
function v(x:float):float; 
begin 
end; 
if abs(x-pi/2»1.0e-40 then 
v:=coss(x)/abs(tan(x» 
else v:=O.O; 
function yupr1me(x:float):float; 
begin 
{v>=O 1n the range -pi/2 to pi/2 } 
yuprime:=-l/sin(x); 
{dy/dx<O for 0<x<pi/2 but dy/dx>O for -pi/2<x<0} 
end; 
function g(x:float; function F(z:compl):compl; flag:sincos):float; 
var 
z,zpr1me,cv, cv2,cv3: compl; 
y,xpr1me,yprime:float; 
begin 
if abs(x) <= 1.0e-40 then g:= 0.0 
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else 
begin 
y:= yu(x); 
ypr1me:=yuprime(x); 
xpnme:=1.0; 
z:=ccomp(x, y); 
zprime:=ccomp(xprime, yprime); 
cw2:=F(z); 
cw.re:=-omega*v(x) ; 
if x>=O then cW.1m:=omega else cw.im:=-omega; 
cw3:=cexp(cw) ; 
cw3:=cmul(cw3,cw2); 
cw3:=cmul(cw3,zprime); 
if flag=cos1ne then g:= cw3.re 
else g:= cw3.im; 
end; 
end; {function g} 
function computeright(function F(x:compl):compl; 
flag:sincos; eps:float):float; 
function ff(s:float):float; 
beg1n 
end; 
ff:=g(s,F,flag); 
begin{computeright} 
computeright:=ccprfftreal 
(ff,lowlimae,uplimbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,s1gnificant); 
end; {computeright} 
function computeleft(function F(x:compl):compl; 
flag:sincos; eps:float):float; 
function ff(s:float):float; 
begin 
end; 
ff:=g(s,F,flag); 
begin{computeleft} 
computeleft:=ccprfftreal 
(ff,-lowlimae,-up11mbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,significant); 
end; {computeleft} 
begm{mam} 
writeln( 'fsinxy1.p q=sin z, curve: y=arccosh(1!sin x)'); 
wr1teln( 
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'Integrating from -p1/2 to p1/2 using x as the variable of 1ntgn.'); 
writeln('Files included: complex.p, func.p, ccffts.p'); 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=10.0; 
debug:"false; 
pr1ntlast:=false; 
shortrange:=true; 
scflag: =sme ; 
maxccstep:=1024;a:=p1/2.0;lowlimae:=pi/2; uplimbe:=O.O; 
write('eps = ',eps:7,' a=',a); 
if scflag=sine then writeln(' sine weight') else 
writeln(' cosine weight'); 
repeat 
writeln; 
wr1teln('G5 k = omega =' omega:8:2); 
cumf:=O; 
constk:=omega; 
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if shortrange then up11mbe:=arccos(6.0/sqrt(omega»; 
wr1teln(' Right integral going from x=pi/2 to x=O.'); 
valueright:=computeright(G5,scflag,eps); 
writeln(' Left 1ntegral g01ng from x=-pi/2 to x=O.'); 
valueleft :=computeleft (G5,scflag,eps); 
writeln(' cumf = ',cumf:6); 
residueterm:= 0.0; 
value:=valueleft - valueright +residueterm; 
writeln(' integral over [-pi/2,pi/2] = ',value); 
omega:=omega*10; 
until omega>maxomega; 
end. {main} 
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File fsinxy2.p 
{Filename: fsinxy2.p 
To compute an oscillatory integral F(x)sln(omega*(sin x» 
using complex method over [al,a2] VhlCh is a sublnterval of [-pi/2,pi/2]. 
Integrate over the curves 
x= arcsin(k/cosh y) from y=O to yO vhere yO=arccosh(40/om) for small om 
and yO=arccosh(1+20/om) vhen om lS large.} 
program finitesin2 (input, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
sindex=O •. nn; 
float = real; 
#include 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array [sindex] of compl; 
realarray=array [sindex] of float; 
endpointoption=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionoption=(significant,declmal); 
var 
sincos = (slne, coslne); 
cumf ,maxccstep: integer; 
omega,maxomega,eps, 
lovllmae,upllmbe,constk,ae,be,al,a2:float; 
value,valuerlght,valueleft:compl; 
debug,shortrange,printlast:boolean; 
scflag:sincos; 
#lnclude 'func.p'; 
#include 'ccfft.p'; 
function compute(function F(x:compl):compl; a:float):compl; 
var yO: float; 
function g(y:float; function F(z:compl):compl):compl; 
var z,zprlme,cv,cw2,cw3:compl; 
x,xprlme,yprime:float; 
function xu(y:float):float; 
var tem:rea1; 
begin 
tem:=constk/cosh(y); 
xu:=arcsin(tem); 
end; 
functlon v(y:float):float; 
var x:float; 
begm 
x:=xu(y); 
v:=coss(x)*sinh(y); 
end; 
function xuprlme(y:float):float; 
var x:float; 
begin 
if abs(a-pl/2)<1.0e-50 then xuprime:=-1.0/cosh(y) else 
if abs(a+pi/2)<1.0e-50 then xuprime:=1.0/cosh(y) else 
begin 
x:=xu(y); 
if abs(x-pi/2.0)<1.0e-50 then xuprime:=-1.0 else 
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if abs(x+pi/2)<1.0e-50 then xupr1me:=1.0 else 
xupr1me:=-sln(x)*sinh(y)/cosh(y)/coss(x); 
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end; {dy/dx<O for 0<x<pi/2 but dy/dx>O for -pi/2<x<0} 
end; 
begin {g} 
if abs(y-yO) <= 1.0e-80 then g:= czero 
else 
begin 
x:= xu(y); if debug then vriteln('x=',x,' y=',y); 
xprime:=xuprime(y); ypr1me:=1.0; 
end· 
end; {g} 
z:=ccomp(x, y); 
zprime:=ccomp(xprime, ypr1me); 
cIl2:=F(z); 
cll.re:=-omega*v(y); 
cll.1m:=omega*constk; 
cIl3:=cexp(cll); 
cIl3:=cmul(cIl3,cIl2)~ 
g:=cmul(cIl3,zprimeJ; 
funct10n ff(y:float):compl; 
begin 
ff:=g(y,F); 
end; 
begin{compute} 
constk:=sin(a); 
1f omega<20.0 then yO:=arccosh(40.0/omega) else 
yO:=arccosh(1.0+ 20.0/omega); 
compute:=ccprfft 
(ff,0.0,yO,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,signif1cant); 
end; {compute} 
begin{main} 
vr1teln(>fsinxy2.p q=sin z '); 
vriteln('curve:x=arcsin(k/cosh y) Ilhere k depends on a or b, a<b'); 
vriteln('F1les included: complex.p, funcl.p, ccfft.p'); 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=40.0; 
debug:=false; 
maxccstep:=1024; 
al:=pi/2.0-0.72; a2:=pi/2.0; 
Ilr1teln('eps =',eps:7,' leftlim =',al:l0,' 
vr1 teln ( , < cosine Ileight > 
rightlim =',a2:10); 
< sine Ileight >'); 
repeat 
omega = " omega:8:2); vriteln('F12 
cumf:=O; 
vriteln(' Left integral going up from x=a=',al:l0:8); 
valueleft:=compute(F12,al); 
Ilriteln(' Right integral going up from b=pi/2 '); 
valueright:=compute(F12,a2); 
value:=cminus(valueleft, valueright); 
vriteln(' Integral over [',al:6:3,',',a2:6:3,'1 = '); 
Ilriteln(' , ,value.re, 
J ',value.im,' cumf = " cumf:5); 
1f omega<90.0 then omega:=100.0 else omega:=omega*10; 
vriteln; 
until omega>maxomega; 
Ilr1teln('----------------------------------------------------------'); 
end. {mam} 
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File fexp.p 
{Filename: fexp.p 
To compute an oscillatory integral vith q(x)=exp(x) over finite 
intervals [al, a2] using complex method. Integrate over tvo contours 
x= al-In(cos y) and x= a2-ln(cos y) 
uSlng y as the varlable of lntegration. 
If shortrange=true, the range is from y=O to 40.0/omega/constk; 
othervise, the range is the full range from y=0 to Y=Pl/2. 
Select a boolean value for shortrange, adJust the name 
The program returns a list of computed values of 
\int_a"\lnfty F(z) cos(omega*exp(x)) dx 
and \int_a"\infty F(z) sin(omega*exp(x)) dx 
vlth various values of omega.} 
program flniterange (input, output); 
const nn=4096: 
type 
sindex=O .• nn; 
float = real: 
#lnclude 'complex.p': 
of F. 
type complexarray=array [sindex] of compl: 
endpointoption=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general): 
preclslonoption=(significant,declmal): 
printoption=(last,intermediate); 
var 
cumf,maxccstep:integer: 
omega,maxome~a,eps, 
lovlimae,upllmbe,constk,ae,be,al,a2:float: 
value,valueright,valueleft:compl: 
debug,shortrange,printlast:boolean: 
#lnclude 'func.p'; 
#lnclude 'ccfft.p': 
function compute(function F(x:compl):compl:a:float):compl: 
function xu(y:float):float: 
begin 
xu:=a-In(coss(y)); 
end: 
function v(y:float):float: 
begin 
v:=tan(y)*constk: 
end: 
function xuprlme(y:float):float: 
begln 
xuprlme:=tan(y): 
end: 
function integrand(y:float):compl: 
var 
z,zprime,cw,cw2,cw3:compl; 
x,xprlme,yprime:float: 
begin 
if abs(y-pi/2.0) <= 1.Oe-80 then integrand:= czero 
----- - - - ----------------------
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else 
begln 
end; 
x:= xu(y); 
xpr2me:=xupr2me(y); 
ypnme : =1. 0; 
z:=ccomp(x, y); 
zprime:=ccomp(xprime, yprime); 
cw2:=F(z); 
cw.re:=-omega*v(y) ; cW.2m:=omega*constk; 
cw3:=cexp(cw); 
cw3:=cmul(cw3,cw2); 
integrand:=cmul(cw3,zpr2me); 
end; {integrand} 
begin{compute} 
constk:=exp(a); 
end; 
if shortrange then uplimbe:=40.0/omega/constk 
else upl2mbe:=p2/2.0; 
compute:=ccprfft 
(integrand,lowlimae,upl2mbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,significant); 
begln{main} 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
debug:=false; 
printlast:=false; 
shortrange:=true; 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=10.0; 
lowl2mae:=0.0; {uplimbe determined 2n funct20n compute} 
maxccstep:=1024; 
a1:=1.0; a2:=2.0; {the lim2ts of the or2g2nal integral} 
vr2te('fiexp.p q=exp z, curve: x=ln(k/cos y)'); 
if shortrange then vriteln('with shortened range.') else 
vr2teln('with full range.'); 
writeln('Files 2ncluded: complex.p, func.p, ccprfft.p'); 
vr2teln('eps =',eps:7,' leftlim =',a1:8:4,' rightl2m =',a2:8:4); 
wr2teln('----------------------------------------------------------'); 
wn teln ( , < COSlne we2ght > < sine weight >'); 
repeat 
wnteln('GO omega = '. omega:8:2); 
cumf:=O; 
vr2teln(' Left integral going up from x=a=',a1:10:8); 
valueleft:=compute(GO,a1); 
vriteln(' Right integral going from x=b='.a2:10:8); 
valueright:=compute(GO,a2): 
2f (a1>a2) then vriteln('a > b'); 
value:=cm2nus(valueleft, valuer2ght); 
wr2teln(' Integral over [',a1:6:3,',',a2:6:3,'] = '); 
vriteln(' ',value.re, 
, ',value.im,' cumf = " cumf:5); 
vriteln; 
omega:=10*omega; 
until omega>maxomega; 
end. {main} 
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File fln.p 
{Filename: fln.p 
To compute an oscillatory lntegral F(x)sin(omega*(ln x» 
from 0 to a using complex method. 
Integrate over the semicircular arc z=Re-(l th),O<th<pi 
uSlng polar coordinates. 
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If shortrange=true, the range is from theta=O to theta=thO=40/omega; 
otherwlse, the range is the full range from theta=O to theta=pi. 
Select a boolean value for shortrange, a value for a and 
adJust the name of F and the correspondlng residuename. 
The program returns a list of computed values of 
\lnt_a-\infty F(z) cos(omega*ln(x» dx 
or \int_a-\infty F(z) sin(omega*ln(x» dx 
with various values of omega.} 
program finiterange (input, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
sindex=O .• nn; 
float = real; 
#include 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array [slndex] of compl; 
realarray=array[slndex] of float; 
endpointoption=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionoption=(slgnificant,declmal); 
prlntoption=(last,lntermediate); 
sincos=(slne,cosine); 
var 
cumf ,maxccstep, counter: integer; 
value ,omega,maxomega,eps ,m,a,factor,r,residue2pi_l,llmr, 
valueright,valueleft,lowlimae,upllmbe,constk:float; 
debug,evenfunction,shortrange,prlntlast:boolean; 
scflag:slncos; 
cww:compl; 
#include 'func.p'; 
#include 'ccffts.p'; 
function g(s:float; function F(z:compl):compl; flag:sincos):float; 
var 
z,zprlme,cw,cw2,cw3:compl; 
x,y:float; 
begin 
x:= r*coss(s); 
y:= r*sin(s) ; 
z:=ccomp(x, y); 
cw2:=F(z); 
cw.re:=-omega*s; 
cw.im:=omega*ln(r); 
cw3:=cexp(cw); 
zprime.re:=-y; zprime.lm:=x; 
cw3:=cmul(cw3,cw2); 
cw3:=cmul(cw3,zprlme); 
if flag=cosine then g:= cw3.re 
else g:= cw3.1m; 
end; {functlon g} 
function compute(functlon F(x:compl):compl; 
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flag:sincos; eps:float):float; 
function ff(s:float):float; 
begin 
end; 
ff:=g(s,F,flag); 
begm{compute} 
compute:=ccprfftreal 
(ff,O.O,upllmbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,signlficant); 
end; 
begin{maln} 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
maxomega:=1000.0; 
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vriteln('fi_lna.p q= In z output to fi_lnoua.tex'); 
vriteln('Contour: z = a expel theta) for O<theta<pi, eps = ',eps:7); 
vriteln('Files included: complex.p, func.p, ccffts.p'); 
11mr:=O; {«-} 
debug:=false; 
shortrange:=false; 
prlntlast:=false; 
scflag: =sme; 
maxccstep:=1024; 
for counter:=l to 1 do begin 
vrlte('Input the radius a not equal to ',limr:4:2,' '); 
readln(r); 
while abs(r-llmr)<1.0e-10 do 
begin 
vriteln('a too close to ',limr:4:2,', lnput another value.'); 
readln(r); 
end; 
vrlteln(' a =' ,r:5:3); 
omega:=100.0; 
repeat 
vrlteln('GO omega =' ,omega:6:4,' k=omega*ln(a) '); 
cumf:=O; constk:=omega*ln(r); 
if shortrange then uplimbe:=40.0/omega 
else upllmbe:=pl; 
evenfunctlon:=true; 
cww:=resldue2piiGO(r,omega); 
If scflag=slne then 
value := cww.im - compute(GO,scflag,eps) else 
value := cww.re + compute(GO,scflag,eps); 
vrlteln; 
if evenfunction then factor:=1.0+exp(-omega*pl) 
else factor:=1.0-exp(-omega*pi); 
value:=value/factor; 
vrlteln(' integral over [0, ',r:4:3,'] = ',value); 
vrlteln; 
omega:=omega*10; 
until omega>maxomega; 
end; 
end. {main} 
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File fcosh.p 
{Filename: fcosh.p 
To compute an oscillatory integral with q(x)=cosh x over finite 
intervals [al, a2] uSlng complex method. Integrate over two contours 
x=arccosh(cosh(al)/cos(y» and x=arccosh(cosh(a2)/cos(y». 
If shortrange=true, the range is from y=0 to exp(2)*40/omega!cosh(a) 
where a=al and a2 for the two contours respectively; 
otherwise, the range is the full range from y=O to pi/2. 
Select a boolean value for shortrange, a value for beta, adJust the name 
of F. The program returns a list of computed values of 
\int_a-\lnfty F(z) cos(omega*cosh(x» dx 
and \int_a-\lnfty F(z) sin(omega*cosh(x» dx 
with various values of omega.} 
program finiterange (lnput, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
sindex=O .. nn; 
float = real; 
#lnclude 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array [sindex] of compl; 
endpolntoption=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionoption=(signiflcant,decimal); 
printoption=(last,intermedlate); 
var 
cumf,maxccstep:lnteger; 
omega,maxomega,eps,oeta,leftlim,rightlim, 
lowllmae,upllmbe,constk,ae,be,al,a2:float; 
value,valueright,valueleft:compl; 
debug,shortrange,prlntlast:boolean; 
#include 'func.p'; 
#include 'ccfft.p'; 
functlon compute(function F(x:compl):compl;a:float):compl; 
functl0n xu(y:float):float; 
begin 
xu:=arccosh(constk/coss(y»; 
end; 
functlon v(y:float):float; 
var x:float; 
begln 
x:=xu(y) ; 
v:=sinh(x)*ssin(y); 
end; 
function xuprime(y:float):float; 
var fac ,x, tangent: float; 
begm 
if abs(constk-l.0)<1.0e-20 then xuprime:=1.0/coss(y) else 
begln 
end; 
x:=xu(y) ; 
fac:=1.0/tanh(x); tangent:=tan(y); 
xuprime:=fac*tangent; 
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end; 
function g(y:float):compl; 
var 
z,zprime,cw,cw2,cw3:compl; 
x,xprime,yprime:float; 
bepn 
if abs(y-pi/2.0) <= 1.0e-80 then g:= czero 
else 
begin 
x:= xu(y); 
xprime:=xuprime(y); yprime:=1.0; 
z:=ccomp(x, y); 
zprime:=ccomp(xprime, yprime); 
cw2:=F(z); 
cw.re:=-omega*v(y) cw.im:=omega*constk; 
cw3:=cexp(cw); 
cw3:=cmul(cw3,cY2)i 
g:=cmul(cw3,zprimeJ; 
end; 
end; {funct10n g} 
begm{compute} 
constk:=cosh(a); 
if shortrange then up11mbe:=min(p1/2,40.0*exp(2)/constk/omega) 
else up11mbe:=pi/2.0; 
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compute:=ccprfft 
(g,lowlimae,uplimbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,significant); 
end; {compute} 
begin{main} 
shortrange:=true; 
writeln;writeln('ficosh.p q=cosh z'); 
wr1teln('curve: Re cosh(z)=k where k depends on a1 or a2, a1<a2.'); 
write('Use y as the variable of integration'); 
if shortrange then writeln(' w1th shortened range.') else 
writeln(' Y1th full range.'); 
wr1teln('Files included: complex.p, func.p, ccfft.p'); 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=50.0; 
10wlimae:=0.0; { uplimbe defined in compute} 
debug:=false; printlast:=false; 
maxccstep:=102'i; 
a1:=0.0; a2:=2.0; {the l1mits of the or1ginal integration} 
writeln('eps =',eps:7,' left11m =',a1:8:4,' rightlim =',a2:8:4); 
writeln('----------------------------------------------------------'); 
writeln(' < cosine weight> < sine weight >'); 
repeat 
Yr1teln('G6 omega = " omega:8:2); 
cumf:=O; 
Yr1teln(' Left integral going up from x=a=',al:l0:8); 
valueleft:=compute(G6,a1); 
writeln(' Right integral going from x=b=',a2:10:8); 
valueright:=compute(G6,a2); 
if (a1>a2) then Yriteln('a > b'); 
value:=cm1nus(valueleft, valueright); 
Yriteln(' Integral over [',a1:6:3,',',a2:6:3,'] = '); 
Yriteln(' ',value.re, 
J ',value.im,' cumf = " cumf:5); 
if omega<50.1 then omega:=100.0 else omega:=10.0*omega; 
until omega>maxomega; 
end. {main} 
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File flevin. p 
{F~lename: flevin.p 
To compute an oscillatory integral w~th q(x)=x-2+x over f~n1te intervals 
[al. a2] using complex method. Integrate over two contours 
x=(-1+sqrt(l+4(y-2+k»)/2 with k=q(al) and k=q(a2) 
over the range from y=O to sqrt(20/omega) for both contours. 
Select a boolean value for shortrange. adJust the name 
The program returns a 11st of computed values of 
\int_a-\infty F(z) cos(omega*(x-2+x» dx 
and \int_a-\infty F(z) s1n(omega*(x-2+x» dx 
with various values of omega. 
of F. 
To compute Lev1n's 1ntegral set shortrange=true. F(x)=Fl2=sin x.} 
program f1n1terange (input. output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
sindex=O •. nn; 
float = real; 
#include 'complex.p'; 
type 
var 
complexarray=array [sindex] of compl; 
endpointoption=(zeroat_a.zeroat_b.zeroat_ab.general); 
precis1onoption=(significant.dec1mal); 
printoption=(last.intermediate); 
cumf.maxccstep:integer; 
omega,maxomega,eps. 
lowI1mae.upI1mbe.constk.ae.be.al.a2:float; 
value.valueright.valueleft:compl; 
debug.pr1ntlast:boolean; 
#include 'func.p'; 
#include 'ccfft.p'; 
function compute(function F(z:compl):compl; a:float):compl; 
var yO. constk:float; 
function discr1m (y:float):float; 
var tem:float; 
beg1n 
end; 
tem:=1.0+4.0*(y*y+constk); 
d1scrim:=sqrt(tem); 
function xu(y:float):float; 
begm 
xu:=(discrim(y)-1.0)/2.0; 
end; 
funct10n v(y:float):float; 
begin 
v:=y*discrim(y); 
end; 
function xuprime(y:float):float; 
begin 
xuprime:=2.0*y/discrim(y); 
end; 
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function integrand(y:float):compl; 
var 
z.zprlme.cw.cw2.cw3:compl; 
x.xprlme.yprime:float; 
begln {integrand} 
if abs(y) >= 10.0 then integrand:= czero 
else 
begin 
x:= xu(y); 
xprime:=xuprime(y); 
yprlme: =1. 0; 
z:=ccomp(x. y); 
zprime:=ccomp(xprime. yprlme); 
cw2:-F(z); 
cw.re:=-omega*v(y) ; 
cw.im:=omega*constk; 
cw3:=cexp(cw); 
cw3:=cmul(cw3.cw2); 
integrand:=cmul(cw3.zprime); 
end; 
end; {integrand} 
begin{compute} 
constk:=a+a*a; 
yO:=sqrt(40.0/omega); 
compute:=ccprfft 
(integrand.O.O.yO.eps.maxccstep.zeroat_b.significant); 
end; {compute} 
begln{main} 
printlast:=false; 
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wri teln ( • flevin. p q=Sln Z • ) ; 
writeln('curve: 2x+1=sqrt(1+4y-2+4k) where k depends on a or b. a<b'); 
writeln('Files included: complex.p. func.p. ccfft.p·); 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=50.0; 
debug:=false; 
maxccstep:=1024; 
a1:=0.0; a2:=1; 
wrlteln('eps =·.eps:7.· leftllm =·.a1:12.· 
writeln(' < cosine welght > 
rightlim =·.a2:12); 
< sine weight >'); 
repeat 
omega = '. omega:8:2); wrlteln('F12 
cumf:=O; 
wrlteln(' Left integral gOlng up from x=a=',a1:10:8); 
valueleft:=compute(F12.a1); 
writeln(' Right integral going from x=b='.a2:10:8); 
valueright:=compute(F12.a2); 
if (a1>a2) then writeln('a > b'); 
value:=cmlnus(valueleft. valuerlght); 
writeln(' Integral over ['.a1:6:3.·.·.a2:6:3.·] = .); 
writeln(' ·.value.re. 
J ',value.im,' cumf = '. cumf:5); 
writeln; 
if omega<400 then omega:=omega*10 else omega:=2*omega; 
until omega>maxomega; 
writeln('----------------------------------------------------------.); 
end. {main} 
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File fxlnx. p 
{Filename: fxlnx.p 
To compute an oscillatory integral F(x)exp(i*omega*(x In x» 
uS1ng complex method over [al,a2]. 
Newton's method 1S used to f1nd x in terms of y. 
The contour integral are computed tak1ng y as the variable 
and over the range O<y<yO where yO=40/ln(a)/omega. 
Change the function name F and the lim1ts of 1ntegration. 
The program returns values of 
\int F(x) cos(omega*x*ln(x» dx 
and \int F(x) s1n(omega*x*ln(x» dx 
for some values of omega.} 
program fixlnxd (input, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type 
sindex=O .. nn; 
float = real; 
#include 'complex.p'; 
type 
var 
complexarray=array [s1ndex] of compl; 
realarray=array [sindex] of float; 
endpointopt10n=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precis1onoption=(significant,decimal); 
cumf ,maxccstep: integer; 
omega,maxome~a,eps, 
lowl1mae,upI1mbe,constk,ae,be,al,a2:float; 
value,valuer1ght,valueleft:compl; 
debug,printlast:boolean; 
#1nclude 'func.p'; 
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function qch(x:float):float; 
beg1n 
{ = q(x) } 
qch:=x*ln(x); 
end; 
funct10n qchr(x,y:float):float; { = Re q = u(r,th) } 
var r,th:float; 
begin 
end; 
r:=sqrt(x*x+y*y); th:=arctan(y/x); 
qchr:= x*ln(r)-y*th; 
function qch1(x,y:float):float; { = Im q = v(r,th) } 
var r,th:float; 
begin 
end; 
r:=sqrt(x*x+y*y); th:=arctan(y/x); 
qCh1:= y*ln(r)+x*th; 
function dqchy(x,y:float):float; { = Part1al du/dy } 
var th:float; 
beg1n 
end; 
th:=arctan(y/x); 
dqchy:=-th; 
function dqChx(x,y:float):float; {= Partial du/dx } 
var r:float; 
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begin 
r:=sqrt(x*x+y*y); 
dqchx:=ln(r)+1.0; 
end; 
function compute( 
functlon F(z:compl):compl; 
function qr(r,th:float):float; {real part of q(z)} 
function qi(r,th:float):float; {imaginary part of q(z)} 
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functlon dqr(r,th:float):float; {partial D qr wrt r} 
function dqth(r,th:float):float;{partial D qr wrt theta} 
a:float;{a is the x-value at which the contour meets the x-axis.} 
start:float):compl; {startlng x-value for Newton} 
var constk:float; 
#lnclude 'newton.p'; 
functlon integrandform(function F(z:compl):compl;r,s:float):compl; 
var 
z,cw2,cw1,cw:compl; 
p:float; 
begm 
if abs(s-pl/2.0) <= 1.0e-80 then integrandform:= czero 
else 
begin 
z.re:=r; z.im:=s; { r=x, s=y } 
cw1:=F(z); 
cw.re:= - qi(r,s)*omega; cW.lm:=omega*constk; 
cw2:=cexp(cw); 
cw2:=cmul(cw2,cw1); 
p:=-dqth(r,s)/dqr(r,s); 
cw:=ccomp(p,l.0); 
lntegrandform:=cmul(cw2,cw); 
end; 
end; {lntegrandform} 
#include 'ccfftntn.p'; 
begin{compute} 
constk:=qch(a); 
upllmbe:=40.0/omega/ln(a); writeln('uplimbe=',upllmbe); 
If a>O. 0 then 
compute:=ccprfftn 
(F,constk,O. O,uplimbe, eps ,maxccstep, zeroat_b,significant) 
else 
begin 
compute:=czero; 
writeln('Wrong choice of formula.'); 
end; 
end; {compute} 
begin{main} 
writeln('fixlnx.p q=z In z '); 
writeln('Files included: complex.p, func1.p, ccfftntn.p,'); 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
ae:=0;be:=1000.0; {[ae,be] is the range for r when Newton is used} 
maxomega:=1000.0;omega:=1.0; 
debug:=false; 
prlntlast:=false; 
maxccstep:=1024; 
a1:=100.0; a2:=200.0; {a1=a, a2=b the limits of the given integral} 
writeln(' leftlim =',a1,' rightlim =',a2); 
repeat 
.... ---------------------------------------
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writeln; 
wr1teln('F25 eps = ',eps:7,' omega = " omega:6:2); 
cumf:=O; 
writeln(' Left 1ntegral g01ng up from x=a=',al:l0:8); 
valueleft:=compute(F25,qchr,qch1,dqchx,dqchy,al,100); 
writeln(' Right integral going from x=b=',a2:10:8); 
valuer1ght:=compute(F25,qchr,qch1,dqchx,dqchy,a2,200); 
if (al>a2) then writeln('a > b'); 
value:=cm1nus(valueleft, valueright); 
vriteln(' Integral over [',al:6:3,',',a2:6:3,'1 = '); 
writeln(' ',value.re,' ',value.im, 
, cumf = " cumf:5); 
omega:=omega*10; 
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unt11 omega>maxomega; 
writeln('----------------------------------------------------------'); 
end. {main} 
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A.4 Main programs for Chapter 5 
In this section, we include the lIstings of the programs for Laplace inversion 
using optimal contours. The files are 
laplacel. p for optimal contour (5.2) in Section 5.4. 
laplace2. p for optimal contour (5.4) in Section 5.4. 
File laplace1. p 
{Filename: laplacel.p 
To com~ute the lnverse Laplace transform using complex method for 
functlon having poles on the negatlve imaginary axis. 
Integrate over the quarter circle and the horlzontal optlmal contour. 
The shift \sigma is used to form the lntegrand 
e-(-om slgma)\int_C F(z+sigma) e-(om z). 
Change the function name for F and adJust sigma. 
The program returns the values (value) of the contour lntegral 
and the true values of the Laplace transforms. The true value 
is equal to the sum of value and the correspondlng resldues. 
The resldues are not computed in this program.} 
program laplacel (lnput, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type float=real ; 
sincos=boolean; 
endpointoption=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionoption=(signlflcant,decimal); 
#lnclude 'complex.p'; 
#include 'func.p'; 
type complexarray=array[O •. nn] of compl; 
realarray=array[O .• nn] of float; 
omlist = array [1 .. 10] of float; 
var 
cumf,omindex,maxccstep:integer; 
value , omega,eps ,m , truevalue ,mbyomega, sigma,valuetem: float; 
om:omlist; 
prlntlast,debug:boolean; 
#lnclude 'ccffts.p'; 
function omx(s:float):float; 
begin 
end; 
if (s>=O.O) and (s<=pl/2.0) then 
omx:=pi*coss(s)!2.0 
else 
omx:=pi*coss(s)!sin(s)!2.0; 
functlon omy(s:float):float; 
begin 
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end; 
if (s>=O.O) and (s<=pi/2.0) then 
omy:=pi*s1n(s)/2.0 
else 
omy:=pi/2.0; 
function xprime(s:float):float; 
begu 
end; 
if (s>=O.O) and (s<=pi/2.0) then 
xprime:=-p1*s1n(s)/2.0/omega 
else 
xpr1me:=-p1/2.0/(omega*sin(s)*sin(s»; 
function yprime(s:float):float; 
begin 
end; 
1f (s>=O.O) and (s<=pi/2.0) then 
yprime:=p1*coss(s)/2.0/omega 
else 
ypr1me:=0.0; 
function g(s:float; function F(z:compl):compl):float; 
var 
z,zprime,cw,cw2,cw1, csigma:compl; 
x,y,gg:float; 
begin 
1f abs(s-pi) <= 1.0e-200 then g:= 0.0 
else 
begin 
x:= omx(s)/omega; 
y:= omy(s)/omega; 
z:=ccomp(x, y); 
zpr1me:=ccomp(xprime(s), yprime(s»; 
cw:=ccomp(omx(s),omy(s»; 
cw1:=cexp(cw); 
cw1:=cmul(zprime,cwl); 
cS1gma.re:=sigma; cS1gma.im:=0.0; 
z:=cplus(z,cs1gma); 
cw2:=F(z); 
cw:=cmul(cw2,cw1); 
gg:=(cw.1m)/pi; 
if abs(sigma)<1.0e-80 then g:=gg else 
g:=gg*exp(sigma*omega); 
end; 
end; {funct10n g} 
function compute(function F(x:compl):compl):float; 
funct10n f(s:float):float; 
beg1n 
end; 
f:=g(s,F); 
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begin{compute} 
compute:=ccprfftreal(f,O.O,pi/2,eps,maxccstep,general,s1gnificant) 
+ccprfftreal(f,p1/2, p1,eps,maxccstep,general,s1gnificant); 
end; {compute} 
begin{main} 
printlast:=false; 
maxccsteg:=1024; 
eps:= 5. e-14; 
omega: =1. 0; 
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writeln('laplace1.p Inversion of Laplace transforms.'); 
writeln( 
'The opt1mal contour is a circular arc plus a hor1zontal line.' ); 
wrl.teln( 
'To compute value=e-(-sl.gma om) \int_C F(z-sigma)e-(om z) dz. '); 
om[l] :=1.0; om [2] :=5.0; om[3] :=10.0; om[4] :=20.0; 
om[5]:=50.0; om[6]:=100.0; om[7]:=200.0; 
oml.ndex:=l; 
sl.gma:=O.O; 
repeat 
o~;fa:=om[omindex]; 
c :=0; 
wr1teln('LF6 eps = ',eps:7,' sigma= ',sl.gma:2:1, 
, omega = ',omega:4:1); 
valuetem:=compute(LF6); 
value:=valuetem; 
writeln(' value = , value); truevalue:=trueLF6(omega~; 
writeln('truevalue = ',truevalue,' cumf = ',cumf:4); 
omindex:=oml.ndex+1; 
untl.l oml.ndex>7; 
wrl.teln('----------------------------------------------------------'); 
end. {mam} 
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File laplace2. p 
{Filename: laplace2.p 
To compute the inverse Laplace transform using co~lex method for 
function hav1ng poles on the negat1ve imaginary ax1S .• 
Integrate over the curve omega*y=m*theta 
yhere F(z) is asymptotically equal to z~(-m). 
The shift \sigma 1S used to form the 1ntegrand 
e~(-om sigma)\int_C F(z+sigma) e~(om z). 
Change the function name for F and adJust m and sigma. 
The program returns the values (value) of the contour integral 
and the true values of the Laplace transforms. The true value 
1S equal to the sum of value and the corresponding residues. 
The residues are not computed in this program.} 
program laplace2 (1nput, output); 
const nn=4096; 
type float=real; 
s1ncos=boolean; 
endpo1ntoption=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionoption=(significant,decimal); 
#include 'complex.p'; 
#1nclude 'func.p'; 
type complexarray=array[O .. nn] of compl; 
realarray=array[O .. nn] of float; 
omlist = array [1 •. 10] of float; 
var 
cumf,om1ndex,maxccstep:integer; 
value , omega, eps ,m, truevalue ,mbyomega , sigma: float; 
om:omlist; 
pr1ntlast ,debug: boolean; 
#1nclude 'ccffts.p'; 
function rr(s:float):float; 
var rrr:float; 
begin 
end; 
if abs(s»O.OOl then 
rrr:=s/s1n(s) 
else 
rrr:= «31.0*s*s/15120.0+7.0/360.0)*s*s+1.0/6.0)*s*s+1.0; 
rr:=m*rrr/omega; 
function rrpr1me(s:float):float; 
var temp: float; 
begm 
1f abs(s»O.OOl then 
temp:=(1.0-s*coss(s)/sin(s»/sin(s) 
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end; 
else 
temp:=«(127.0*s*s/75600.0+31/2520.0)*s*s+7.0/90.0)*s*s+1.0/3.0)*s; 
rrprime:=m*temp/omega; 
function g(s:float; function F(z:compl):compl):float; 
var 
z,zpr1m~,cy,cY2!cYl, cS1gma:compl; 
x,y,xpr1me, ypr1me, gg:float; 
beg1n 
if abs(s-pi) <= 1.0e-80 then g:= 0.0 
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else 
begin 
x:= rr(s)*coss(s); 
y:= mbyomega*s ; 
z:=ccomp(x, y); 
xpr~me:=-y+coss(s)*rrprime(s); 
yprlme:=mbyomega; 
zprlme:=ccomp(xprime, yprlme); 
cw:=ccomp(omega*x,m*s); 
cw1:=cexp(cw); 
cw1:=cmul(zprime,cw1); 
cSlgma.re:=sigma; csigma.lm:=O.O; 
z:=cplus(z,csigma); 
cw2:=F(z); 
cw:=cmul(cw2,cw1); 
gg: =cw . lm/pi ; 
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If abs(sigma)<1.0e-50 then 
g:=gg {Since the final value is twice} 
else {the value on the upper complex plane.} 
g:=gg*exp(sigma*omega); 
end; 
end; {function g} 
function compute(function F(x:compl):compl; eps:float):float; 
functlon f(s:float):float; 
begin 
f:=g(s,F); 
end; 
begm{compute} 
compute:=ccprfftreal(f,O.O,pi,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_b,slgnificant); 
end; 
begin{maln} 
wrlteln('laplace2.p Optimal curve is omega*y=m*theta. '); 
wrlteln('To compute e-(-sigma om) \int_C F(z-slgma)e-(om z) dz. '); 
eps:= 5.0e-14; 
om[l] :=1.0; om[2] :=5.0; om[3] :=10.0; om[4] :=20.0; 
om[5]:=50.0; om[6]:=100.0; om[7]:=200.0· 
m:=1.0; {«-- adJust m so that F(z5 asym equal z-(-m) } 
si~a:=O; 
omlndex: =1 ; 
maxccstep:=1024; 
prlntlast:=false; 
writeln('Files include complex.p,lapfunc.p,ccffts.p.'); 
repeat 
omega:=om[omindex]; 
cumf:=Oj 
wrlteln('LF2 eps = ',eps:7,' m= ',m:2:1,' sigma= 
sigma:2:1,' omega = ',omega:4:1); 
mbyomega:=m/omega; 
value:=compute(LF2,eps); 
truevalue:=trueLF2(omega); 
writeln('truevalue = , ,truevalue,' cumf = ',cumf:4); 
omindex:=omindex+1; 
until omlndex>7.5; 
writeln('---------------------------------------------------------,); 
end. {maln} 
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A.5 Main programs for Chapter 6 
In this section, we include the listmgs of the routines for computing the prob-
ability densities using optimal contours. The files are 
st1.p for optimal contour (6.13) with a = 1,/3 # 0 (Section 6.3.2). 
st2.p for optimal contour (6.22) with a # 1,2 and w > 0 (Section 6.3 4). 
File st1.p 
{Filename: st1. p 
Compute the pdf for alpha=l. 
The values are d1splayed in two columns, 
one for beta=b and other for beta= -b.} 
program stl (input,output); 
const nn=4096; 
float=real; type 
sincos=boolean; 
endpo1ntopt10n=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionoption=(s1gn1ficant,dec1mal); 
#1nclude 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array[O .. nn] of compl; 
realarray=array[O •. nn] of float; 
var alpha,beta,omega,bbb,art,thopt,th,eps, 
up11mbe,lowl1mae,pdf2,pdfl:float; 
largestomega, smallestomega, stepsize: float; 
maxccste~,cumf,fcl,fc2:1nteger; 
debug,pr1ntlast:boolean; 
#include 'ccffts.p'; 
function g(th:float):float; 
var lnxi,x1,U,v:float; 
begin 
end; 
1f abs(th+p1/2)<1.0e-50 then g:=O.O else 
1f abs(th-p1/2)<1.0e-50 then g:=O.O else 
begin 
end; 
u:=(l+bbb*th)/coss(th); 
v:=(sin(th)*u-omega)/bbb; 
lnxi : =v+ln(u) ; 
if lnxi > 230.0 then g:=O.O else 
begin 
xi:=exp(lnxi); 
g:=exp(-xi)*xi/bbb/p1; 
end; 
function h(th:float):float; 
{the integrand} 
{Theta} 
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var U, v,v:float; 
begin 
u:=(1.0+bbb*th)/coss(th); 
v:=omega/bbb-ln(u); 
v:=v/(th+l.0/bbb); 
h:=arctan(v); 
end; 
function thetaopt:float; 
var thnev,thold,diff:float; 
counter: integer; 
beg1n 
thnev:=(pi)/4.0; 
end; 
counter: =0; 
repeat 
thold:=thnev; 
thnev:=h(thold); 
counter:=counter+l; 
diff:=abs(thnev-thold); 
until (counter>20) or (d1ff<eps/l0); 
thetaopt:=thnev; 
{the opt1mal theta} 
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function r1ghtlimit(thopt:float):float;{the r1ght lim1t of integration} 
var rlim,ste~:float; 
counter: 1nteger; 
begin 
proceed:boolean; 
end; 
rl1m:=pi/2; 
counter:=O; 
step:=rlim-thopt; 
repeat 
step:=step/2.0; 
th:=thopt+step; 
if abs(g(th»>=eps/l00.0 then proceed:=false; 
if abs(g(th» <eps/l00.0 then 
begin 
rlim:=th; proceed:=true; 
end; 
counter:=counter+l; 
until (proceed=false) or (counter>20); 
r1ghtlimit:=r11m; 
function leftlimit(thopt:float):float; {the left limit of integration} 
var llim,ste~:float; 
counter:1nteger; 
begin 
proceed:boolean; 
end; 
llim:=-pi/2; 
counter: =0; 
step:=thopt-llim; 
repeat 
step:=step/2.0; 
th:=thopt-step; 
if abs(g(th»>=eps/l00.0 then proceed:=false; 
if abs(g(th» <eps/l00.0 then 
begm 
llim:=th; proceed:=true; 
end; 
counter:=counter+l; 
until (~roceed=false) or (counter>20); 
left11m1t:=11im; 
procedure compute (var beta, pdf:float; var fcount:integer); 
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begin 
bbb:=beta*2.0/pi; 
thopt:=thetaopt; 
lovlimae:=left11mit(thopt); 
uplimbe:=r1~tlimit(thopt); 
maxccstep:=!024;cumf:=O; 
pdf:=ccprfftreal 
(g,lovlimae,up11mbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_ab,dec1mal); 
fcount:=cumf; 
if beta<O then pdf:=-pdf; 
end; 
begin{ma1n} 
debug:=false;pr1ntlast:=true; 
eps:=O.5e-5; 
vr1teln('Input a negat1ve beta.'); 
readln (beta) ; 
vr1teln('alpha =1'); 
vriteln(' omega pdf(beta=',beta:5:2,') fcount', 
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pdf(beta=',-beta:5:2,') fcount'); 
vriteln('---------------------------------------------------------'); 
alpha:=l; 
smallestomega:=O.O; 
largestomega:=200.0; 
omega:=smallestomega; 
repeat 
compute(beta,pdf1,fc1); 
beta:=-beta; 
compute(beta,pdf2,fc2); 
1f omega<O.09 then 
vriteln(omega:8:3,' ',pdf1:11:6,' ',fc1:5, 
, ',pdf2:11:6,' ',fc2:5) else 
vriteln(omega:8:1,' ',pdf1:11:6,' ',fc1:5, 
, ',pdf2:11:6,' ',fc2:5); 
if (O<=omega) and (omega<O.000999) then stepsize:=O.OOl; 
if (O.000999<=omega) and (omega<O.00999) then stepsize:=O.009; 
if (O.0099<=omega) and (omega<O.0999) then steps1ze:=O.09; 
if (O.099<=omega) and (omega<O.1999) then stepsize:=O.l; 
1f (O.199<=omega) and (omega<1.9999) then steps1ze:=O.2; 
if (1.9999<=omega) and (omega<9.999) then steps1ze:=O.5; 
if (9.999<=omega) and (omega<19.999) then steps1ze:=10.0; 
if (19.999<=omega) and (omega<300) then steps1ze:=20.0; 
omega:=omega+stepsize; 
beta:=-beta; 
unt1l omega>largestomega+steps1ze/2; 
end. {main} 
- - - - -- -----------
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File st2.p 
{Fllename: st2.p 
Compute the pdf for alpha not=l, omega>O. 
The values are dlsplayed in tvo columns, one for beta=b 
and other for beta= -b.} 
program st2 (input,output); 
const 
type 
nn=4096; 
float=real; 
sincos=boolean; 
endpolntoptlon=(zeroat_a,zeroat_b,zeroat_ab,general); 
precisionoption=(signlficant,decimal); 
#include 'complex.p'; 
type complexarray=array[O .. nn] of compl; 
realarray=array [0 •• nn] of float; 
var alpha,beta.omega.bbb.thopt.th.eps.uplimbe.lovlimae:float; 
largestomega.smallestomega,stepsize.nu.ar.art:float; 
up.lov.pd.lnc.lntlength.pdf2.pdf1:float; 
stepnumber,count.fc1.fc2:1nteger; 
maxccstep.cumf:lnteger; 
debug.prlntlast:boolean; 
#include 'ccffts.p'; 
function g(th:float):float; {the integrand} 
var v,nu,xi,u,v:float; 
begln 
if abs(th-art)<1.0e-50 then g:=O.O else 
if abs(th-pi/2)<1.0e-50 then g:=O.O else 
begin 
end; 
end; 
u:=sqrt(1.0+bbb*bbb); 
v:=rpov(sin(alpha*(th-art».alpha); 
v:=u*v/coss(th)/omega; 
nu:=l-alpha; 
v:=rpov(v.1.0/nu); 
xi:=v*coss(ar+nu*th); 
g:=xi*exp(-omega*xi)*alpha!nu/pi; 
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function hsmall(t:float):float; 
var nt, u, v,v:float; 
{The fixed-point iteration function} 
{for small omega <=0.1 } 
begin 
nu:=l-alpha; 
end; 
nt:=nu*t; 
u:=coss(t)/sqrt(1.0+bbb*bbb); 
v:=rpov(coss(nt+ar).-nu); 
v:=omega*rpov(u*v.1.0/alpha); 
if abs(v)<=l then hsmall:=arcsln(v)/alpha+art 
begin 
end; 
vriteln(' In functlon h. abs(v»l'); 
hsmall:=O.O; 
else 
function hlarge(t:float):float; 
var at, nt, u, v,~:float; 
begin 
{The fixed-polnt iteration functlon} 
{for large omega>4.999} 
nU:=l-alpha; 
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end; 
at:=alpha*t; nt:=nu*t; 
u:=s1n(at)-bbb*coss(at); 
v:=coss(nt)-bbb*sin(nt); 
v:=rpov(u,l-nu)*rpov(v,nu)/rpov(omega,l-nu); 
if abs(v)<=l then hlarge:=arccos(v) else 
begm 
vriteln('abs(v) 1n function h >1'); 
hlarge:=O.O; 
end; 
funct10n thetaopt:float; 
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var thnev,thold,d1ff:float; 
counter: integer; {return the opt1mal theta} 
begin 
thnew:=(pi/2+art)/2.0; 
counter: =0; 
end; 
repeat 
thold:=thnew; 
if omega<0.20001 then thnew:=hsmall(thold); 
if omega>4.999 then thnew:=hlarge(thold); 
counter:=counter+1; 
d1ff:=abs(thnew-thold); 
until (counter>40) or (diff<eps/100); 
if (counter>40) or «thnew>pi/2+0.0001) and (thnew<art» then 
thetaopt:=(pi/2+art)/2.0 else 
thetaopt:=thnev; 
function rightlimit(thopt:float):float; 
{return the right limit of integration} 
var rlim,ste~:float; 
counter anteger; 
proceed:boolean; 
begin 
end; 
rlim:=pi/2; 
counter: =0; 
step:=r11m-thopt; 
repeat 
step:=step/2.0; 
th:=thopt+step; 
if abs(g(th»>=eps/100.0 then proceed:=false; 
if abs(g(th» <eps/100.0 then 
beg1n 
r11m:=th; proceed:=true; 
end; 
counter:=counter+1; 
until (proceed=false) or (counter>20); 
r1ght11mit:=r11m; 
funct10n leftlimit(thopt:float):float; 
{return the left l1m1t of integration} 
var l11m,ste~:float; 
counter:1nteger; 
begm 
proceed:boolean; 
Ihm:=art; 
counter: =0; 
step:=thopt-llim; 
repeat 
step:=step/2.0; 
th:=thopt-step; 
if abs(g(th»>=eps/100.0 then proceed:=false; 
if abs(g(th» <eps/100.0 then 
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end; 
begin 
llim:=th; proceed:=true; 
end; 
counter:=counter+l; 
until (proceed=false) or (counter>20); 
leftllmlt:=llim; 
pro~edure compute (var alpha,beta,pdf:float;var fcount:integer); 
begln 
end; 
bbb:=beta*tan(alpha*pi/2); 
ar: =arctan (bbb) ; 
art:=ar/alpha; 
if (omega>4.9999) or (omega<O.20001) then 
begm 
thopt:=thetaopt; 
lowllmae:=leftlimit(thopt); 
uplimbe:=rightllmlt(thopt); 
end else 
begin 
lowlimae:=art; uplimbe:=pi/2; 
end; 
maxccstep:=1024;cumf:=O; 
pdf:=ccprfftreal 
(g,lowllmae,upllmbe,eps,maxccstep,zeroat_ab,decimal); 
fcount:=cumf· pdf:=abs(pdf~ ; 
begin{main} 
debug:=false;printlast:=true; 
eps:=O.5e-6;alpha:=O.25;beta:=-O.25; 
wrlteln('Input alpha and a negative beta.'); 
readln(alpha,beta); 
writeln('alpha = , ,alpha:4:2); 
wrlteln(' omega pdf(beta=',beta:5:2,') fcount', 
pdf(beta=',-beta:5:2,') fcount'); 
writeln('---------------------------------------------------------'); 
smallestomega:=O.OOl; 
largestomega:=400; 
omega:=smallestomega; 
repeat 
compute(alpha,beta,pdfl,fcl); 
beta:=-beta; 
compute(alpha,beta,pdf2,fc2); 
wrlteln(omega:7:3,' ',pdfl:ll:6,' ',fcl:5, 
, ',pdf2:11:6,' ',fc2:5); 
beta:=-beta; 
if (O.999<=omega) and (omega<9.999) then stepsize:=O.5 else 
if (9.999<=omega) and (omega<10.001) then stepsize:=10.0 else 
if (9.999<=omega) and (omega<99.999) then stepsize:=20.0 else 
if (99.999<=omega) and (omega<1000.0) then stepslze:=100.0; 
If (O.999<=omega) and (omega<1000.0) then 
omega:=omega+stepsize 
else omega:=omega*10; 
until omega>largestomega{+stepsize/2}; 
end. {main} 

